ATTACHMENT A-1
DESIGN CONSULTANT’S PREDESIGN PHASE SERVICES
NOTE:

1.

This document is based on Appendix B of the Design Consultant’s Task Order
Agreement as revised June 6, 2019. Additions to that document are indicated in bold
and underlined text; deletions are indicated in strikethrough and italics.

General: The Design Consultant’s Predesign Services shall be performed in accordance with
the Design Consultant General Construction Task Order Agreement and Appendix A for the
specific Task Order Project. Predesign Services shall consist of the following tasks as described
herein and as may be further delineated or modified by the Appendix A for the specific Task
Order Project.
Following completion of Predesign Phase Services, the Authority may request that the Design
Consultant submit a detailed fee proposal for performance of additional Design Consultant
Services related to the approved Project Scope which shall be authorized through the issuance of
additional Task Order(s).

2.

3.

Predesign Phase Schedule: At least three days prior to the Initial Project Meeting the Design
Consultant shall prepare and submit to the Authority a detailed schedule for completion of all
Predesign Phase activities in accordance with the following:
2.1.

The Predesign Phase Schedule shall include proposed start and finish dates and durations
for all Predesign Phase activities including all on-site verification activities, meetings,
and all deliverables.

2.2.

Include milestone dates for determination of the need for any Allowance Services and
other similar activities requiring action by the Authority.

2.3.

Unless indicated otherwise, for all reports and deliverables requiring review and
acceptance or approval by the Authority, provide for one initial 10 business day review
period, an appropriate revision period, and a final 5 business day period for Authority
review and acceptance.

2.4.

Following review of the Predesign Phase Schedule at the Initial Project Meeting and
within 5 business days, revise and resubmit the Predesign Phase Schedule for acceptance
by the Authority.

2.5.

The Design Consultant shall update the Predesign Phase Schedule for review at each biweekly progress meeting.

Initial Project Meeting and Report: Within 5 business days of receipt of the NTP the
timeframe stipulated in Appendix A, and prior to commencing any on-site verification
activities, the Design Consultant shall attend a meeting with the Authority’s Project
Representative and representatives of the Client School District.
3.1.

The Initial Project Meeting shall include review and discussion of the following:
3.1.1.

Project Requirements Review as described in 4.1 below.

3.1.2.

Review the Predesign Phase Schedule and confirm a schedule for conducting
on-site verification activities, including access to restricted areas, and inclusive
of restrictions imposed by the District.
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3.2.

4.

3.1.3.

Review and confirm any logistical constraints, including the District’s schedule
for use and occupancy of the facility, which may impact when and how the
Design Consultant’s on-site verification activities may be performed.

3.1.4.

Review and confirm Receive and review the Prior Predesign Reports
(Attachments A-3 and A-4) and other available existing conditions
information such as warranty information, construction documents, maintenance
records, the District’s Asbestos Management Plan and AHERA report, and
relevant reports and documents previously prepared by the Authority or others.

Initial Project Report: Within 5 business days of receipt of the NTP the timeframe
stipulated in Appendix A, the Design Consultant shall provide an Initial Project Report
to the Authority for review and acceptance. The Initial Project Report shall include
minutes of the meeting which shall summarize discussion points, document decisions,
and identify any action items with responsible parties and due dates. The Initial Project
Report shall include the revised Predesign Phase Schedule and the Project Requirements
Report as attachments. Revise and resubmit for Authority acceptance within 5 business
days of any comments.

Project Requirements Review and Report: The Design Consultant shall conduct a Project
Requirements Review with representatives of the Authority and School District in order to
confirm and document the requirements which will serve as the basis for evaluating proposed
solutions to conditions deficiencies.
4.1.

4.2.

The Project Requirements Review shall include the following:
4.1.1.

Review and confirm the specific site(s), conditions, systems, and components
which are the subject of preliminary verification activities.

4.1.2.

Review and confirm general project expectations and goals including
performance, cost, and schedule considerations.

4.1.3.

Identify any related materials and systems preferences that have been adopted or
otherwise expressed by the School District, noting any that are in conflict with
the Authority’s Materials and Systems Standards; and identify any items for
which the School District plans to request proprietary specifications.

4.1.4.

Identify any School District requirements or restrictions with respect to
operations and maintenance.

4.1.5.

Identify any other functional or performance considerations or requirements
which the School District may wish to propose for the project.

4.1.6.

Identify any potential special requirements such as commissioning or operations
and maintenance training.

Project Requirements Report: Within 5 business days of the Project Requirements
Review meeting, the Design Consultant shall prepare and submit a Project Requirements
Report for review by the Authority and the School District. The Project Requirements
Report shall discuss each of the items described in 4.1 above and shall include a summary
of agreed-upon project requirements. Within 5 business days of Authority review and
comment, the Design Consultant shall complete and submit a revised Project
Requirements Report for acceptance by the Authority.
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5.

4.2.1.

The Design Consultant shall review the Prior Predesign Reports and
current Project requirements to determine if they are sufficient for
purposes of completing Predesign Phase Services.

4.2.2.

The Design Consultant shall be responsible for its reliance on previous
work product and shall exercise a standard of care when evaluating the
previous work product and verifying conclusions. If the Design Consultant
takes exception to those conclusions or if more information is needed, the
Design Consultant shall explain in its Project Requirements Reports any
facts, data, information, qualifications, conflicts or limitations known by
the Design Consultant that are not supportive of the conclusions
documented in the previous work product.

Existing Conditions Survey and Verification: In accordance with the accepted Predesign
Phase Schedule, the Design Consultant shall proceed with the following activities in order to
establish an understanding of existing conditions sufficient to support completion of all
Predesign Phase services.
5.1.

5.2.

Facilities Survey: The Design Consultant shall conduct a survey of each identified
building system or component and shall document them to a level of information and
detail sufficient to support the completion of all Predesign Phase services. The Facilities
Survey shall include the following:
5.1.1.

Review of existing drawings and other documents that describe the existing
facilities.

5.1.2.

On-site inspection of existing facilities and identification of any areas or
conditions that vary from those reflected in existing documentation.

5.1.3.

For any areas of such variance or for areas where no existing documentation
exists, measurement and recording of existing conditions in detail sufficient to
support the development, evaluation, scoping, and pricing of condition
deficiency correction work.

5.1.4.

The creation of plans, details, and/or sketches, at appropriate scales acceptable
to the Authority, with information sufficient to support the development,
evaluation, scoping, and pricing of condition deficiency correction work.

Facilities Condition Assessment and Report: The Design Consultant shall conduct a
survey and assessment of existing building systems and components as identified in
Appendix A (hereafter, “existing facilities”) in order to establish a sufficient
understanding of their disposition and condition sufficient to support the completion of
all Predesign Phase services. The Facilities Condition Assessment and Report shall
include the following: The Design Consultant shall conduct a non-invasive survey of
the building and review the Prior Predesign Reports and other existing conditions
documentation and investigative reports provided by the Authority to determine if
they are sufficient for purposes of completing Predesign Phase Services. The Design
Consultant shall be responsible for its reliance on previous work product and shall
exercise a standard of care when evaluating the previous work product and
verifying conclusions. If more information is needed, the Design Consultant shall
explain in documents submitted to the Authority, any facts, data, information,
qualifications, conflicts or limitations known by the Design Consultant that are not
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supportive of the conclusions documented in the previous work product, as the basis
for the Additional Investigative Activities. Design Consultant shall recommend any
Additional Investigative Activities which it believes may be necessary and, upon
authorization by the Authority, such Additional Investigative Activities shall be
provided as Allowance Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
Agreement.
5.2.1.

Review of existing drawings and other documents that describe the existing
facilities.

5.2.2.

A non-invasive survey of the existing facilities to become familiar with their
type, disposition, quality, functionality, and condition.

5.2.3.

Verification of existing condition deficiencies in project scope areas specifically
identified in Appendix A.

5.2.4.

Identification, during the course of the steps above, of any other significant
condition deficiencies that might be considered by the Authority for inclusion in
the project scope.

5.2.5.

Prepare a draft Facilities Condition Assessment Report for review and
acceptance by the Authority. The report shall confirm the Design Consultant’s
review of the applicable Prior Predesign Reports and understanding of the
building’s condition, and identify any Additional Investigative Activities
recommended by the Design Consultant to further assess the condition of
existing facilities.. be organized by building area, element, or system type as
appropriate and shall include the following:
5.2.5.1.

The report shall describe the investigative activities which were
undertaken, participants, and dates when on-site investigations were
undertaken.

5.2.5.2.

The report shall describe the type, disposition, capacity, quality,
functionality, and condition of the existing facilities and shall
describe the nature and extent of identified existing conditions
deficiencies.

5.2.5.3.

For each identified condition deficiency, the report shall identify and
discuss options, if any, for addressing the deficiency including initial
considerations of cost, schedule, regulatory requirements, potential
impact on ongoing use and occupancy of the facilities, and other
identified project requirements.

5.2.5.4.

For each identified condition deficiency, the report shall either
identify a recommended solution for addressing the condition with
the rationale for recommendation or shall:
a. Identify additional investigative activities, such as testing, which
may be recommended to further assess the condition of the
existing facilities pursuant to a recommended solution, or shall
b. Recommend the development and evaluation of specific options
in accordance with Section 7. Conceptual Options Development,
Evaluation and Selection which follows.
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5.2.6.

6.

7.

Following review and comment by the Authority and completion of any
authorized additional activities, the Design Consultant shall complete, submit,
and revise the Facilities Condition Assessment Report as necessary for
acceptance by the Authority.

Regulatory Review Report: The Design Consultant shall review the Prior Predesign
Reports and current regulatory requirements to determine if they are sufficient for
purposes of completing Predesign Phase Services. The Design Consultant shall determine all
applicable codes and regulatory reviews applicable to the range of deficiency correction work
identified in the Facilities Condition Assessment and shall prepare a Regulatory Review Report
that includes the following:
6.1.

A list of all approvals that will be required for completion of the work, including prior
design or other approvals required under the Uniform Construction Code.

6.2.

Identification of the authority having jurisdiction for each approval, submission
requirements, typical timeframes for securing such approvals, and identification of the
project milestone(s) for which each approval is a prerequisite.

6.3.

Based on review with the Authority, identification of the party or parties responsible for
securing each approval.

Conceptual Options Development, Evaluation and Selection: If authorized by the Authority,
the Design Consultant shall develop, and evaluate options for addressing existing conditions
deficiencies as identified and recommended during the Facilities Condition Assessment and in
accordance with the following:
7.1.

Confirmation of Options: Prior to proceeding with the Conceptual Options
Development and Report, the Design Consultant shall review and confirm the specific
options to be developed and evaluated. The Design Consultant shall document in writing
the discussion and decision-making process by which the options were identified,
presented, discussed, and selected for subsequent incorporation in the Conceptual
Options Report.

7.2.

Confirmation of Evaluative Criteria: Based on the Project Requirements Review and
discussions with the Authority and the School District, the Design Consultant shall
confirm the criteria that will be used in the evaluation of conceptual options and shall
prepare a narrative describing such criteria for review and acceptance by the Authority
and subsequent incorporation in the Conceptual Options Report. Such criteria shall
include, but shall not be limited to:

7.3.

7.2.1.

Construction Time and Phasing Requirements.

7.2.2.

Impact of construction activities on ongoing use and operation of the facilities.

7.2.3.

Potential for earlier advancement of some elements of the project scope.

7.2.4.

Construction Cost.

7.2.5.

Other criteria as identified and agreed by the Authority and School District.

Conceptual Options Development and Report: The Design Consultant shall develop
and undertake a comparative evaluation of the selected options, and shall prepare a
Conceptual Options Report for review and acceptance by the Authority. The Conceptual
Options Report shall include the following:
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7.3.1.

7.3.2.

7.3.3.

7.4.

8.

An executive summary which shall include:
7.3.1.1.

A brief overview of the options development and evaluation process.

7.3.1.2.

Options selection narrative (see 7.1)

7.3.1.3.

A description of each facilities condition deficiency and a brief
description of each developed option for addressing that condition.

7.3.1.4.

Evaluative criteria description (See 7.2)

7.3.1.5.

A summary comparison of developed conceptual options in tabular
form based on the established evaluative criteria.

7.3.1.6.

A preliminary recommendation for advancement of selected
option(s) including the reasons and rationale for the
recommendation.

For each developed option, the Conceptual Options Report shall include:
7.3.2.1.

A narrative description of the option describing the type and extent
of site and building construction proposed.

7.3.2.2.

A narrative evaluation of the option in regard to how and to what
extent it satisfies project requirements and established evaluative
criteria.

7.3.2.3.

Plans, details, or sketches as may be necessary to illustrate the
proposed deficiency correction.

7.3.2.4.

A schedule for advancement of the option including time frames for
completion of design, approvals, bidding, and construction.

7.3.2.5.

A conceptual construction cost estimate based upon types and extent
of proposed construction and agreed- upon unit costs.

The Design Consultant shall submit the Conceptual Options Report to the
Authority for review and comment. Following any revisions directed by the
Authority, the Design Consultant shall present the conceptual options and
comparative analysis to the Authority and the School District for selection of a
preferred option.

Conceptual Options Selection and Report: Following selection of the preferred
conceptual option by the Authority and the School District, the Design Consultant shall
revise the Conceptual Options Report to reflect the development, evaluation and selection
process and the basis for selection of the preferred option and shall submit a final
Conceptual Options Report to the Authority for review and acceptance.

Final Predesign Report: Following review and acceptance of each of the above components,
the Design Consultant shall prepare and submit the its draft Final Predesign Report, consisting
of printed and electronic versions of all final Predesign Phase deliverables and reports in a
format acceptable to the Authority. Following review and comment by the Authority, the Design
Consultant shall revise and submit the Final Predesign Report for acceptance by the Authority.
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9.

10.

Progress Meetings
9.1.

In addition to meetings and site visits required as part of the scope of services described
above, the Design Consultant shall attend and participate in progress meetings every two
weeks at the Authority’s offices in Trenton or as otherwise agreed by the Authority and
Design Consultant. Progress meetings shall include review of the current Predesign Phase
Schedule, review of the status of all current Predesign Phase activities, and identification
and discussion of any critical issues.

9.2.

The Design Consultant shall prepare and submit a meeting agenda identifying discussion
items to the Authority at least 3 business days prior to each scheduled progress meeting.

9.3.

The Design Consultant’s Subconsultants shall be available to participate in meetings
where their services and deliverables are to be discussed or reviewed.

9.4.

The Design Consultant shall prepare and submit draft minutes of all meetings within 5
three business days for the Authority’s review and comment or acceptance, and revised
minutes within 5 business days of receipt of any Authority comments.

Other Services: If requested and authorized by the Authority, the Design Consultant’s scope of
services may also include the following as required by the Appendix A for a specific Task Order:
10.1.

Boundary Survey Plan: The boundary survey shall depict the Site in its entirety,
inclusive of all individual tax blocks and lots that comprise the siteand of all adjoining
rights-of-way and vacated streets to fully delineate and describe the property boundaries,
including, but not limited to, the delineation and description of any individual internal
tax lots. The boundary survey plan for the Site shall show metes and bounds for the entire
Site and for all individual internal tax lots, and shall comply with the following:
10.1.1.

Surveying services shall include all necessary fieldwork, file research, office
work in order to compile boundary, topographic, and utility survey data fully
describing the Site. These services shall comply with all American Land Title
Association/ American Congress of Survey and Mapping (“ALTA/ACSM”)
survey requirements.

10.1.2.

If the Site is owned or to be acquired by the Authority, the Authority will order a
title search and provide a copy to the Design Consultant.

10.1.3.

If the Site is owned by the Project School District, the Design Consultant shall
order a title search of the County records for all properties within the Site,
which shall identify and describe any and all encumbrances of any kind as
necessary to complete the final boundary survey plan.
10.1.3.1.

The title search shall review all county land records pertaining to
the Site for a period of sixty years prior to the date of the search, and
shall include a complete examination of title (the “Title Report”).

10.1.3.2.

The final boundary survey plan shall delineate and describe any and
all encumbrances of any kind, and any additional pertinent
information revealed by the title search.

10.1.3.3.

In the event the Title Report is not available at the time these survey
services are required, the Design Consultant shall proceed with the
survey based on its research of information available from
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appropriate municipal and/or County records, and shall confirm
such information in a supplement to the final boundary survey plan,
at such time as the formal Title Report becomes available.
10.1.4.

The Design Consultant shall research all available records of deeds, easements,
plans of survey, right-of-way (“ROW”) maps, utility company maps, and
Federal, State, County and City/Municipal records as necessary to fulfill the
requirements of the boundary survey, and shall prepare and submit the
boundary survey plan to the Authority.

10.1.5.

The survey shall be conducted under the supervision of and certified by a
surveyor licensed in the state of New Jersey. The Design Consultant’s survey
crew shall provide survey controls suitable for use by the Design-Build
contractor. The Design Consultant shall install redundant control points and
provide coordinates for each point. The control points and coordinates shall
enable a contractor to establish critical construction features, such as the
property lines, elevations and fence line location.

10.1.6.

The boundary survey plan shall delineate and describe all utility easements and
rights-of-way within the Site and within 100 feet of the Site boundary, or within
such additional distance as may be required by local subdivision or land
development ordinance.

10.1.7.

The boundary survey plan shall show all structures, buildings, pavement areas,
existing easements and street rights-of-way, on the Site. The boundary survey
plan shall show distances between structures and/or buildings and the property
and lot lines, at their closest points. The distances shown on the boundary
survey plan shall have been field measured.

10.1.8.

The boundary survey plan, and all horizontal control, shall be presented in the
New Jersey State Plane Coordinate System (“NJSPCS”). State Plane
Coordinates shall be provided for all external property corners.

10.1.9.

The boundary survey plan shall identify all owners of record and the acreage of
each individually owned property within the Site, and shall also identify all
adjoining property owners of record. All acreage shall be calculated to one
one-hundredth (0.01) of an acre. Lot areas shall be calculated in acres and
square feet. All current tax block and lot numbers shall be shown for all lots
within the Site and for all adjoining properties.

10.1.10. The boundary survey plan shall show all street names, ROW lines, and ROW
widths.
10.1.11. The boundary survey plan shall indicate the locations and descriptions of all of
the Site’s property corners. The exact location of each property corner shall be
marked in the field by temporary iron pins, drill holes, or other suitable
recoverable marker. For this purpose, the Design Consultant shall use any
existing monuments and, if necessary, shall establish a new permanent
monument.
10.1.12. A location or key map, north arrow and the appropriate graphic scale must be
included on the final boundary survey plan.
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10.1.13. The boundary survey plan must be certified to the New Jersey Schools
Development Authority, the Project School District, the State of New Jersey
Department of Education, the Title Company of the Authority and/or the Project
School District, and if requested, the designated attorney that will represent the
Authority during transactions related to the Site.
10.2.

Topographic/Utility Survey Plan: The Design Consultant shall prepare
topographic/utility survey plans for the Site showing all site topographic features,
including, but not limited to, utilities, structures/buildings, pavements, slabs, vegetation,
and surface materials, and shall comply with the following:
10.2.1.

The Design Consultant shall perform all field survey measurements necessary
to develop a topographic/utility survey plan. All horizontal control shall be
presented in the NJSPCS; vertical datum shall be National Geodetic Vertical
Datum of 1929 (“NGVD”).

10.2.2.

Contours shall be shown on a one-foot contour interval. Spot elevations shall be
provided as necessary within the Site at locations of structures, pavements, high
and low points of elevation, and other appropriate points, in order to accurately
document elevations of the Site’s surface and subsurface features.

10.2.3.

Where practical, the topographic mapping shall extend to 100 feet beyond the
Site or to such additional distance as may be required by local subdivision or
land development ordinances.

10.2.4.

The topographic mapping may be prepared via aerial photography at a scale
sufficient to accurately produce the required topographic/utility survey plan. If
the Design Consultant proposes to prepare the topographic mapping from
existing aerial photography, the date of the aerial photography shall not be
more than two years prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement. The Design
Consultant shall verify the existence of all structures indicated by the aerial
photography, above or below ground, prior to commencement of the survey.
The locations of all building corners, permanent structures and the like shall be
field verified and relayed on to the topographic and utility survey plan.

10.2.5.

Utility information shall include accurate locations of any and all utilities, such
as water lines, storm sewer, sanitary sewer, gas mains, telephone and
underground electric lines; utility poles with identity numbers and street lights;
the size of all such lines and their type of construction material (e.g., RCP, DIP,
PVC, etc.). The utility information shall also include the accurate location of all
manholes, catch basins, chambers, culverts, utility vaults, valve boxes, hydrants,
headwalls, and any other features and structures related to utilities. The Design
Consultant shall provide surveyed elevations of all inverts, top of
grate/castings, outfall inverts and top of headwalls associated with the abovementioned features and structures, where accessible. Any sewers containing
combined sanitary and storm sewer flows shall be noted as such.

10.2.6.

The final topographic/utility survey plan shall include pertinent data from the
boundary survey plan, such as each individual tax lot line and description, area
calculations, easements, street right-of-way lines and descriptions, street names
and tax lot numbers.
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10.3.

10.4.

Survey Deliverables
10.3.1.

The Design Consultant shall provide certified, reproducible vellums and digital
versions in .dwfx and .pdf formats of each boundary survey plan and
topographic/utility survey plan, in appropriate scales approved by the
Authority.

10.3.2.

Digital survey information shall be layered to facilitate its use as a base map
for geotechnical and environmental investigations of the Site, and for
subsequent site/civil, planning and design phases of the project.

10.3.3.

The Design Consultant shall provide six (6) sets of signed and sealed prints of
each final boundary survey plan and final topographic/utility survey plan. These
survey plans shall be signed and sealed by a New Jersey Licensed Professional
Surveyor.

10.3.4.

The Design Consultant shall provide six (6) signed and sealed, certified, written
boundary descriptions of each overall Site and of each individual property that
may comprise the Site.

10.3.5.

The Design Consultant shall provide one (1) set of 8" x 10" color prints of any
aerial photography used to prepare the topographic base maps. The Design
Consultant shall also provide digital versions of any such aerial photography,
in native, .pdf and .jpeg formats.

Utility Verification and Report: Based on a review of existing documentation and site
observations, the Design Consultant shall verify and document the location, age, size,
and capacity of utilities available to the Site, including sanitary sewer and storm sewer
systems, potable water, electric power, natural gas, telephone service, cable television,
and communication lines. The Design Consultant shall confirm conditions of utilities with
respect to project requirements and perform the following for the Site:
10.4.1.

Analyze and estimate order-of-magnitude utility loads for the proposed project.

10.4.2.

Perform a water flow/hydrant test to confirm available water supply pressure
and flow.

10.4.3.

Develop a contact list for all utility companies, and secure a dated “will-serve”
letter from each stating the projected utility load for each facility and
confirming the utility company’s capacity for providing the required service in
the necessary quantity.

10.4.4.

In the event that existing utility services are not sufficient for project
requirements, assist the Authority in identifying alternative solutions and
requesting utility infrastructure improvements.

10.4.5.

Provide a Utility Investigation Report to the Authority for review and
acceptance. The report shall include an inventory of all active and non-active
utilities within and in each of the streets surrounding the Site. The report shall
include copies of all site utility survey data, a utility contact list, and copies of
all correspondence with all utilities including all “will-serve” letters. The
report shall summarize the utility survey and investigation activities undertaken
by the Design Consultant and shall include a comparison of projected utility
service requirements and the compatibility of existing utilities to meet those
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requirements, and final recommendations for any necessary improvements to
existing utilities.
10.5.

10.6.

10.7.

Preliminary Geotechnical and Stormwater Review and Report: The Design Consultant
shall review existing documentation and perform visual onsite observations of the Site in
order to:
10.5.1.

Describe the subsurface soil and groundwater conditions at likely areas of new
construction and/or site development.

10.5.2.

Describe existing stormwater drainage and related systems and structures at
likely areas of new construction and/or site development.

10.5.3.

Identify any apparent conditions that may impose limitations on project design,
placement or construction, or warrant other consideration in the development
of the project.

10.5.4.

Provide a Preliminary Geotechnical and Stormwater Report summarizing the
above for the Authority’s review and acceptance.

10.5.5.

If necessary, recommend additional investigative activities, such as test pits or
borings, which may be required in order to confirm existing conditions to the
extent necessary to inform the development and evaluation of conceptual
options. Upon authorization by the Authority, complete such additional
investigative activities as Allowance Services, and incorporate the findings in
the Preliminary Geotechnical and Stormwater Report.

Preliminary Geophysical Survey and Report: The Design Consultant shall conduct a
multi-component geophysical survey of areas of potential new construction and/or site
development work in order to identify the presence of buried utilities, subsurface
structures, artifacts, anomalies or obstructions in the potential project areas.
10.6.1.

This survey shall include electromagnetic terrain conductivity (EM), groundpenetrating radar (GPR) using both high frequency and low frequency
antennas, and radiodetection line tracer, as well as the use of a metal detector
and fluxgate magnetometer based on professional judgment.

10.6.2.

If necessary, recommend additional investigative activities, such as test pits,
which may be required in order to confirm existing conditions to the extent
necessary to inform the development and evaluation of conceptual options.
Upon authorization by the Authority, complete such additional investigative
activities as Allowance Services, and incorporate the findings in the
Preliminary Geophysical Survey Report.

10.6.3.

Provide a Preliminary Geophysical Survey Report summarizing the above for
the Authority’s review and acceptance.

Preliminary Environmental Review and Report: The Design Consultant shall undertake
a preliminary environmental review for the Site and each indicated existing building
consisting of the following:
10.7.1.

Review of existing records including AHERA reports and environmental
documentation.
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10.8.

10.7.2.

Visual inspection for preliminary confirmation of existing records and
preliminary identification of any variances or other conditions that must be
taken into account in the course of development and evaluation of conceptual
options.

10.7.3.

If necessary, recommend additional investigative activities which may be
required in order to confirm existing conditions to the extent necessary to
inform the development and evaluation of conceptual options. Upon
authorization by the Authority, complete such additional investigative activities
as Allowance Services, and incorporate the findings in the Preliminary
Environmental Review Survey Report.

10.7.4.

Provide a Preliminary Environmental Review Report summarizing findings for
the Authority’s review and acceptance.

Submissions: Unless otherwise directed by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall
provide all deliverables in three printed and bound copies, plus digital versions in native
(.doc or .dwg) and .pdf (or .dwxf) formats.
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ATTACHMENT A-2
DESIGN CONSULTANT’S
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES
NOTE:

1.

This document is based on Appendix C of the Design Consultant’s Task Order
Agreement as revised December 23, 2020. Additions to that document are indicated
in bold and underlined text; deletions are indicated in strikethrough and italics.

General
1.1.

The Design Consultant’s Design Services shall be performed in accordance with the
Design Consultant General Construction Task Order Agreement (“Agreement”), the
Design Manual, and as may be further delineated or modified by the Appendix A for the
specific Task Order Project. Design Services shall be delivered in the following phases,
each of which is further defined below
1.1.1.

Schematic Design Phase.

1.1.2.

Design Development Phase.

1.1.3.

Construction Documents Phase.

1.1.4.

Bidding and Contract Award Phase.

1.1.5.

Constructability Review Phase.

1.1.6.

Construction Phase.

1.1.7.

Project Close-Out Phase.

1.1.8.

Post-Occupancy Review Phase.

1.2.

A written Notice to Proceed for each project phase shall be provided to the Design
Consultant Contractor by the Authority prior to commencement of such services.

1.3.

The Design Consultant’s Design Services may include other services as authorized in
writing by the Authority, in accordance with the Design Consultant Agreement and
Appendix A. Such other services may include the following:
1.3.1.

Other Basic Services
1.3.1.1.

Facilities Condition Assessment.

1.3.1.2.

Building Survey, Inventory and Documentation.

1.3.1.3.

Environmental Screening Report.

1.3.1.4.

Wetlands Investigation and Flood
Hazard Assessment

1.3.1.5.

Hazardous Materials and Universal Waste
Survey and Report.

1.3.1.6.

Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation and Report.
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1.3.2.
1.4.

2.

1.3.1.7.

Historical and Cultural Resources Evaluation
and Report.

1.3.1.8.

Preliminary Assessment and Report.

1.3.1.9.

Site Investigation Activities and Report.

1.3.1.10.

Executive Order 215 Report.

1.3.1.11.

Property Acquisition Environmental Cost
Estimate Report.

1.3.1.12.

Traffic Impact Evaluation and Report.

1.3.1.13.

Preliminary Storm Water Management
Investigation and Report.

1.3.1.14.

Testing and Inspection Services

1.3.1.15.

Commissioning Services

The Design Consultant’s Services may also include other similar or related
services as enumerated and authorized by the Authority.

In the event that invasive or destructive investigations in existing facilities are deemed to
be necessary for completion of the Design Consultant’s Services, the Design Consultant
shall obtain the approval of the Authority and the Project School District for such
invasive or destructive testing activities, and shall coordinate the scheduling of these
activities with all other Design activities and the Project School District’s schedule in
order to minimize impact on the Project School District’s operations.

Schematic Design Phase: Upon authorization by the Authority, and based upon the approved
Project scope, budget, and schedule, the Design Consultant shall proceed Schematic Design
Phase Services which may shall include the following:
2.1.

Educational Planning Services and Educational Specifications
2.1.1.

If required by Appendix A, the Design Consultant shall undertake detailed
interviews with representatives of the Project School District and review the
Project School District’s current curricular and other materials in order to
develop a full and complete understanding of its educational requirements as
applicable to the proposed Project. Educational planning services shall be
sufficient to prepare detailed Educational Specifications and Schematic Plans
as described below, and shall without limitation consider the following:
2.1.1.1.

Demographic, social and cultural features of the Project School
District.

2.1.1.2.

Organization of educational programs across the Project School
District, and the proposed School Facility Project’s place within the
District.

2.1.1.3.

All educational programs to be delivered in the proposed School
Facility Project.

2.1.1.4.

Organization of the educational programs and the necessary
organization of programmatic elements.
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2.2.

2.1.1.5.

Essential and preferred adjacencies and separations among all
programmatic elements.

2.1.1.6.

Detailed facility features, furnishings and equipment needed to
support teaching and learning for each space within the School
Facility Project.

2.1.1.7.

The Project School District’s practices and systems for information
technology and communications, for teaching and learning,
administrative, and security purposes.

2.1.1.8.

Student movement patterns throughout the school day and for preand after-school activities.

2.1.1.9.

Site activities and features including outdoor physical education
facilities, play areas, parking, service and loading, and pedestrian
and vehicular site circulation.

2.1.1.10.

School security policies, procedures and features.

2.1.1.11.

Use of the proposed School by organizations other than the Project
School District.

2.1.2.

The Design Consultant shall prepare Educational Specifications in a format
provided by or acceptable to the Authority and in accordance with the
requirements of the New Jersey Department of Education (DOE) and N.J.A.C.
6A:26-5.2.

2.1.3.

The Design Consultant shall submit draft Educational Specifications to the
Authority and Project School District for review and comment and shall meet
with the Authority and the Project School District to review such comments. The
Design Consultant shall revise the Educational Specifications as may be
requested by the Authority and shall provide copies of revised Educational
Specifications to the Authority for review and acceptance and subsequent
submission to DOE.

Schematic Design Documents
2.2.1.

Based on the Final Predesign Report and accepted Educational Specifications (if
any), and comments and other input from Authority and the Project School
District, the Design Consultant shall prepare Schematic Design Documents in a
format acceptable to the Authority and in accordance with the requirements of
DOE and N.J.A.C. 6A:26-5.3.

2.2.2.

The Schematic Design Documents shall consist of drawings, written materials
and other documents as may be required to illustrate the proposed scale and
relationships of the Project’s components and to secure required NJOE
approvals or determinations, and may include site and floor plans, building
sections and elevations, diagrams, sketches, models and perspectives.

2.2.3.

The Schematic Design Documents shall include, as applicable, phasing and
logistical requirements and an assessment of the impact of construction
activities on ongoing use and operation of the facilities by the Project School
District.
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2.2.4.

2.3.

Construction Cost Estimate (CCE): Based on the Schematic Design Documents and
other documents as accepted by the Authority and the Project School District, the Design
Consultant shall prepare its Schematic Design Construction Cost Estimate in a format
provided by or acceptable to the Authority.
2.3.1.

2.4.

If requested by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall meet with the
Authority to review its CCE and, if necessary, to reconcile its CCE with the
Authority’s own CCE or secure approval of the updated CCE.

Schedule: The Design Consultant shall review its Schedule and make any revisions
necessitated by the Schematic Design Documents and other documents, and submit its
updated Schedule to the Authority for review and acceptance.
2.4.1.

3.

The Design Consultant shall submit draft Schematic Design Documents to the
Authority and Project School District for review and comment and shall meet
with the Authority and the Project School District to review such comments.
The Design Consultant shall revise the Schematic plans Design Documents as
may be requested by the Authority and shall provide copies of revised
Schematic plans Design Documents to the Authority for review and acceptance
and subsequent submission to DOE by the Authority.

If requested by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall meet with the
Authority to review its updated Schedule and, if necessary, to reconcile its
updated Schedule with the Authority’s own Schedule or secure approval of the
updated Schedule.

2.5.

Educational Adequacy Submission: The Design Consultant shall prepare and submit
copies of the accepted Schematic Design, Educational Specifications, and/or other
required documents for the Authority’s and District’s approval and subsequent
submission to the New Jersey Department of Education pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6A:26-5.3,
and shall make such revisions as are required to secure DOE approval of the educational
adequacy of the Schematic Design Documents or a determination by DOE that the
Project has no impact on educational adequacy.

2.6.

Planning Board Review: If requested by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall
participate in one meeting with the local Planning Board to review and discuss any
technical comments that it may have in response to the Authority’s schematic design
submission.

Design Development Phase Services: Upon authorization by the Authority, the Design
Consultant shall proceed with Design Development Services which may include the following:
3.1.

Detailed Materials and Systems Review: The Design Consultant shall meet with the
Authority and the Project School District in order to review the Project School District’s
standards for materials and systems in detail, and shall deliver a report including the
following:
3.1.1.

Detailed comparison of the Authority’s Materials and Systems Standards with
Project School District standards, documenting resolution of any areas of
conflict as accepted by the Authority.

3.1.2.

Detailed review of the Project School District’s information technology and
communication standards, practices and equipment.
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3.2.

3.1.3.

Detailed review of the Project School District’s security policies, practices and
procedures, and equipment and design features associated therewith.

3.1.4.

Detailed review of the Project School District’s policies, practices, procedures,
and equipment and design features for food service, health services, and any
other educational or support activities requiring specialized design features
and/or equipment.

3.1.5.

Review, confirmation and update, where necessary, of Project School District’s
requests for proprietary specifications, and preparation of proprietary
specification requests for review and action by the Authority.

3.1.6.

Prepare any necessary requests for variance from the Authority’s Materials and
Systems Standards for review and action by the Authority.

Design Development Documents
3.2.1.

Based upon the accepted Schematic Design and the detailed materials and
systems review, the Design Consultant shall develop drawings, outline
specifications, and other information to produce the Design Development
Documents.

3.2.2.

The Design Development Documents shall consist of drawings and other
documents to fix and describe the Project’s size and character as to sitework,
architectural, structural, mechanical, electrical and other systems, equipment
and materials, and such other information as may be necessary to define fully
all features and characteristics of the Project.

3.2.3.

For addition and renovation work, the Design Development Documents shall
include the following, as applicable:
3.2.3.1.

A Summary of the Work which shall include a description of project
sequencing, phasing, and scheduling as well as other procedural
requirements necessary for execution of the Work.

3.2.3.2.

An updated assessment of the impact of construction activities on
ongoing use and operation of the facilities by the Project School
District.

3.2.3.3.

Detailed descriptions of proposed disposition of all existing building
systems in each affected area of the existing facilities, including
continued use, extension or modification to serve additions and/or
renovated spaces, discontinuation and removal, or abandonment in
place. Systems may include but are not limited to mechanical,
electrical, plumbing, fire protection, life safety and communication
systems

3.2.4.

The Design Development Documents shall include an updated Program
Comparison highlighting any changes that have taken place during the Design
Development Phase.

3.2.5.

The Design Consultant shall submit the Design Development Documents to the
Authority and Project School District for review and comment at 50%
completion and at 100% completion, and shall meet with the Authority to review
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such comments, and shall make such revisions as are necessary to secure the
Authority’s acceptance of the Design Development Documents.
3.3.

Uniform Construction Code and Best Practices Documents and Review: The Design
Consultant shall perform an analysis of the design and prepare code compliance
drawings to establish its compliance with the New Jersey Uniform Construction Code
and Best Practices Standards for Schools Under Construction or Being Planned for
Construction.
3.3.1.

3.4.

Other Regulatory Requirements: The Design Consultant shall initiate all other
regulatory reviews and approvals indicated by the Authority as the Design Consultant’s
responsibility, and shall assist the Authority in its fulfillment of other regulatory
requirements associated with the Project.

3.5.

Construction Cost Estimate: Based on the Design Development drawings and other
documents as accepted by the Authority and the Project School District, the Design
Consultant shall prepare its Design Development CCE in a format provided by or
acceptable to the Authority.
3.5.1.

3.6.

If requested by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall meet with the
Authority to review the updated CCE and, if necessary, to reconcile the updated
CCE with the previously approved CCE or secure approval of the updated
CCE.

Schedule: The Design Consultant shall review its Schedule and make any revisions
necessitated by the Design Development drawings and other documents, and submit its
updated Schedule to the Authority for review and acceptance.
3.6.1.

4.

The Design Consultant shall participate in one meeting with the Authority and
the New Jersey Department of Community Affairs to review the requirements of
the Uniform Construction Code and Best Practices Standards and their
application to the project, and shall make any necessary modifications to
deliverables in order to ensure that the Design Development documents are
consistent with all code requirements.

If requested by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall meet with the
Authority to review its updated Schedule and, if necessary, to reconcile its
updated Schedule with the Authority’s own Schedule or secure approval of the
updated Schedule.

Construction Documents Phase Services: Upon authorization by the Authority, the Design
Consultant shall proceed with Construction Documents Services which shall may include the
following:
4.1.

Construction Documents
4.1.1.

Based upon the accepted Final Predesign Report and Schematic Design
Development documents, the Design Consultant shall develop drawings, outline
specifications, and other information to produce the Construction Documents
setting forth in detail the requirements for the construction of the entire Project.

4.1.2.

The Construction Documents, as may be supplemented from time to time, shall
include all drawings and specifications required to bid and construct the Project
in its entirety in accordance with applicable codes and regulations, and to obtain
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all State and local permits and approvals necessary to complete the construction
of the Project.

4.2.

4.1.3.

The Construction Documents shall include, as applicable, updated phasing and
logistical requirements and an updated assessment of the impact of construction
activities on ongoing use and operation of the facilities by the Project School
District.

4.1.4.

The Design Consultant shall submit the Construction Documents to the
Authority and Project School District for a review of progress and comment at
60% completion and at 100% completion, and shall meet with the Authority to
review such comments, and shall make such revisions as are necessary to
secure the Authority’s acceptance of the Construction Documents.

4.1.5.

The Design Consultant shall submit the Construction Documents to the
Authority and Project School District for review and comment at 100%
completion, and shall meet with the Authority to review such comments,
and shall make such revisions as are necessary to secure the Authority’s
acceptance of the Construction Documents.

Construction Cost Estimate: Based on the Construction Documents as accepted by the
Authority and the Project School District, the Design Consultant shall prepare its
Construction Documents CCE in a format provided by or acceptable to the Authority.
4.2.1.

4.3.

If requested by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall meet with the
Authority to review the updated CCE and, if necessary, to reconcile the updated
CCE with the previously approved CCE or secure approval of the updated CCE.

Schedule: The Design Consultant shall review its Schedule and make any revisions
necessitated by the Construction Documents, and submit its updated Schedule to the
Authority for review and acceptance.
4.3.1.

If requested by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall meet with the
Authority to review its updated Schedule and, if necessary, to reconcile its
updated Schedule with the Authority’s own Schedule or secure approval of the
updated Schedule.

4.4.

OSC Submission: If required by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall provide
procedural and design specifications for inclusion in the Authority’s submission to the
Office of the State Comptroller (OSC) and shall revise specifications as may be necessary
to secure OSC approval to advertise the project.

4.5.

Final Educational Adequacy Submission: If required by the Authority, the Design
Consultant shall prepare and submit copies of the detailed plans and specifications for
the Authority’s review and subsequent submission to the New Jersey Department of
Education pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6A:26-5.4, and shall make such revisions as are required
to secure final DOE approval of the educational adequacy of the plans and related
Project documents.

4.6.

Regulatory Reviews and Approvals
4.6.1.

Following the Authority’s acceptance of the Construction Documents, the
Design Consultant shall submit the Project to the New Jersey Department of
Community Affairs for plan review, and shall make such revisions, with the
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Authority’s knowledge and acceptance, as are necessary to secure plan release
under the requirements of the Uniform Construction Code (N.J.A.C. 5:23).
4.6.2.

5.

The Design Consultant shall secure all other regulatory reviews and approvals
indicated by the Authority as the Design Consultant’s responsibility, and shall
assist the Authority in its fulfillment of other regulatory requirements necessary
for construction and occupancy of the Project.

Bidding and Contract Award Phase Services: Upon authorization by the Authority, the Design
Consultant shall proceed with Bidding and Contract Award Phase Services which may include
the following:
5.1.

5.2.

5.3.

Assistance During Bidding
5.1.1.

The Design Consultant shall assist the Authority with preparation of the
Information Package.

5.1.2.

The Design Consultant shall attend the pre-bid meeting and site tour conducted
for bidders.

5.1.3.

The Design Consultant shall provide responses to all bidder questions
regarding the Construction Documents, and shall prepare revised drawings,
sketches, and other modifications to the Construction Documents as
necessitated in response to bidder questions. Responses shall be provided to the
Authority in writing, with modifications to the Construction Documents as
necessary, within three business days of submission of questions.

5.1.4.

The Design Consultant shall review and provide written comments on the
Authority’s draft addenda.

5.1.5.

The Design Consultant shall assist the Authority in review of the successful
bidder’s price proposal, including participation in a meeting with the Authority
and the successful bidder. The Design Consultant shall provide a written
explanation of any significant variances between the bidder’s price proposal
and the Design Consultant’s cost estimate.

GC Task Order Option: - If the Authority, in its sole discretion, elects to pursue award of
a Contract for Construction through use of an existing Task Order Contract for
Construction, the Design Consultant shall, upon request of the Authority:
5.2.1.

Meet with the Authority and the proposed Task Order Contractor to review the
Construction Documents and discuss Project requirements for construction;

5.2.2.

Review the Task Order Contractor’s proposal for Construction Work, and shall
request, as appropriate, any additional information or documentation needed to
evaluate the Task Order Contractor’s proposal;

5.2.3.

Make a recommendation to the Authority with regard to the award of a Task
Order Contract for Construction;

Conformed Documents
5.3.1.

Within 14 calendar days of the issuance of the Notice of Award, the Design
Consultant shall incorporate all addendum modifications to the Construction
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Documents and complete a conformed set of Construction Documents, for
review and acceptance by the Authority.
5.3.2.

6.

Following the Authority’s acceptance of the conformed Construction
Documents, the Design Consultant shall evaluate the need for amended plan
release. If addendum modifications to the Construction Documents necessitate
amended plan release, the Design Consultant shall submit the Project to the
New Jersey Department of Community Affairs for amended plan review, and
shall make such revisions, with the Authority’s knowledge and acceptance, as
are necessary to secure amended plan release.

Constructability Review Phase Services: Upon authorization by the Authority, the Design
Consultant shall provide the following Constructability Review Phase services:
6.1.

Constructability Meetings
6.1.1.

The Design Consultant shall participate in one initial meeting and two progress
meetings of no less than two hours each, at two- week intervals, with the SDA
and the Contractor’s participants in its Constructability Review, to review the
Contractor’s progress and preliminary findings.

6.1.2.

The Design Consultant and its Subconsultants shall participate in one full-day
final meeting with the SDA to review the findings of the Constructability
Review.

6.2.

Requests for Information and Constructability Log: The Design Consultant shall
review and respond in writing to all requests for information and provide its written
comments on the Contractor’s Constructability Log within seven days of the issuance of
each update to the Constructability Log.

6.3.

Comments on Constructability Review Report: The Design Consultant shall provide its
written comments on the Contractor’s Constructability Review Report. The Design
Consultant shall comment on each Design Deficiency listed in the Report, indicating
whether it concurs or disagrees with the Contractor’s identification of each Deficiency,
together with one of the following:

6.4.

6.3.1.

In the case of concurrence, the Design Consultant shall explain briefly the steps
necessary to correct the Design Deficiency in the Documents.

6.3.2.

In the case of disagreement, the Design Consultant shall explain in writing why
the identified condition does not constitute a Design Deficiency or does not
require correction. Such explanation shall in no way relieve the Design
Consultant of its responsibilities or the Authority of its rights under the terms of
the Agreement.

Resolution of disagreements concerning Design Deficiencies: The Design Consultant
shall participate in discussion with the Authority as necessary to support its position with
respect to contested Design Deficiencies. Following such discussion and its review of the
Contractor’s Constructability Review Report and the Design Consultant’s comments
thereon, the Authority shall issue direction to the Design Consultant with respect to
correction of all Design Deficiencies.
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7.

6.5.

Correction of Design Deficiencies: Upon direction by the Authority, the Design
Consultant shall immediately undertake correction of all Design Deficiencies for review
and acceptance by the Authority.

6.6.

Updated Conformed Documents: If the Constructability Review results in changes to
the design, the Design Consultant shall provide an updated set of conformed
Construction Documents incorporating all revisions, for review and acceptance by the
Authority.

6.7.

Amended Plan Release: Following its correction of all Design Deficiencies and
updating of the conformed Construction Documents, the Design Consultant shall
evaluate the need for amended plan release. If amended plan release is required, the
Design Consultant shall make such revisions and, following review and acceptance by
the Authority, shall make submission(s) to the Department of Community Affairs until
amended plan release is secured.

Construction Phase Services: Upon Authorization by the Authority, the Design Consultant
shall provide Construction Phase Services which may include the following:
7.1.

Submittal Review: The Design Consultant shall review and approve or reject Submittals
prepared by or for the Contractor, including shop drawings, product data, samples and
other Submittals, to confirm that the Submittals are consistent with and in compliance
with requirements of the Construction Documents.
7.1.1.

The Design Consultant shall review each Submittal within seven calendar days
of receipt to determine whether additional information is required to adequately
review a given Submittal, and notify the Contractor at once if additional
information is needed.

7.1.2.

The Design Consultant shall approve or reject each Submittal within fourteen
days of receipt of a complete Submittal.

7.1.3.

The Design Consultant shall maintain a record of Submittals and copies of
Submittals submitted by the Contractor, with receipt and return dates and
Submittal status for each.

7.1.4.

The Design Consultant shall review and approve or reject revised Submittals
prepared by the Contractor in response to the Design Consultant’s review
comments.

7.1.5.

The Design Consultant shall provide the Authority with a copy of each
Submittal, with action taken, promptly following review and acceptance or
rejection.

7.1.6.

The Design Consultant’s review pursuant to this Section shall be for the purpose
of determining whether the items or equipment specified in Submittals are
consistent with the requirements of the Contract Documents, and such review
shall not be deemed to be undertaken for the purpose of determining the
accuracy and completeness of each Submittal, determining that any other details
such as dimensions and quantities have been complied with, or of substantiating
instructions for installation and performance of equipment or systems, all of
which shall remain the Contractor’s responsibility, unless otherwise specified in
the Contract for Construction. The Design Consultant’s review pursuant to this
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Section also shall not constitute approval of safety precautions or, unless
otherwise specifically stated by the Design Consultant, of construction means,
manners, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures. The Design
Consultant’s approval of specific items shall not indicate approval of an
assembly of which the item is a component.
7.2.

Site Observations: The Design Consultant shall make visits to the Site during
construction for general observation of quality and progress and to determine if the
Construction Work is proceeding in accordance with the Contract for Construction and
Applicable Laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules and regulations, other than those
pertaining to Contractor’s construction means and methods.
7.2.1.

The Design Consultant shall visit the Site weekly during periods of active
construction and at other times reasonably requested by the Authority, and shall
promptly notify the Authority in writing of Contractor’s failure to comply with
the above requirements.

7.2.2.

The Design Consultant shall report promptly to the Authority in writing about
the progress and quality of the Construction Work following each weekly Site
visit, and endeavor to guard the Authority against defects and deficiencies in the
Construction Work.

7.2.3.

The Design Consultant shall inform the Authority about the progress and quality
of the Construction Work, and endeavor to guard the Authority against defects
and deficiencies in the Construction Work.
7.2.3.1.

7.2.4.

The Design Consultant shall report to the Authority any failure of the
Contractor to carry out the Construction Work in accordance with the Contract
for Construction and any work, factors, data or information that fails to conform
to, or that may otherwise indicate any nonconformity with, the Contract for
Construction of which it knows or reasonably should have known.
7.2.4.1.

7.2.5.

7.3.

Should the Design Consultant observe or become aware of
conditions that require action to guard the Project and the Authority
against defects and deficiencies in the Construction Work, the
Design Consultant shall so notify the Authority in writing within
three days of observing or becoming aware of such conditions.

The Design Consultant shall recommend that the Authority reject
Construction Work on the Project that does not conform to the
Contract for Construction by immediately notifying the Authority in
writing.

The Design Consultant shall notify the Construction Manager and the
Authority’s on-Site representatives immediately if the Design Consultant has
actual knowledge of hazardous site conditions or site conditions which may
result in an imminent danger on the Site to occupants or persons on or in the
vicinity of the Site.

Requests for Information: The Design Consultant shall review and provide written
responses, including supplemental information or sketches as necessary and appropriate,
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to Requests for Information (RFIs) submitted by the Contractor. The Design Consultant
shall provide such response to the Authority within seven days of receipt of the RFI.
7.4.

Change Orders: The Design Consultant shall assist the Authority and CM to evaluate,
recommend and prepare Change Orders, Proposal Requests, and Construction Change
Directives with supporting documentation and data if deemed necessary by the Authority.
7.4.1.

The Design Consultant shall evaluate and prepare specific written
recommendations, including evaluation of costs, to the Construction Manager
and the Authority, within seven days of receipt of a Contractor’s Proposal or
other response to a Proposal Request, Contract Change Request or Construction
Change Directive.
7.4.1.1.

7.4.2.

If the nature of the work described in the Proposal Request or
Contract Change Request is complex, the Authority may grant the
Design Consultant additional time for its evaluation, if requested in
writing.

The Design Consultant, upon request of the Authority, shall attend meetings in
connection with Change Orders, Proposal Requests or Construction Change
Directives.

7.5.

Amended Plan Release: When Change Orders, RFIs or other information result in
modifications to the Construction Documents, the Design Consultant shall evaluate the
need for amended plan release. If amended plan release is required, the Design
Consultant shall make such modifications and, following review and acceptance by the
Authority, shall make submission(s) to the Department of Community Affairs until
amended plan release is secured.

7.6.

Contractor’s Invoices: The Design Consultant shall be responsible for certifying to the
Authority the amounts due to the Contractor under the Contract for Construction.

7.7.

7.6.1.

The Design Consultant shall review and certify the amounts due the Contractor
within five business days after receipt of the Contractor's invoice.

7.6.2.

The Design Consultant’s certification of payment shall constitute a
representation to the Authority, based on the Design Consultant’s on-site
observations, the data contained in the Contractor’s invoice and any other facts,
data or information known to it, to the best of its knowledge, information and
belief, that:
7.6.2.1.

The Construction Work on the Project has progressed to the point
indicated;

7.6.2.2.

The quality of the Construction Work is generally in accordance
with the Contract for Construction; and

7.6.2.3.

The Contractor is entitled to payment in the amount certified.

Other Construction Phase Services
7.7.1.

The Design Consultant shall advise the Authority regarding existing or
anticipated disputes and/or Claims that may arise between the Authority and the
Contractor.
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7.8.

7.7.2.

The Design Consultant shall advise the Authority as to the necessity of special
inspections.

7.7.3.

The Design Consultant shall receive, review and comment on results and
certifications of testing and inspections, and make recommendations for
correction of non-conforming Work.

7.7.4.

The Design Consultant shall participate in regularly scheduled
construction meetings biweekly or as otherwise approved by the Authority.

Construction Management Services: In the event that the Authority elects not to
engage a Construction Manager for the Project, the The Design Consultant’s
Construction Phase Services shall may also include the following:
7.8.1.

Serve as the Authority’s Project Representative and administrate the Contract
for Construction;

7.8.2.

Serve as the conduit for communications between the Contractor and the
Authority;

7.8.3.

Produce and issue "Project Directories," which shall consist of all information,
including but not limited to, names, company affiliations, business address, email addresses, telephone and fax numbers (land line and cellular) necessary to
allow proper communication among all persons involved in the Project;

7.8.4.

Schedule and conduct a Pre-Construction Conference with the Authority and
the Contractor within three days of the Effective Date of the Contract for
Construction, which conference shall include review of the Construction
Documents, Subcontractors, key personnel, scheduling, staffing, contract
administration procedures, site utilization, logistics, scheduling, Project School
District logistical and scheduling limitations, procedures for processing field
decisions, submittals, substitutions, invoices, Change Orders and other
pertinent issues consistent with the Authority’s Specification Section 01200
“Preconstruction Conference”;

7.8.5.

Schedule and conduct weekly Project Progress meetings, take attendance and
meeting minutes for same, and issue meeting minutes within two (2) days of
each meeting. The Design Consultant’s transmittal shall notify all participants
that attendees of a meeting must advise Design Consultant, in writing and
within three (3) Days of receipt, of any perceived error or omission in the
minutes being transmitted by Design Consultant;

7.8.6.

Receive, respond to or otherwise resolve Contractor Requests for Information
(“RFIs”) ;

7.8.7.

Prepare Proposal Requests on behalf of the Authority;

7.8.8.

Receive and review Contractor Construction Change Requests (“CCRs”), and
make recommendations to the Authority with regard to such CCRs;

7.8.9.

Prepare Change Orders for execution and issuance;

7.8.10.

Upon request by the Authority, prepare Construction Change Directives and
issue same;
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7.8.11.

Maintain Contract Modification Logs, tracking and including all RFIs,
Architect’s Supplemental Instructions (“ASIs”), Requests for Proposals, CCRs,
Change Orders, and CCDs. If requested by the Authority, the Design
Consultant shall create and maintain such logs using the Authority’s Primavera
Expedition project information tracking system;

7.8.12.

Establish and maintain all Construction Phase records and technical
documentation, consistent with the Authority’s file documentation system. Such
records or technical documentation may include, but are not limited to, project
correspondence, the Contractor’s daily reports, the Design Consultant’s Field
Reports, design plans, drawings, specifications, Submittals, all permits and
approvals, samples, Contractor’s Invoice information, bids, contracts,
schedules, tests, inspections, payroll records, safety records and claims-related
documentation. The Design Consultant shall maintain such records for the
Term of the Project and make them available and easily accessible to the
Authority. Upon final completion of the Project, and before Final Payment will
be made to the Design Consultant, all documents, files and records shall be
turned over to the Authority in hard copy and electronic formats;

7.8.13.

Communicate with the Contractor directly. Communications by and with the
Design Consultant's Subconsultants shall be through the Design Consultant;

7.8.14.

The Design Consultant, upon request of the Authority, shall attend meetings in
connection with Change Orders, Proposal Requests or CCD’s;

7.8.15.

Observe the performance of all testing and control samples performed by the
Contractor, including deferred tests; Schedule and attend all Code Inspections,
and track and enter into the Authority’s Expedition Database all inspection
dates and any Inspection Reports documenting the results of such inspections,
whether generated by DCA officials, or generated by alternate inspecting
entities;

7.8.16.

Track any conditions or items identified in any Inspection Reports as
incomplete, noncompliant with code, or otherwise in need of further attention
from the Contractor, by documenting such items in hard copy and electronic
form, and, if requested by the Authority, by entering such items into the
Authority’s Expedition Database;

7.8.17.

Assist the Contractor in following up on such incomplete, noncompliant or open
items or conditions to ensure the completion of any action steps necessitated by
such items or conditions and the resolution of any outstanding issues identified
by the Inspection Reports;

7.8.18.

Advise the Authority as to the necessity of special inspections, and schedule and
attend such inspections and perform tracking and follow-up on items or
conditions identified in such special inspections until resolution;

7.8.19.

Receive and review certifications of inspections, tests, etc.;

7.8.20.

Advise the Authority regarding existing or anticipated disputes and/or Claims
that may arise between the Authority and the Contractor;
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7.8.21.

8.

Monitor the Contractor’s compliance with the Construction Schedule and advise
the Authority of the progress of the Construction Work and any deviations from
the most current Construction Schedule;

Project Close-Out Phase Services: The Design Consultant shall cooperate with the Authority
and its agents in the planning, scheduling and execution of project close-out activities including
the following:
8.1.

Inspections: Upon notice from the Contractor that the Work is complete, the Design
Consultant shall participate in any and all pre-final and final inspections, along with
representatives of the Contractor, the Authority, the Construction Manager, and the
Project School District.

8.2.

Punchlist: Upon notice from the Contractor that the Work is complete, the Design
Consultant, in conjunction with the Authority, the Construction Manager and the Project
School District, shall inspect the Work and assist the Construction Manager in
preparation of the Punchlist of incomplete, defective or unsatisfactory Work items, and
shall develop a schedule for completion or correction by the Contractor.
8.2.1.

When the Design Consultant and the Authority Construction Manager are
satisfied that the Punchlist is complete, the Design Consultant shall forward the
Punchlist and all supporting documentation to the Authority for review and
acceptance and issuance to the Contractor.

8.3.

Substantial Completion: Once the Punchlist has been prepared, if the Design
Consultant determines in conjunction with the Authority that the contractual completion
status of the Construction Contract supports a finding that Substantial Completion has
been met, the Design Consultant shall issue to the Contractor, in a format acceptable
to the Authority, a certificate of Substantial Completion, with the executed Temporary
Certificate of Occupancy Acceptance attached, in a format acceptable to the Authority,
to the Contractor.

8.4.

Phased Construction: In the case of phased construction and/or partial occupancy, the
Design Consultant shall provide multiple inspections, Punchlists, and certificates of
Substantial Completion corresponding to the phases of construction and/or partial
occupancy.

8.5.

Project Close out Submission Checklist: The Design Consultant shall create a Project
close-out submission checklist, and shall assist the Authority in obtaining all required
documentation, certifications and other deliverables required of the Contractor under the
Construction Contract and identified on such checklist.

8.6.

Final Completion: Upon receipt of all required documentation and notice from the
Contractor that all outstanding items on the Punchlist have been completed, the Design
Consultant shall perform its final inspection, in conjunction with the Construction
Manager Authority and the Project School District, to confirm that all Punchlist items
have been completed. Upon finding all Punchlist items complete, the Design Consultant
shall issue to the Contractor, in a format acceptable to the Authority, its certificate of
Final Completion, with the executed Certificate of Occupancy Acceptance attached, in a
format acceptable to the Authority, to the Contractor.
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8.6.1.

8.7.

8.8.

9.

Record Drawings: The Design Consultant shall prepare Record Drawings incorporating
all changes, notations, and other data provided by the Contractor in the As-Built
Documents.
8.7.1.

The Design Consultant shall monitor the Contractor’s timely preparation and
updating of As-Built Documents and notify the Contractor and the Authority of
any failure in the completion of as-built drawings.

8.7.2.

If applicable, the Design Consultant shall verify that the Contractor has
adequately prepared a Site survey consistent with the Authority’s Land Title
Conveyance Survey Requirements as part of the required As-Built Documents.

8.7.3.

The Design Consultant shall place the following statement on the Record
Drawings: “The As-Built information added to this drawing has been supplied
by the Contractor. The (Architect) (Engineer) assumes no responsibility or
liability for its accuracy other than conformity with the design concept and
general adequacy of the As-Built information to the best of the (Architect's)
(Engineer's) knowledge.”

8.7.4.

The Design Consultant shall complete the Record Set within 30 days of receipt
of the As-Built Documents.

Construction Management Services: In the event that the Authority elects not to engage
a Construction Manager for the Project, the Design Consultant’s Project Close-Out
Phase Services may be expanded or otherwise modified accordingly.

Post-Occupancy Review Phase Services: The Design Consultant shall assist in the resolution
of the Contractor's obligations in accordance with its warranty and guarantee for this Project as
such arise.
9.1.

10.

The Design Consultant shall assist the Authority in the creation and issuance of
a Final Completion Checklist Form (NJSDA Form 710), including
documentation and certification of all Punchlist items.

Warranty Inspection: Approximately eleven months after Final Payment to the
Contractor, the Design Consultant shall conduct, in conjunction with the Construction
Manager, the Authority and the Project School District, a walk-through and warranty
inspection at the Project Site.
9.1.1.

The Design Consultant shall prepare, and within ten days of the walk-through
shall submit, a written report to the Authority setting forth the findings of the
inspection.

9.1.2.

The Design Consultant shall, upon completion by the Contractor of any work to
correct deficiencies, latent defects or warranty work discovered in the walkthrough and warranty inspection (but not later than thirty days after the end of
the one-year warranty period), re-inspect the Construction Work and within ten
Days of reinspection, shall submit a final report to the Authority documenting
the findings of the reinspection.

Other Basic Services: Following completion of Predesign Services (if any) and in a manner
coordinated with all Design Services, the Design Consultant shall provide the following services
when authorized by the Authority:
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10.1.

Facilities Condition Assessment: The Design Consultant shall undertake a condition
assessment of existing facilities as identified for inclusion or possible inclusion in the
Project Scope.
10.1.1.

10.1.2.

Objectives of Facilities Condition Assessment: The Facilities Condition
Assessment may be undertaken to address one or more of the following
objectives, as determined by the Authority:
10.1.1.1.

To inform the Authority in its decision-making about the scope of the
proposed Project.

10.1.1.2.

To collect information about the existing facilities with sufficient
detail and accuracy to inform the subsequent planning of additions
and/or renovations.

10.1.1.3.

To assess the condition of existing facilities in regard to
performance, functionality, life-cycle and compliance with
applicable codes and standards.

Content of Facilities Condition Assessment: The Facilities Condition
Assessment may include one or more of the following, for building(s) and site
and organized by building element, as directed by the Authority:
10.1.2.1.

Description.

10.1.2.2.

Photographs, captioned and keyed to building plans.

10.1.2.3.

Current functional condition.

10.1.2.4.

Life expectancy.

10.1.2.5.

Code analysis, standards and compliance.

10.1.2.6.

Educational adequacy.

10.1.2.7.

Measurement and documentation of physical dimensions.

10.1.2.8.

Determination of capacities of existing systems.

10.1.2.9.

Feasibility of extension or expansion of existing systems.

10.1.2.10. Cost estimating and analysis, which may include comparison of
replacement and upgrade costs, life cycle cost comparisons and
similar analyses.
10.1.2.11. All survey data, interviews, field notes, cost calculations, review
comments, etc. shall be included in the Facility Assessment as
appendices.

10.2.

10.1.3.

The Facilities Condition Assessment shall include all building elements affected
by or identified for inclusion or possible inclusion in the Project Scope.

10.1.4.

Building elements in the Facilities Condition Assessment shall be organized in
the same manner as directed by the Authority for project specifications.

Building Survey, Inventory and Documentation: The Design Consultant shall inspect
all existing building and site conditions affected by the proposed Project Scope, to
provide base information sufficient for development of the Schematic Design and
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subsequent project phases. Deliverables shall include but are not limited to the
following:
10.2.1.

10.3.

Measurement and documentation of all building spaces, whether affected by the
proposed Project Scope or not, including:
10.2.1.1.

Floor plans showing room names, areas, ceiling heights, and built-in
furnishings and equipment.

10.2.1.2.

An updated room inventory listing room types, areas, ceiling heights,
and built-in furnishings and equipment.

10.2.2.

Review with the Project School District and the Authority portions of the latest
version of the District’s approved Long- Range Facilities Plan that are
applicable to the Project, identifying the status of items that may affect or be
affected by the Project.

10.2.3.

Detailed survey and documentation of all building elements affected by the
proposed Project Scope, including dimensions, finishes, major structural
elements, food service equipment, and mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire
protection, life safety and communication systems.

10.2.4.

A detailed evaluation and written report of the current performance, functional
condition, capacity and code status of existing mechanical, electrical, plumbing,
fire protection, life safety and communication systems. Systems shall be
evaluated with respect to their suitability for continued use, extension or
modification to serve additions and/or renovated spaces, and discontinuation
and removal or abandonment in place.

10.2.5.

Identification, during the course of the above activities, of any other significant
condition deficiencies or previously unknown conditions of which it becomes
aware.

Environmental Screening Report (ESR)
10.3.1.

The Consultant shall develop the Environmental Screening Report (“ESR”) to
assess the likelihood of obtaining the various environmental, historical and
cultural, and land use approvals necessary to develop the site as an educational
facility.
10.3.1.1.

The ESR shall identify, on a preliminary basis, potential
insurmountable technical and administrative obstacles that may exist
on a proposed schools facility project, or in close proximity to the
proposed site. Specifically, the ESR shall provide an identification of
potential fatal flaws that cannot be overcome, in order to inform the
Authority in its possible elimination of a particular site from further
consideration if land use approvals are incompatible with
preliminary project requirements.

10.3.1.2.

Examples of the technical and administrative factors that shall be
considered in the ESR include utility availability, known
environmental quality concerns and regulatory conflicts, potential
compatibility of neighboring land uses and community impacts,
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historic and cultural and natural resource impacts, and endangered
species.
10.3.2.

The Consultant shall prepare an ESR for submission to the NJDEP by the
Authority in support of the application and approval process for land
acquisition by the Department of Education pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6A: 26-7.1.
The Consultant shall complete and submit a Permit Identification Form to the
Authority for subsequent submission to NJDEP to assist in facilitating the
permitting process.

10.3.3.

Within the ESR, the Consultant shall assess the following elements. If any of
these elements were completed by another party in support of other predesign
or site feasibility work, the Consultant shall reference those findings in the ESR,
and include copies of the associated reports and accompanying documentation
as an Appendix to the ESR.
10.3.3.1.

10.3.3.2.

Availability of Sewer Service: The Consultant shall affirm that (1)
the site is located in an approved sewer service area and there is
sufficient capacity to connect to an existing sewage collection line,
and the treatment facility has adequate capacity to treat the
wastewater for the proposed maximum enrollment; or (2) in the case
that the proposed site is not serviced by an approved sewer service
area, the Consultant shall indicate the likelihood of the site being
suitable for a discharge to groundwater from either a package
treatment plant or a septic system.
10.3.3.1.1.

The Consultant shall obtain a “Will Serve Letter”
from the local sewerage authority that confirms the
availability and willingness to accept sewerage in the
specific quantity necessary for the proposed Project.

10.3.3.1.2.

If applicable, the affirmation shall also include the
status with respect to the locally approved Water
Quality Management Plan (WQMP).

10.3.3.1.3.

If the location of the proposed school site is
inconsistent with the WQMP the Consultant shall
include an estimated timetable for approval of a
WQMP Amendment by the local, County and State
agencies in the ESR.

Availability of Potable Water Supply: The Consultant shall affirm
that a local water purveyor serves the proposed School Facilities
Project, and is capacity exists within the system to service the
proposed maximum enrollment.
10.3.3.2.1.

The Consultant shall obtain a “Will Serve Letter”
from the local water purveyor that confirms the
availability and willingness to supply potable water in
the specific quantity necessary for the proposed
Project.
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10.3.3.2.2.

10.3.3.3.

10.3.3.4.

10.3.3.5.

Alternatively, if potable water is not available at the
proposed site, provide a statement from a professional
engineer or licensed geologist indicating the likelihood
that there is sufficient groundwater available to
provide for the drilling of potable water wells, and that
necessary approvals for withdrawal may be obtained.

Identification of Potential Coastal and/or Freshwater Wetlands: The
Consultant shall affirm the absence or presence of wetlands at the
Site, and if required prepare a Letter of Interpretation (LOI) for
submission to NJDEP.
10.3.3.3.1.

The Consultant shall review published wetlands
information and produce photo-documentation of the
wetlands area, including a sketch map outlining the
extent of wetlands and a list of permits that may be
necessary to construct the proposed school site.

10.3.3.3.2.

In the event that the subject Site is not encumbered by
wetlands, including streams and ditches, the
Consultant shall, at a minimum, provide a statement
that in his/her professional opinion the subject Site
does not contain regulated wetlands.

Identification of Streams, Flood Hazard Areas or Other Water
Bodies: The Consultant shall determine the presence or absence of
streams or other open water bodies on the proposed site.
10.3.3.4.1.

The Consultant shall provide a report that is based on
a review of published data, photo documentation of the
stream or water body, and include a sketch map
showing the 100- and 500-year flood hazard area
delineations, if applicable.

10.3.3.4.2.

If the Consultant’s review of associated flood hazard
maps indicates that the proposed activities are
regulated by the Flood Hazard Areas Control Act
rules, the Consultant shall determine if a flood hazard
area permit is required prior to undertaking any
proposed construction activity within the flood hazard
area.

10.3.3.4.3.

The ESR shall also indicate whether construction
activity would require a stream encroachment permit.

Identification of Dedicated Open Space: The Consultant shall
determine if any land-related encumbrances exist on the proposed
site, including but not limited to deed restrictions, institutional
controls, classification exception areas, easements, and protective
covenants or rights of way.
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10.3.3.5.1.

10.3.3.6.

The Consultant shall determine if any Green Acres
covenants exist based on a review of the municipal
and/or county Recreation and Open Space Inventories
(ROSI) or documents on file with the NJDEP’s Green
Acres Program.

Identification of Historic and/or Archeological Resources: The
Consultant shall document the potential presence or absence of
historic or archeological resources on or adjacent to the site eligible
for inclusion on the New Jersey Register of Historic Places.
10.3.3.6.1.

The Consultant shall prepare a report that documents
the methods used in the investigation and provides
photo documentation on any structures over 50 years
old.

10.3.3.6.2.

If historic sites, historic districts, or archeological
resources are identified on or adjacent to the site of
the proposed school, the Consultant shall provide
additional documentation including historic
background information and maps, and determine
whether the need exists for additional evaluation.

10.3.3.7.

Identification of Threatened or Endangered Plant or Animal
Species: The Consultant shall consult readily available databases to
determine the presence or absence of State or Federal threatened or
endangered plant or animal species on or immediately adjacent to
the proposed site.

10.3.3.8.

Assessment of the Potential of Soil and/or Groundwater Quality
Concerns: The Consultant shall incorporate the substantive findings
of the Preliminary Assessment Report (PA) into the ESR.
10.3.3.8.1.

10.3.3.9.

If site investigation and/or remedial investigations
were completed for the property, the Consultant shall
incorporate the substantive findings of these
investigations into the ESR.

Investigation of Prior or Current Environmental Enforcement
Actions, Site Remediation Activities and Regional Context: The
Consultant shall complete a search of municipal, county, state, and
federal records to determine whether the proposed site, or
immediately adjacent sites, are (or were previously) the subject of
environmental enforcement actions or remedial actions.
10.3.3.9.1.

It is expected that most of this information may be
readily available from a commercial environmental
database product and may be extracted from the PA
Report if previously completed.

10.3.3.10. Review of the following:
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10.3.3.10.1. NJDEP Known Contaminated Sites List. 10.3.3.10.2.
Facilities that report under the Toxic
10.3.3.10.2. Release Inventory.
10.3.3.10.3. Major facilities permitted for Hazardous Air
Pollutants; facilities regulated under the Discharge
Prevention Control and Countermeasure Program.
10.3.3.10.4. Hazardous waste treatment, storage and/or disposal
facilities.
10.3.3.10.5. Pipelines transmitting petroleum products and
hazardous substances.
10.3.3.10.6. In addition to any map supplied in a commercial
environmental database product, the Consultant shall
consult NJDEP’s GeoWeb geographical information
system to affirm the accuracy of the database product.
10.3.3.10.7. If “orphan properties” are listed in the database
product, but were not identified on a map due to
incomplete or inaccurate address information, the
Consultant shall document that visual inspection of the
vicinity was conducted in an attempt to reconcile the
incomplete information.
10.3.3.11. Identification of Adjacent Land Uses: In addition to the above, the
Consultant shall identify whether the following property uses exist
within 500 feet of the proposed site boundary: highway ramps;
railroads; airports; high voltage power lines; high pressure utility
lines; dumps; agricultural uses (pesticides); cemeteries; junkyards;
landfills; chemical plants; refineries; large above-ground fuel
storage tanks; gasoline service stations; automobile repair shops;
dry cleaners; and nail salons.
10.3.3.12. Applicability of Madden Legislation: In consultation with the
Authority, the Consultant shall request from the local construction
official a letter confirming that their records do not identify a prior
use of the property that involved any of the following uses as defined
in the Madden Legislation: Factory/industrial Facility (Group F);
High Hazard Use (Group H); Storage (Group S); Nail Salon or Dry
Cleaner (Group B); Gasoline station (Group M); or Agriculture.
10.4.

Wetlands Investigation and Flood Hazard Assessment: The Consultant shall build upon
the Environmental Screening Report above and as appropriate perform a wetlands
investigation on the Site in accordance with all applicable regulatory and code
requirements, including but not limited to NJDEP freshwater wetlands regulations.
10.4.1.

The wetlands investigation shall include but shall not necessarily be limited to
an on-site inspection by a qualified trained professional wetlands specialist who
shall perform soil probes and plant and habitat observations as may be
necessary to determine whether or not wetlands are present.
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10.4.2.

The Consultant shall prepare a Wetlands Evaluation Report detailing the
results of the wetlands investigation and shall make a recommendation for any
further action warranted by such results.
10.4.2.1.

10.4.3.

10.5.

If the wetlands evaluation report indicates the presence of wetlands
on the Site, the Consultant shall include with the report a cost
estimate to: (i) physically delineate the limits of all such wetland
areas on the Site, by staking and/or flagging their limits; and (ii)
precisely locate soil probes and wetland delineation points on the
topographic base map.

If required, the Consultant shall prepare the following:
10.4.3.1.

A list of potential NJDEP Individual and/or Statewide General
Permits (“SGP”) necessary to conduct construction activities within
the delineated wetland.

10.4.3.2.

An application to the NJDEP for a Letter of Interpretation (“LOI”)
and approval of the wetland delineation.

10.4.3.3.

A freshwater wetlands application for submission to the NJDEP.

10.4.4.

In the event that the subject Site is not encumbered by wetlands including
streams and ditches, the Consultant shall, at a minimum, provide a statement
that in his/her professional opinion the subject Site does not contain regulated
wetlands.

10.4.5.

In the event that a State Open Water (e.g., creek, stream, river, etc.) exists on or
adjacent to the site, the Consultant shall: (1) prepare and submit all necessary
applications; (2) obtain a Flood Hazard Area verification from NJDEP or other
governing bodies on behalf of the Authority; and (3) prepare the necessary
signed survey documents to enable the legal recording of any restriction with
the County.

Hazardous Materials and Universal Waste Survey and Report: In conformance with all
applicable regulations, the Consultant shall provide for the sampling and analysis to
identify Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM), Lead-Based Paint (LBP), Mold and
Mildew, Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) and Universal Wastes, Lead in Drinking
Water (site-specific) and Radon in areas that will be disturbed, or have the potential to
be disturbed, either during invasive and destructive investigations or performance of
work anticipated to be part of a related project scope of work.
10.5.1.

The Survey and Report shall address the following:
10.5.1.1.

Suspect ACM (friable and non-friable and non- friable organicallybound) within each individual building and affected site area, such
as interior and exterior pipe/duct insulations, equipment and boiler
insulations, fire brick, HVAC units, plaster materials, floor and
ceiling tiles, mastics/glues, roofing materials, glazing caulks, wire
wrap, fireproofing.

10.5.1.2.

Suspect LBP, such as floor, wall or ceiling finishes and/or equipment
housing paint materials.
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10.5.2.

10.5.1.3.

Suspect areas of moisture intrusion (within portions of buildings to
remain) potentially supporting excessive growth of mold and mildew,
inclusive of an opinion on the primary and secondary root causes for
the moisture.

10.5.1.4.

Suspect Universal Waste, such as PCB equipment and transformers,
caulking, light ballasts, fluorescent light tubes, hazardous materials
that may need to be lab packed, radioactive sources (such as
emergency signs and fire detectors), emergency lights and batteries,
and electrical switches containing mercury.

The Consultant shall request and review documented historical information
such as warranties, as-built drawings, contract documents, maintenance
records; the Project School District’s Asbestos Management Plan and AHERA
report, 3-year re- inspection reports; and all relevant reports previously
conducted by the Authority and others.
10.5.2.1.

10.5.3.

The Consultant’s review of the AHERA Management Plan shall
determine the following:
10.5.2.1.1.

Which building materials were actually sampled and
found to contain asbestos.

10.5.2.1.2.

Which materials were assumed to contain asbestos.

10.5.2.1.3.

The analytical methods used.

10.5.2.1.4.

The appropriateness of those methods compared to
current standards (see detail on TEM requirement
below).

If directed by the Authority, the Consultant shall prepare a sampling plan based
on suspect materials present and undertake sampling as authorized.
10.5.3.1.

The Consultant shall ensure that all invasive or destructive testing
investigations are coordinated with the Project School District in
advance of scheduling the work. The Consultant shall confirm with
the Authority or Authority’s representative the exact areas under
investigation, the exact nature of demolition and/or renovation work,
and the extent of materials that will be disturbed or accessed.

10.5.3.2.

The Consultant shall identify all structural, mechanical, flooring,
and roofing systems that are suspect or to be disturbed by other
investigations, and investigate those that are suspect.

10.5.3.3.

The Consultant shall complete invasive or destructive investigations
to enable the inspection of hidden and concealed spaces. The
Consultant shall include invasive and destructive sampling
methodologies including coring, drilling, and other sampling
methodologies. All Sampling shall be performed by qualified
asbestos sampling technicians. If the sampling is being done in
occupied spaces, all sample locations shall be repaired.
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10.5.3.4.

The Consultant shall use equipment that will allow visual
examination and photo documentation of all accessible spaces. If
hidden or inaccessible areas are to be disturbed, or are likely to be
disturbed, the Consultant shall provide a detailed description of the
procedures to be employed to find hidden or concealed ACM. (For
example, if asbestos pipe insulation is suspected in a wall cavity, the
Consultant shall describe, by location, where the wall was opened
for examination.) The report shall identify where attempts were
made to access concealed areas but could not be accessed, and
include a qualifying statement that due to the age of the structure
and knowledge of site development these concealed areas may
contain undiscovered ACM.

10.5.3.5.

The Consultant shall ensure that polarized light microscopy (PLM)
and “stop-positive” methods are employed to assess all potential
ACM. For all investigation and abatement activities, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analytical techniques shall be employed
for all materials found to contain less than 1% asbestos fiber using
PLM, not just for non-friable organically bound (NOB) materials (as
is more typical for this method).
10.5.3.5.1.

The Authority emphasizes that NJ Department of
Labor field inspectors regularly verify ACM and nonACM claims using TEM, regardless of material type.
Therefore the Authority requires this level of analysis
to allow direct comparison of results.

10.5.3.6.

The Consultant shall document in tabular format where the ACM
exists, provide a description of the material, the condition of the
ACM (e.g., the type, level and amount of damage), the method of
analysis, and the estimated quantities.

10.5.3.7.

The Consultant shall prepare a narrative report that summarizes the
ACM survey in a manner to promote ease of comprehension. At a
minimum, the ACM section of the hazardous materials report shall
include the following sections:

10.5.3.8.

10.5.3.7.1.

Background Information and Scope of Work.

10.5.3.7.2.

Building Description. 10.5.3.7.3. Identification of
Qualified

10.5.3.7.3.

Inspector/Firm Affiliation/Laboratory Information.

10.5.3.7.4.

Survey Methodology and Material Location Plans.

10.5.3.7.5.

Asbestos Identification Process and Conclusions.

The Consultant shall conduct a visual inspection of all existing
buildings and structures that are to be included in any renovation or
addition work, to determine if they are being impacted by water
infiltration. The visual inspection shall focus on signs of water
staining and/or microbial growth, and will include checking
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humidity levels with a moisture meter in all floors, wings, basements,
and crawlspaces that may be included in the scope of renovation or
addition.
10.5.3.8.1.

10.5.3.9.

All mold inspections, testing and remediation activities
shall be in conformance with DCA, DHSS and DOL
requirements.

If signs of water infiltration, water damage, or active microbial
growth are observed and/or relative humidity levels are not within
established American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and AirConditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) guidelines of 30- 60% (ASHRAE
55), these areas shall be identified for abatement and the sources of
the moisture shall be identified. In addition, all HVAC units that
service areas of water infiltration or mold growth should be visually
inspected and identified for subsequent cleaning.

10.5.3.10. The Consultant shall investigate existing buildings and structures
that are to be included in the renovation or addition or demolition
work, to determine the presence of equipment and fixtures
containing PCB and/or Universal Wastes, to include but not limited
to batteries, fluorescent lights, and radioactive smoke detectors and
emergency exit signs.
10.5.3.11. The Consultant shall prepare a PCB and Universal Waste Inventory
identifying all of the aforementioned items suspected of containing
PCB and/or Universal Wastes. The Inventory report shall clearly
define the federal and state regulatory requirements applicable to
PCB and/or Universal Waste items for handling, storage, and
marking.
10.5.3.12. The Consultant shall submit a Hazardous Material and Universal
Waste Survey Report that presents a detailed inventory of the
materials and conditions encountered, with appropriate exhibits. The
report shall be organized by building (if multiple buildings), building
area, or as otherwise requested by the Authority.
10.5.3.12.1. The Report shall summarize all work accomplished,
and shall include all laboratory data, sketch plans
identifying the location of all samples obtained,
summary tables identifying all analytical results,
including but not limited to detection and friability
levels of all ACM/non-ACM, concentrations of Total
Lead, and TCLP analyses for disposal, and a
comparison of all such levels and concentrations to
residential action levels as determined by NJDEP and
the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(the “USEPA”).
10.5.3.12.2. The Report shall include an itemized inventory of all
suspected ACM and LBP materials found to exist in
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each individual building in an itemized format with a
corresponding cost estimate to successfully abate such
conditions in accordance with all applicable
regulatory agency and code requirements.
Documentation such as field data sheets and
photographs shall appear in appendices to the Report.

10.6.

10.5.4.

The Consultant shall perform a sampling and analysis of potable water systems
within the building(s) to determine the presence and concentration of lead. The
associated report shall include the identification of all potable water sources
(and locations) that contain lead above State/Federal action levels. Upon
request, the Consultant shall provide cost estimates for successfully abating
such conditions in accordance with all applicable regulatory and code
requirements.

10.5.5.

The Consultant shall conduct testing for the presence and concentration of
radon. Where levels are identified equal to or greater than 4.0 pCi/L, the
Consultant shall provide recommendations for remediation measures, with
preliminary budget costs for such measures.

Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation and Report
10.6.1.

10.6.2.

The Consultant shall complete a subsurface investigation program consisting of
multiple supervised test borings and test pits at select locations within the
proposed site in order to:
10.6.1.1.

Explore, in a comprehensive manner, the subsurface soil and
groundwater conditions at selected locations within the site.

10.6.1.2.

Estimate the geotechnical engineering properties of the encountered
materials.

10.6.1.3.

Evaluate the general site foundation requirements and recommend
appropriate types of foundations for support of the proposed
structure.

10.6.1.4.

Present recommendations relative to the support and sub-drainage
requirements of the lowest level floor slabs.

10.6.1.5.

Identify a seismic site class in accordance with the latest version of
the International Building Code, New Jersey Edition.

10.6.1.6.

Discuss general earthwork operations or considerations consistent
with the recommended site and foundation solutions.

The borings shall be performed with either truck-mounted or all- terrain-vehicle
drilling equipment and shall extend to depths that will provide sufficient
preliminary geotechnical and geologic information to set forth a
recommendation for the type of foundation necessary for the proposed structure.
10.6.2.1.

All field work shall be performed under the oversight of a licensed
professional engineer experienced in conducting geotechnical
investigations.
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10.6.2.2.

The Consultant shall locate the explorations in the field, maintain
continuous logs of the explorations as the work proceeds, and
observe the soil sampling operations in order to develop the required
subsurface information.

10.6.2.3.

Soil samples suitable for identification purposes shall be extracted
from the borings at closely spaced intervals in accordance with the
procedures of the Standard Penetration Test.

10.6.2.4.

Drilling and representative sampling shall be accomplished in
accordance with ASTM D 1586, and laboratory testing shall be
accomplished in accordance with the Unified Soil Classification
System.

10.6.2.5.

The Consultant shall perform all sampling and testing necessary in
order to complete the geotechnical investigation, and shall, at a
minimum, identify soil and rock types, densities, bearing capacities
and groundwater elevation.

10.6.2.6.

All borings shall be backfilled and/or grouted to existing grade.

10.6.3.

The Consultant may be directed to collect environmental soil and groundwater
samples at select geotechnical boring locations. Groundwater sampling may be
accomplished through the installation of temporary well points within the
borings. The purpose of the groundwater investigation is to determine
groundwater flow direction and a general sense of groundwater quality.

10.6.4.

The Consultant shall prepare a geotechnical base map. All boring and test pit
locations shall be accurately surveyed and located on the geotechnical base
map.

10.6.5.

The Preliminary Geotechnical Report shall describe the Consultant’s findings,
address the suitability of subsurface conditions to support the project, and
indicate any limitations on building placement or construction based on
preliminary geotechnical findings.
10.6.5.1.

This Report is not intended to meet code compliance; rather, it is
intended to provide sufficient information to support development,
evaluation and selection of conceptual options for the placement and
design of the proposed Project.

10.6.5.2.

The Report shall include the geotechnical base map and logs for all
test pits and borings, drawings, profiles and testing results.

10.6.5.3.

The Report shall summarize the geotechnical work accomplished,
describe in a general sense the earthwork needs of the Site to support
the project, and provide recommendations and suggestions for the
most cost effective type(s) of foundation system(s) for construction
of the school.

10.6.5.4.

The Report shall include a preliminary estimate of the volume and
cost to remove unsuitable soils, fill, miscellaneous debris, and
former building foundations.
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10.7.

Historical and Cultural Resources Evaluation and Report: If the Site contains
structures over fifty years old or is in or near a Historic District registered by the State,
the Consultant shall undertake an evaluation to determine the historic significance of
buildings and resources and any archaeological resources on the Site.
10.7.1.

The Consultant’s services shall be provided by a historic preservation specialist
with experience in New Jersey, pre- qualified by the Authority, and having met
the minimum professional qualification standards promulgated by the National
Park Service, 36 C.F.R. § 61.

10.7.2.

The Consultant shall conduct a file search and on-Site investigation to identify
the likelihood of archaeological or historic resources on and near the Site, and
a review of any previously completed and/or ongoing historic investigations or
reports conducted by the State of New Jersey or other agencies.

10.7.3.

If the Consultant’s file search and on-Site investigations indicate that
significant historic and/or archaeological resources exist on or adjacent to the
Site, the Consultant shall, in consultation with the Authority, perform further
investigation to determine the impacts of the proposed school facilities and to
explore ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse impacts.

10.7.4.

The Historic and Cultural Resources Report shall set forth the locations and
boundaries and origins of all historic structures, districts or archeological
resources on the Site and relevant surrounding area.

10.7.5.

The Report shall set forth the results of the file search and on-site investigation,
and shall contain photo documentation of all buildings affected by the proposed
school project and in the vicinity of the proposed school site.
10.7.5.1.

10.8.

Photographs shall include a minimum of two facades and two
exterior building corners.

10.7.6.

The Report shall include the Consultant’s recommendations, if any, for
preservation through avoidance, adaptive reuse, or minimization of impacts. If
these steps are not seen as practical, the Consultant shall make
recommendations on mitigation, including but not limited to archival recording,
alternate design considerations to minimize impacts, preservation of component
artifacts, or archeological recovery.

10.7.7.

The Report shall address the requirements of both Executive Order 215 and the
regulations of the New Jersey Register of Historic Places.
10.7.7.1.

In the event that properties listed on the Register will be affected by
the proposed school project, the Consultant shall, in consultation
with the Authority, prepare an application for submission to the
NJDEP pursuant to the regulations of the State Register Act.

10.7.7.2.

The Report shall be summarized in the E.O. 215 report and included
as an appendix.

Preliminary Assessment and Report: If a Preliminary Assessment was previously
completed, the Consultant, in consultation with the Authority, shall determine whether
the report can be relied upon, or whether a new report or update is necessary. If a new
report is necessary, the Consultant shall conduct all appropriate inquiry and prepare an
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environmental report in compliance with both N.J.A.C. 7:26E-3.1 and ASTM E-1527-13
(Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment Process).
10.8.1.

Objectives of the Preliminary Assessment are as follows:
10.8.1.1.

To identify potential areas of concern (“AOCs”) and any previously
recognized environmental conditions at the site.

10.8.1.2.

To establish an appropriate Site Investigation (“SI”) scope of work
to document soil and groundwater quality.

10.8.2.

Preparation of the Report by a Licensed Site Remediation Professional
(“LSRP”) is not required.

10.8.3.

The Preliminary Assessment Report shall, at a minimum, include the following:
10.8.3.1.

An evaluation of the potential presence of urban historic fill, to
support development of an appropriate soil management plan in
conjunction with the proposed Project.

10.8.3.2.

A certification that the inquiry into the property and the resulting
report was prepared by a “Qualified Environmental Professional”
as defined by the USEPA, and meeting the qualifications set forth in
the ASTM Standard for conducting Phase I Environmental Site
Assessments.

10.8.3.3.

A visual inspection of the property and adjacent properties,
completed by a Qualified Environmental Professional.

10.8.3.4.

Identification of the presence of existing groundwater monitoring
wells within 200 feet of the property using visual means and/or
electronic records available from the NJDEP Bureau of Water
Allocation.

10.8.3.5.

A summary of interviews with personnel having knowledge of the site
development history.

10.8.3.6.

An evaluation and interpretation of historical Sanborn Fire
Insurance Maps, historical aerial photographs, USGS topographic
maps and geologic maps, and any other maps, surveys, or written
materials provided by the Project School District.

10.8.3.7.

A review of publicly-available environmental databases for
indications of potential environmental concerns on, or within a mile
of the property.

10.8.3.8.

A review of available government records and the records of public
utilities, local building/engineering departments, and fire
department, to assist in defining the site development history.

10.8.3.9.

An evaluation of commonly known or reasonably attainable
information, including the degree of obviousness of the presence of
contamination and the ability to detect the presence of such
contamination.
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10.8.4.

10.9.

If no areas of concern are identified by the Consultant, provide a review and
certification by an LSRP that additional investigation or remediation activities
are not warranted and that a remedial action outcome (RAO) is appropriate.

Site Investigation Activities and Report: The Consultant shall develop a Site
Investigation Work Plan to comply with the requirements of N.J.A.C. 7:26E-3.1 and to
enable the development of preliminary remedial action cost estimates. The following
elements may be required:
10.9.1.

10.9.2.

Soil and Groundwater Sampling and Analyses and Report: The Consultant shall
complete an assessment of soil and groundwater quality to inform future
construction activities.
10.9.1.1.

Groundwater samples may be collected via direct push technologies
or by installing temporary well points to determine impacts to
groundwater.

10.9.1.2.

Sufficient groundwater samples shall be collected to preliminarily
evaluate and affirm groundwater quality and basic hydrogeologic
conditions at the site, such as regional groundwater elevations and
gradients.

10.9.1.3.

The Consultant shall be responsible for mobilizing all equipment
necessary to conduct the investigation and collect the necessary
samples, as well as providing qualified personnel necessary to
operate the equipment and record the investigation.

10.9.1.4.

The Consultant shall be responsible for the quality and accuracy of
the information collected, and shall provide for the safe and
accessible storage of this information.

10.9.1.5.

All site investigation costs shall be maintained by tax block and lot
numbers.

Surface Geophysical Survey and Report
10.9.2.1.

10.9.2.2.

The Consultant shall conduct a Surface Geophysical Survey in order
to inform any or all of the following:
10.9.2.1.1.

Early site development, remediation, and demolition
design activities.

10.9.2.1.2.

Location of unknown underground tanks or
underground utilities.

10.9.2.1.3.

Identification of pre-existing foundations and
obstructions.

10.9.2.1.4.

Location of subsurface structures remaining after site
demolition and site remediation actions are complete.

In consultation with the Authority and before any Survey activities
are authorized, the Consultant shall develop a Geophysical Survey
proposal and Work Plan based on specific Project objectives and
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goals and a strong understanding of the site history and existing site
conditions. The proposal and Work Plan shall include the following:
10.9.2.2.1.

Affirmation that the Consultant has communicated to
its sub-consultant (if the surface geophysical work is
subcontracted) available information with respect to
the site development.

10.9.2.2.2.

A detailed Work Plan including a brief site
description; the goals and objectives of the survey; the
proposed equipment and methodologies to meet the
objectives; and a summary of the site- specific
limitations, factors, and external interferences that
may affect the ability of the survey to measure certain
physical parameters.

10.9.2.2.3.

A quality control plan.

10.9.2.2.4.

A proposed test pit and trench excavation program
(including proposed excavation equipment and depth
of excavation) as a contingency to confirm or refute
the results of the surveys, and to identify buried
materials.

10.9.2.3.

Depending on Site-specific conditions the surface geophysical survey
shall incorporate two or more techniques, electromagnetic terrain
conductivity (EM), ground-penetrating radar (GPR) using both high
frequency and low frequency antennas, and/or radiodetection line
tracing, with options to include a metal detector and fluxgate
magnetometer.

10.9.2.4.

The Consultant’s Geophysical Survey Report shall include the
supporting geophysical survey plans and data profiles, conclusions,
and an assessment of the data measurement error, noise,
interference, interpreter prejudices, and other factors that may affect
the ambiguity, uncertainty, or reliability of the survey.
10.9.2.4.1.

10.9.2.5.

The results of the surface geophysical surveys shall be
shown on scaled site plans and figures to inform future
site investigation and construction decisions.

If necessary, recommend additional investigative activities, such as
test pits, which may be required in order to confirm existing
conditions to the extent necessary to inform the development and
evaluation of conceptual options. Upon authorization by the
Authority, complete such additional investigative activities as
Allowance Services, and incorporate the findings in an updated
Geophysical Survey Report.

10.10. Executive Order 215 Report: The Design Consultant shall prepare a report in
accordance with Executive Order No. 215 (1989) (“E.O. 215") for submission of the
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project to the NJDEP Office of Program Coordination. The tasks to be incorporated may
include but are not limited to development of the following:
10.10.1. Environmental Screening Report.
10.10.2. Preliminary Assessment.
10.10.3. Site Investigations.
10.10.4. Wetland Investigation and Determination.
10.10.5. Hazardous Materials and Universal Waste Report including Asbestos
Containing Materials (ACM), Lead-Based Paint, Lead in Drinking Water,
Radon, Mold and PCB Investigation.
10.10.6. Traffic Feasibility Analysis and Report.
10.10.7. Historic and Cultural Resources Report.
10.11. Property Acquisition Environmental Cost Estimate Report
10.11.1. The Consultant shall develop a Property Acquisition Environmental Cost
Estimate Report (PAECER) for each property under consideration for
acquisition or for groups of properties under single ownership, in order to:
10.11.1.1. Summarize environmental conditions based on preliminary
assessments, site investigations and other studies.
10.11.1.2. Estimate the cost of remedial activities in the event that the Authority
decides to move forward with acquisition and remediation of the
proposed properties in order to build the proposed Project.
10.11.2. The Consultant shall develop the report from an analysis of studies conducted
at the properties to be acquired, based on the use of the site for educational
purposes. Cost estimates shall be based on the Consultant’s professional
experience with projects of similar scope and complexity.
10.11.3. For each property under consideration, the PAECER shall include, at a
minimum, the following:
10.11.3.1. A brief summary of the environmental investigations conducted at
the property.
10.11.3.2. A site plan showing the location of each AOC, soil sampling
locations, monitoring wells, and all other significant items on the
Site.
10.11.3.3. A tabular summary, in accordance with NJDEP requirements,
showing the results of the soil and/or ground water sampling on the
property.
10.11.3.4. The Consultant’s recommendations for remedial actions, if any.
10.11.3.5. Itemized cost estimates for specific soft costs (such as environmental
investigation and reporting, design, permits, fees, oversight, post
excavation sampling, long term stewardship obligations) and hard
costs (such as soil or groundwater remedial actions, engineering
control installation, asbestos abatement, and UST removal) which
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may be required to complete the remedial actions recommended for
the property.
10.11.3.6. A projected schedule for completing remediation.
10.11.4. The Consultant shall prepare an Environmental Summary Memorandum (ESM)
for each PAECER. This one-page summary is required by law to alert the
property owner that there may be environmental concerns associated with this
property. The ESM must be consistent with the format required by the Authority,
who will assist with the selection of the most appropriate ESM for the subject
property.
10.11.5. The report shall also include as a separate attachment cost estimates for
building demolition and site clearing on the Site. These cost estimates shall
include the following:
10.11.5.1. Hard and soft costs associated with demolition, including demolition
engineering plans, specifications, permits, utility disconnects, and
contractor costs.
10.11.5.2. The cost of any necessary off-site remediation.
10.11.5.3. A projected schedule for clearing and building demolition activities.
10.11.6. Suggested outline of the PAECER:
10.11.6.1. Executive Summary
10.11.6.2. Introduction
10.11.6.2.1. Purpose, Scope, and Project Description
10.11.6.2.2. Brief Physical Site Description
10.11.6.2.3. Brief Description of AOCs
10.11.6.3. Summary of Soil and Groundwater Sampling Data
10.11.6.4. Identification of Appropriate and Relevant Remedial Action
Objectives
10.11.6.5. Identification of Remedial Alternatives
10.11.6.6. Focused Evaluation and Preliminary Cost Estimate of Remedial
Alternatives to Satisfy Remedial Action Objectives for Use of the Site
as a School
10.11.6.7. Recommendation for Remedial Action
10.11.7. Cost estimates should reflect cost to satisfy NJDEP technical requirements and
LSRP requirements. All assumptions must be outlined.
10.12. Traffic Impact Evaluation and Report
10.12.1. The Design Consultant shall conduct a Traffic Impact Evaluation to assess
traffic, parking, and existing traffic patterns in proximity to the Site. The tasks
to be incorporated may include but are not limited to:
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10.12.1.1. A traffic engineering analysis, determining the capacity and existing
levels of service (“LOS”) of roadways and highways serving the
Site.
10.12.1.2. Additional studies to address anticipated traffic requirements of
local, county and State transportation agencies, and potential traffic
mitigation improvements (both on-Site and off-Site).
10.12.1.3. Traffic counts at all affected intersections shall be completed, as
directed by the Authority.
10.12.1.4. Review of the impact of phasing of the School Facilities Project (if
any) and any related improvements.
10.12.1.5. Detailed site distance analysis along all frontages in order to
determine the best and most efficient location for all points of
ingress and egress and maximize site distances for vehicles entering
and exiting the site.
10.12.1.6. Assessment of the current levels of service of the existing roadway
network adjacent to the Site.
10.12.1.7. Description of the project’s impact on the surrounding area and
changes to the existing level of services necessitated by the Site’s
intended use.
10.12.1.8. Field inspection to obtain an inventory of existing roadway
geometry, traffic control, and the location and geometry of such
adjacent driveways and intersections as may be gathered without an
instrument survey.
10.12.1.9. Traffic volume recordings conducted during weekday AM and PM
peak hours at adjacent intersections.
10.12.1.10.Estimates of traffic to be generated by the proposed Project based on
standard trip generation rates published by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers, and/or trip generation research,
including school buses, conducted by the Consultant. Site traffic
shall be assigned to the adjacent roadway systems based upon the
anticipated directional distribution.
10.12.1.11.Capacity analyses of the affected roadways and intersections
surrounding the Site to obtain existing and projected peak hour
capacities and to define existing and projected levels of service.
10.12.1.12.Recommendations for offsetting any negative impacts of the
proposed School Facilities Project, including, but not limited to,
signalized intersections, modification to existing signal timing,
roadway widening and/or roadway re-striping.
10.12.1.13.Proposed points of ingress and egress, which shall have been
inspected for adequacy of geometric design, spacing from adjacent
driveways, and conformance with generally accepted design
standards.
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10.12.1.14.Recommendations for the Site’s internal geometry to accommodate
large wheel vehicles such as school buses, delivery trucks, refuse
trucks and emergency vehicles, and any actions required to ensure
that the geometry necessary for vehicle accommodation is
maintained.
10.12.1.15.A comparison of the proposed parking layout with respect to
generally accepted design standards, local ordinances and demands
experienced at similar developments, and recommendations for any
actions required to ensure that an appropriate parking layout is
maintained.
10.12.2. The Consultant shall include a traffic evaluation to comply with the Terrell
James Law.
10.12.2.1. The evaluation shall take into consideration the utility of any
previous traffic studies completed for the project.
10.12.2.2. The Consultant shall identify all existing entry or exit ramps (if any)
associated with a highway within 1,000-feet of the proposed school.
If a determination is made that there is no feasible or prudent
alternative, the Consultant shall assist the Authority in preparing
required notifications to the Department of Transportation
10.12.2.3. If requested by the Authority, the Consultant shall provide under
separate cover an estimate of any necessary improvements that may
be required to comply with the Terrell James Law.
10.12.3. Upon completion of the Study, the Consultant shall submit the Traffic Study
Report and any presentation graphics required for the Authority’s review, for
local planning board courtesy review, and for any other presentations required
by the Authority.
10.13. Preliminary Storm Water Management Investigation and Report
10.13.1. The Consultant shall undertake additional investigations to ascertain soil
characteristics and depth to groundwater to support a schematic design of any
subsurface detention/infiltration system. It is anticipated that these
investigations may include:
10.13.1.1. Installation of temporary well point(s) to provide a representative
groundwater sample to determine if special handling requirements,
or to determine if dewatering is necessary during construction.
10.13.1.2. Analysis of groundwater for parameters required by the local sewer
utility.
10.13.1.3. Exploration and documentation of the subsurface physical and
chemical soil characteristics and groundwater conditions at possible
storm water management locations.
10.13.1.4. Determination of the seasonal high groundwater elevations, and if
elevations indicate the viability of subsurface infiltration, in-situ
percolation testing for use in storm water management design.
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10.13.1.5. Identification of limitations presented by existing on- site and off-site
infrastructure and development of solutions to mitigate those
limitations, with estimates of associated costs.
10.13.2. The Preliminary Storm Water Management Report shall include the outcomes
of all investigations, with supporting data, and indicate any limitations on storm
water system design, placement or construction based on these findings.
10.14. Testing and Inspection Services: The Design Consultant shall be responsible for
providing technical inspection and testing for the Project. All Testing and Inspection
Services necessary or appropriate to perform the investigation obligations of the
Predesign Phase (with the exception of infrared testing and/or moisture or other probes,
which the Authority may require to be performed as Allowance Services in accordance
with Section 2.25 of this the terms of the Agreement) shall be performed or procured by
the Design Consultant as part of the Basic Services, and the costs of such shall be
included in the Design Consultant’s lump sum price for the Basic Services. Other
technical inspection and testing services may be necessary during the construction phase
for code-related or special inspection requirements, and such services may be considered
Allowance Services.
10.14.1. The Design Consultant shall, as needed, and upon prior written authorization
from the Authority, engage duly qualified Professional Services Consultants
necessary to provide the code-related or construction-phase technical inspection
and testing required by this Agreement, a specific Task Order under this
Agreement, and/or the Contract for Construction.
10.14.2. When procuring testing and technical inspection services for the Project that
constitute Allowance Services or Additional Services, the Authority may
require that the Design Consultant solicit fee proposals from three qualified
testing and inspection firms and shall negotiate the fee, to secure appropriate
services at a reasonable cost.
10.14.3. If Testing and Inspection Services are considered Allowance Services, and
compensated through Allowance categories, the Design Consultant must
comply with the provisions of Section 2.25 above the terms of the Agreement,
before procuring or performing Testing and Inspection services or invoicing for
such services.
10.14.4. The Design Consultant shall direct, oversee and coordinate with these
Professional Services Consultants. The Design Consultant shall receive a copy
of all inspection and testing reports from the Professional Services Consultants
and shall provide a copy of such reports to the Authority and the Contractor.
The Design Consultant shall review the inspection and testing reports prepared
by the Professional Services Consultants and shall advise the Authority
regarding the inspection and testing performed and the results of such inspection
and testing.
10.14.5. The Design Consultant shall require that, and monitor to ensure that, all testing
and technical inspection by the Professional Services Consultants engaged by
the Design Consultant conforms to the following requirements.
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10.14.5.1. All testing laboratories engaged or utilized for testing and inspection
services shall:
a)

meet the “Recommended Requirements for Independent
Laboratory Qualification’” published by the American Council
of Laboratories;

b)

meet basic requirements of ASTM E 329, “Standards of
Recommended Practices for Inspection and Testing Agencies
for Concrete and Steel as Used in Construction;

c)

be authorized to operate in the State of New Jersey;

d)

calibrate all testing equipment at reasonable intervals by
devices of accuracy traceable to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) or the accepted value of
natural physical conditions.

10.14.5.2. Testing laboratories are not authorized to:
a)

Release, revoke, alter or enlarge on requirements of the
Agreement or the Contract for Construction;

b)

Approve or accept any portion of the Contractor’s Work; or

c)

Perform any duties of the Contractor.

10.14.6. The Design Consultant shall require that Testing laboratories and Technical
Inspection Firms engaged to provide testing and inspection services for the
Project shall:
10.14.6.1. Cooperate with the Design Consultant and Contractor and provide
qualified personnel after due notice;
10.14.6.2. Perform specified inspections, sampling and testing of materials and
methods of construction;
10.14.6.3. Comply with the specifications of the Contract for Construction;
10.14.6.4. Ascertain compliance of materials with requirements of contract
documents;
10.14.6.5. Furnish the Design Consultant with written evaluation of proposed
concrete design mixes, and other materials, submitted by contractor
for evaluation;
10.14.6.6. Notify the Design Consultant and Contractor immediately of
observed work or materials which fail to meet the requirements of
contract documents
10.14.6.7. Perform additional tests as required by the Design Consultant or
NJSDA;
10.14.6.8. Promptly submit a written report of each test and inspection to the
Design Consultant and the Contractor and to other entities as
designated by the design consultant. Each report shall include:
a)

Date issued;
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b)

Project title and number;

c)

Testing Laboratory name;

d)

Name and signature of laboratory inspector;

e)

Date and time of sampling or inspection;

f)

Record of temperature and weather conditions;

g)

Date of tests;

h)

Identification of items or products tested and relevant
specification sections governing such items or products;

i)

Location within the Project where sample was collected;

j)

Type of inspection;

k)

Results of tests and evaluation of test results with respect to
compliance with contract documents; and

l)

Interpretation of test reports, when requested by the Authority
or the Design Consultant.

10.15. Commissioning Services: If requested by the Authority, the Design Consultant shall
provide Commissioning Services. The scope of such Commissioning Services, including
provision of Commissioning Authority Services, if any, shall be determined by the
Authority at the conclusion of the Predesign Phase.
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2. Project Requirement Review, May 2019
3. Conceptual Options Selection Report, December 2019
4. Final Pre-Design Report, August 2020
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September 1, 2020
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3.1 General Survey and Work Area
General | Architectural




The work area is defined as part of the existing subbasement mechanical room & the associated areaway in the
back of the school. The work area at grade level and
basement level is shown in figures 1 & 2 respectively
below. The work area is also shown in Matrix survey. See
Exhibit ‘C’.
The design team has reviewed the available documents,
NJSDA Material and System Standards, Asbestos Guidance
Documents, and other relevant material provided by NJSDA





     



 



     

 

3.2 The Topographic and Utility Survey
The topographic and utility survey was completed by Matrix.
Please refer to Exhibit ‘C’ for the survey
Prior to commencing any field survey Matrix office project
manager reviewed the scope of project and all documents needed
and/or provided depicting the work area. Matrix project
manager contacted the Newark Public Schools to schedule and
coordinated access to the project site. Work sheets with
instructions were prepare and provided to Matrix’s field crew
for their use. Matrix field crew, utilizing Global
Positioning System (GPS), established NAD 1983 horizontal
datum and NAVD 1988 vertical datum control points for the
project site that were then used for the field location
survey. A field survey was then performed, first locating all
above-ground
visible
and
accessible
existing
surface
conditions being within the work area. Second, Matrix located
the
underground
utility
mark-outs
provided
by
GEOD
Corporation and surveyed any accessible sanitary sewer and/or
drainage pipe inverts. Matrix traverse the horizontal and
vertical control from the ground surface to the location of
the interior school building/vault area. A survey of the
interior existing exposed basement/vault walls, along with
the exposed exiting basement/vault finish floor and ceiling
height elevations, was completed. Upon completion of the
field survey the field data was then downloaded into our
computer system to be mapped. Utilizing AutoCAD Civil 3D
Imperial program topographic survey map was completed by
Matrix computer CAD technician. The survey map was then
reviewed and checked by a New Jersey State Professional
License Land Surveyor. After the review the AutoCAD file was
then converted to an earlier version of AutoCAD and delivered,
along with a PDF copy, to STV Inc. for their review and use.
The following is a detail sequential list of worked performed
to complete this item:
1) Review scope of project and documents.
2) Coordinate and schedule access to school property.
3) Set site control.
4) Review GPR field notes.
5) Performed initial field survey.
6) Download, review and map field locations.
7) Prepare and send AutoCAD file & PDF copy to STV, Inc.
for review.
8) Review comments received from STV, Inc.





     

 

9) Provide detail list of additional field work needed
to address comments.
10) Coordinate and schedule addition access needed to
school property to perform additional field work.
11) Performed additional field survey.
12) Download, review and map additional field locations.
13) Prepare and send AutoCAD file & PDF copy to STV, Inc.
for review.
14) Respond and attend to comments received from STV, Inc.
regarding last submitted survey.





     

 

Civil & Site
The topographic survey for Newark Tech HS shows above and
below grade site features for the land at and surrounding the
school’s utility room with connecting hatch door at the
asphalt parking lot. The survey scope covers the area within
the school property line and Broad Street, including a 60 ft
public right of way. Approximate limits for the utility room
foundation wall are delineated and various utilities
surrounding and leading to the room are shown. The survey
does not indicate whether utilities are active or abandoned.

Within the utility room/vault limits are various utility
services and features including vent pipes, a metal grate
cover at the areaway, electrical lines, water lines and a 4”
sewer lateral line. Outside of the vault limits are
telecommunication lines, gas lines and a gas meter, water
lines and hydrants, electrical lines and a transformer. These
utilities connect into city owned lines running parallel at
Broad Street including an 18” combined sanitary/storm sewer.

Storm water sheet flows away from the school to Broad Street
in the east direction, and then continues south along Broad
Street into the city’s combined sewer system. Drainage inlets
and storm water management features are not located within
the boundary of the survey and spot elevations indicate
positive pitch, with no low points shown.





     

 

Plumbing & Fire Protection
There is an existing underground domestic water service from
Broad Street. There is also an existing underground fire
service from the south side of the school grounds. Both
services run underground through the parking lot and enter
the building via the boiler room in the Sub-basement
There is an existing underground gas main from Broad Street
which runs underground through the parking lot to an external
gas meter located against the building wall.





     

 

3.4 Utility Verification and Report
3.4.3 Utility Contact List
Utility Providers and Township Contacts






PSE&G: Service Upgrades, Installation, and
Construction Inquiries, Northern Counties 1-800
782 0067
Essex County Newark DOT: 1-973 648 2725
Newark Water & Sewer Utilities: 1-973 733 6303
Newark Public Works: 1-973 733 5485
DEP Project Readiness Checklist: 1-609 292 3600

3.5 Preliminary Geotechnical Storm
Water Review and Report
Geotechnical investigations
project scope of work.

are

not

part

of

the

Geotechnical investigations, test bits, borings
could be recommended later as part of, and as
required by, the design options explored under Task
5.0





     

 

3.6 GPR Survey
The Ground Penetrating Rader (GPR) survey was performed by
GEOD Corporation (GEOD), a subcontractor for Matrix.
Prior to commencing any field survey Matrix office project
manager reviewed the scope of project and all documents needed
and/or provided depicting the work area. Matrix project
contacted GEOD and provided the site details that would be
needed to complete the GPR survey. Matrix also contacted the
Newark Public Schools to schedule and coordinated access to
the project site. Matrix then provided GEOD authorization to
begin their field survey. Once GEOD completed their GPR
investigation a field survey was then performed by Matrix to
locate GEOD’s mark-out of the underground utilities. Upon
completion of the field survey the field data was then
downloaded into our computer system to be mapped. The field
notes provided by GEOD was also review and mapped accordingly.
This information was then made part of the Topographic and
Utility Survey referred to above in Item 3.2. The following
is a detail sequential list of worked performed to complete
this item:
1) Review scope of project and documents.
2) Coordinate and schedule GPR survey with GEOD.
3) Prepare and provide GEOD site information.
4) Coordinate and schedule access to school property.
5) Review field notes provided by GEOD
6) Performed field survey of GEOD utility mark-outs.
7) Download, review and map field locations.
8) Add mapping of GPR survey to Topographic & Utility
Survey
9) Respond and attend to comments received from STV, Inc.
regarding last submitted survey.



     

 

3.7 Preliminary environmental review & report:
AHERA
The environmental and hazardous material survey was performed
by Matrix. See Exhibit ‘B’ for Matrix report.
Prior to the scope specific environmental investigation
conducted on-site, a request was made to the Newark BOE for
access and review of previous environmental reports including
but not limited the Newark Technology High School (HS)
existing Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA)
Report. In response to this request, Matrix was provided a
portion of a previous Six Month AHERA Surveillance Update
Report prepared by Whitman, and dated October 23, 2017. This
partial document listed in tabular form; (1) each of the
designated Newark Technology HS functional spaces (room
equivalents); (2) previously identified suspect material and
corresponding identification number; (3) a quantity and
characterization (friability and condition) assessment for
each suspect material; and (4) a corresponding recommendation
or “response action” (i.e. remove, repair, maintain). This
exiting information was utilized by Matrix in evaluating the
impacts to previously identified and tested suspect material
associated with the proposed Urgent Structural Repairs to the
Existing Boiler Room Vault Project. While the majority of
functional spaces identified within the previous Six Month
AHERA Surveillance Update Report was outside the impacted
areas associated with this project, the previous information
did identify previously confirmed asbestos containing thermal
system insulation (TSI) including:



Block Pipe
Room (Room
Paper Pipe
Room (Room

Insulation within the Old Building Boiler
019); and
Insulation within the Old Building Boiler
019).

In
support
of
the
proposed
scope
of
water
infiltration/remediation work, Matrix supplemented the review
of previous information with a project specific hazardous
material
survey.
The
purpose
of
this
supplemental
investigation and testing program was to identify additional
suspect asbestos-containing material (ACM), lead based paint
(LBP),
polychlorinated
biphenyls
(PCBs),
and
other
potentially hazardous materials and/or conditions present
within the study limits with the potential to be impacted
during the proposed urgent repairs work.





     

 

In accordance with the design elements associated with this
project, the limits of the supplemental hazardous material
investigation and testing was specific to the following
areas:



Below-Grade Boiler Room; and
Exterior Paved Play Area above Boiler Room.

The Matrix Hazardous Materials Inspection Report is provided
as Exhibit “B” to this report. Based upon the findings
presented therein, the following additional exterior ACM was
identified within the project limits (see Photo 1):


Base Flashing Tar Paper and
Tar (Layer 1) and Flashing
Membrane (Layer 2) – at the
Exterior
Areaway
Lower
Floor; and



Perimeter Caulking – at the
Exterior Areaway Lower Floor
at Cap Flashing.

 
These composite materials are
anticipated to be impacted by the
scope of work for this project and will require specialized
handling and disposal prior to construction activities that
are expected to impact them. In addition, Matrix conducted
an evaluation and visual verification of one exterior core in
order to determine the presence of an existing waterproofing
membrane above the vault deck. The probe was taken at the
asphaltic paved area above the existing boiler room (no
membrane present).

Specific to the findings related to lead in surface coatings;
Matrix conducted direct read instrument testing for several
painted surface areas/components that are believed to be
within the proposed scope of work limits. A total of six (6)
testing combinations were collected, with each reading
identified below the current HUD/USEPA threshold for LBP of
1.0 milligram per square centimeter (mg/cm2).
Lastly, an investigation for “other” potentially hazardous
materials and/or conditions was conducted within the study
limits and included a visual identification of materials/
components that will require specialized handling/disposal as




     

 

part of this project. This included fluorescent light bulbs,
assumed PCB-containing light fixture ballasts and stored
chemicals. In addition, the single exterior caulking material
was further analyzed for PCB content yielding a concentration
and classification as PCB-regulated. As this material has
already been characterized as ACM, the material can be
disposed of as asbestos waste and not TSCA hazardous waste
(i.e. < 50 PPM).





     

 

3.8 Preliminary Facilities’ Survey
The field location was performed by Matrix to provide
elevations to be used to determine the existing thickness of
the roof slab of the basement/vault being within the project
limits.
Prior to commencing any field survey Matrix office project
manager reviewed the scope of project and all documents needed
and/or provided depicting the work area. Matrix contacted the
Newark Public Schools to schedule and coordinated access to
the project site. Prepared and provided Matrix’s field survey
crew all the necessary documents and instructions needed to
perform this task. Utilizing the horizontal and vertical
control points, previously set by Matrix, Matrix field crew
determined the location of the proposed core by locating the
exposed
interior
walls
of
the
basement/vault.
This
information
was
then
transfer
from
the
interior
basement/vault area to the exterior ground level to depict
the location the core. The basement/vault finish floor and
interior ceiling elevations, below the point of the proposed
core was surveyed and recorded. The elevation at the ground
level at the point of the proposed core was also surveyed and
recorded. Once the core was completed a measurement was
observed and recorded between the existing ground and bottom
of core elevation. Upon completion of the field survey the
field data was then downloaded into our computer system to be
mapped. This information was then made part of the Topographic
and Utility Survey referred to above in Item 3.2. The
following is a detail sequential list of worked performed to
complete this item:
1) Review scope of project and documents.
2) Coordinate and schedule access to school property.
3) Provide field crew necessary documents & instructions
4) Performed field survey of core area.
5) Download, review and map field locations.
6) Add mapping of core survey to Topographic & Utility
Survey
7) Respond and attend to comments received from STV, Inc.
regarding last submitted survey.





     

 

General | Architectural
In the basement level, the walls in the work area are made of
either concrete or CMU, with a plaster and/or paint finish.
The floor is finished concrete grade slab and the ceiling is
composed of concrete waffle slab and fireproofed structural
steel beams. The areaway has a concrete slab, steel beams and
vent louvers installed on concrete curbs. All the existing
walls in the work area are earth retaining walls, except two
divider intermediate walls.
There are no doors or windows in the work area. The basement
level is connected to grade level via a ship ladder and a
hatch.
At the basement level, the work area is bounded by retaining
walls on the north and east sides, partially open to the
boiler room on the west side, and separated with a full height
CMU wall from a storage area on the south side. The floor of
this storage area is flooded with several inches of sitting
water and is currently inaccessible. The areaway are located
overhead, along the west perimeter of the work area and
occupies roughly half of this side
Several abandoned MEP units, equipment and other utility
lines are located in the work area.
At grade level, the work area is bounded Broad Street on the
east, the school façade (exterior wall) on the west, and open
space / parking areas on the north and south sides. The
areaway is located along the south side of the work area and
is surrounded by a low metal fence and is covered by metal
grating. A section of the grating is removable and provides
access via ladder to the areaway slab which is located roughly
8 feet below grade. The areaway walls are comprised of masonry
and CMU. Intake and exhaust louvers are located on 12” curb
above the areaway slab.





     

 

Structural
The utility room has two similar structural systems with the
area of work. Both systems have a concrete floor, likely
supported on grade, and have structural steel framing and
steel columns supporting the roof slab. At the east end of
the area of work, the roof slab is a cinder concrete waffle
slab with terracotta pieces between the concrete strips. The
terracotta was likely placed for formwork or as a means of
fire rating and is not contributing to the structural system.
Towards the west of the area of work, the ventilator slab is
also supported by steel elements, but was observed to be a
reinforced concrete slab. There are three perimeter exterior
walls in the area of work, all constructed from concrete,
likely reinforced to resist lateral earth pressure.

Structural Probe
The purpose of the probe is to determine the existing
thickness of the roof slabs within the basements. This can be
achieved with the following procedure:


Survey the elevations of the existing exterior
sidewalk grade and underside of the roof slab within
the sidewalk vault.



Perform a core on the exterior surface. The core shall
penetrate the exterior pavement and terminate the
probe at the top of the concrete roof surface – it is
not necessary to core through the existing roof slab.



Measure the depth to the top of the roof slab from
the top of the existing exterior sidewalk grade. With
this distance, the top of sidewalk vault roof slab
elevation can be determined.



Subtract the surveyed underside of the sidewalk vault
roof slab elevation from the newly determined top of
sidewalk vault roof slab elevation. This will provide
the thickness of the existing slab.

It is recommended to perform at least one probe. A 3” diameter
core is sufficient and can then be repaired by hydraulic
cement (this should not pose a water infiltration issue since
we are not penetrating the roof slab).





     

 

The probe is taken at the sidewalk adjacent to the exterior
retaining wall on Hunterdon Street, see Cleveland Proposed
Probe Location Plan attached for approximate location.





     

 

Plumbing & Fire Protection
There is an existing 4” domestic water service entering the
sidewalk vault (see photo P-01). The domestic water service
is connected to a domestic water meter (see photo P-02). From
the water meter, the water main runs to the 15HP duplex
booster pump system (see photo P-03) with a bypass, which
then delivers domestic water to the school

PHOTO P-01

PHOTO P-02





     

 

PHOTO P-03
There is a 6” fire service pipe entering under the stair hatch
(see photo P-04). The fire service runs to the control and
check valve assembly (see Photo P-05), which then supplies
the 25HP fire pump (see Photo P-06). The fire pump has a fire
pump test assembly (see Photo P-07) at the areaway above
grade. From the fire pump, the sprinkler main services the
building. There is a supplementary supply from the fire
department connection (see Photo P-08) to this sprinkler
water main

PHOTO P-04




     

 

PHOTO P-05

PHOTO P-06





     

 

PHOTO P-07

PHOTO P-08
There is an external gas meter assembly located against the
building wall (see photo P-09). The gas meter assembly
consists of a shut off valve, twin pressure regulators with
vents. From the pressure regulators, the gas service is
connected to the gas meter and then run down into the boiler
room (see photo P-10) within the sub-basement. From there the
gas main services the boilers, domestic hot water heaters and
other gas fired equipment in the school. Multiple gas vents
from the gas fired equipment terminate outside the building
at the areaway and the side of the building (see photo P-11).




     

 

PHOTO P-09

PHOTO P-10





     

 

PHOTO P-11
There is a drain from the areaway (see photo P-12) which is
connected to a drain pipe in the boiler room (see photo P13). The drain pipe discharges above the trench drains (see
photo P-14) located within the boiler room.

PHOTO P-12





     

 

PHOTO P-13

PHOTO P-14
Other plumbing equipment located within the boiler room are
duplex domestic water heaters (see photo P-15) and dual water
softener tanks (see photo P-16).




     

 

PHOTO P-15

PHOTO P-16





     

 

3.9 Preliminary Facility Condition Assessment
3 . 9 . 1 Review of Existing Drawings & Other Documents
The design team has reviewed all drawings and other documents
made available by the District and NJ-SDA

3 . 9 . 3 Verification of Existing Condition Deficiencies

G eneral & Arch itectural
The work area consists of the following parts:
1. The boiler room extension area
2. The areaway
3. The storage area between column lines 6 & 7

The boiler room extension area is located below grade, between
column lines 3 and 6, and to the east of column line A
This area is bounded by foundation walls to the north and
east. These walls exhibit excessive signs of water
infiltration and extensive damage due to constant water
leaks. The most deteriorated areas are located along the west
end of the north wall, where constant water leaks occur
towards the top portion of the walls. The leaks are also
evident through the overhead slab, particularly along the
north and north-west corner of the room, causing substantial
damage to the structural steel beams. See structural report
for additional information.
The east wall is in slightly better condition, but this wall
has been recently repaired and patched with cement plaster to
cover signs of leaks.
The floor, overhead slab and other structural & architectural
elements of the space also exhibits signs of water
infiltration to varying degrees.
A ship ladder and overhead hatch are located in the southeast corner of the room. These elements are in good
conditions. Electric service panel and the fire protection





     

 

service are located in close proximity to the ship ladder.
These equipment and services are in good condition
The underside of the areaway slab is severely damaged, with
exposed & rusted reinforcement bars. The drain line from the
areaway is clogged and disconnected. It drains to open trench
in the floor of the boiler room; but it currently doesn’t
drain storm-water accumulating in the areaway above.
The storage area south of boiler room extension is located
between column lines 6 and 7. This area is constantly flooded
with several inches of brackish ground water and is
inaccessible. The source of water couldn’t be determined.
There seems to be no leaks or other water infiltration through
the walls or the overhead slab. This storage area should be
cleaned
and
cleared
prior
to
conducting
further
investigations
At grade level, the work area comprises the areaway and a
paved plaza.
The areaway is surrounded by a metal fence and is covered by
grilles; both seem to be in good condition. A removable grille
provides access to the areaway slab through a ladder on the
east wall. The areaway slab is soiled and exhibits signs of
water ponding and poor drainage. The brick walls surrounding
the areaway exhibits signs of water leaks & infiltration,
even in dry condition. There are also cracks in these walls.
The paved plaza at grade level is in poor condition and
doesn’t provide proper drainage and pitch away from the
building, foundation walls and utility line penetrations





     

 

Structural
The structural stability verification and/or
described in Appendix ‘B’ have been confirmed.

repair,

as

Evidence of water infiltration and standing water was
observed at the south-east (where material was being stored)
and at the north side of the work area. The south-east corner
of the work area was inaccessible due to the large quantity
of standing water. The leakage near the north side of the
work area was perceived to be entering through the roof slab,
where a utility penetration is present. Water is also believed
to be entering the work area through grillage and/or structure
at the air ventilator slab, however no evidence of active
leakage was present.
Concrete defects, such as cracking or spalling, were observed
on the walls and roof slab of the utility room. At the
ventilator slab, moderate deterioration of primary concrete
reinforcement was observed.
Steel corrosion of the structural steel support beams and
columns, of varying degrees of severity, were witnessed in
the utility room. At a few roof slab framing members, moderate
section loss was observed.





     

 

Plumbing & Fire Protection
The existing 4” domestic water service entering the sidewalk
vault and domestic water meter is in fair condition. It is
unclear if the 15HP duplex booster pump system is in working
condition as it was turned off (see photo P-17). The school
was fed from street pressure through the domestic water pump
bypass.

PHOTO P-17
The 6” fire service pipe and the control and check valve
assembly are in fair condition. The 25HP fire pump is in fair
condition but is aged. The fire pump test assembly and fire
department connection are in fair condition.
The external gas meter assembly located against the building
wall is in fair condition with some external pipe corrosion
(see photo P-18). The gas pipe inside the building is in
fair/good condition with some external pipe corrosion in
spots (see photo P-19).





     

 

PHOTO P-18

PHOTO P-19
The drain grate at the areaway is in fair condition. The drain
pipe and penetration (see photo P-20) into the boiler room is
in poor condition. The trench drains within the boiler room
are in fair condition.





     

 

PHOTO P-20
The duplex domestic water heaters (see photo P-15) are in
fair condition. It is unclear if the dual water softener tanks
are still being used.
It was reported that the boiler room floor is often wet during
heavy rainfall.
POTENTIAL SCOPE FOR PLUMBING/FIRE PROTECTION WORK
1) Seal penetrations
 Domestic water service in foundation wall
 Fire service in foundation wall located under hatch
 Fire department connection in foundation wall
 Fire pump test header at areaway wall opening
 Drain in areaway
 Gas piping for external gas meter rig assembly
 Gas vents in foundation wall
 Gas vent at areaway wall opening
 Unused penetrations
2) Protect the existing services/equipment/piping
 Domestic water service with water meter and booster pump
 Fire service, control and check valve assembly, fire
pump and controller, fire department connection and fire
pump test header





     







 

Drain in areaway and pipe in boiler room.
External gas meter rig assembly, pressure regulators and
piping.
Gas main in boiler room
Gas vents from boiler room to outside of building
Duplex water heaters and Dual water softener tanks.

3) Temporary
removal
or
relocation
of
the
existing
services/equipment/piping
 Domestic water service with water meter and booster
pump. This would require coordination with School for
shutdown. This may require additional space. Possible
coordination with the Water Supply Authority.
 Fire service, control and check valve assembly, fire
pump and controller, fire department connection and fire
pump test header. This would require coordination with
School for shutdown and Fire Watch. This may also require
additional space. Possible coordination with the Water
Supply Authority.
 Drain in areaway and pipe in boiler room.
 External gas meter rig assembly, pressure regulators and
piping. Gas vents on outside of building. This would
require coordination with School for shutdown. This may
also require additional space. Coordination with PSEG.
 Duplex water heaters and dual water softener tanks. This
would require coordination with School for shutdown.





     

 

Mechanical | HVAC
The area of concern for Technology High School is at the
Boiler Room (utility room) within the sub-basement. There are
a few locations with a concentrated evidence of water
infiltration and resulting damage, such as the area including
and surrounding the north wall by the climate control
equipment, and the concrete structure supporting the exterior
air vent.
Several abandoned equipment and utility lines, ducts, DWH
flue pipes are in the three parts of the work area. It is
recommended that these be removed, cleaned, discarded and/or
capped as part of any repair or other improvement project.
STV HVAC visually inspected the areas of concern at Newark
Tech HS to resolve flooding issues at the sub-basement
mechanical room and associated areaway. Areaway
divided
into two compartments: one for Make Up air (associated with
louver, plenum, abandon make-up air fan and ductwork; and
other compartment is relief air louver. Areaway drain, was
observed at one corner is serving both compartments; pitch of
the areaway floor shall be reviewed and shall be addressed in
case drainage pattern is not appropriate.
Areaway derbies
at the bottom shall be removed and drain pipe to be cleaned
inside and be extended to the nearest existing floor drain.
Also, there is a plumbing drain pipe, fire pump test header
and gas regulator vents penetrate louvered / grated areaway.
All those penetrations shall be sealed with appropriate
material to much wall construction. Where required, abandoned
penetrations shall be sealed and penetrations that have
significant leaks shall be repaired.
Compliance with the latest 2015
Combustion and ventilation air.
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Below are pictures representing deficiencies observed during
site visit.
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Electrical
The existing boiler room has experienced extensive water
infiltration around many of the walls and flooding that has
resulted in corrosion of equipment and conduit. It should be
noted that where walls suffered water infiltration,
electrical systems such as panelboards, receptacles, and
conduits remain and appear to remain functional, however they
may need to be removed and relocated during repair (figure
4). On these same walls a small number of electrical devices,
equipment, and conduit appear to have also been exposed to
water and have begun to corrode (Figure 3). The main power
source for this area appears to be 208/120 3Ph power (Figure
1).
It should also be worth noting there are several occasions of
abandoned equipment and conduit lines throughout the space
(figure 2).
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Environmental | Hazardous Material
Based upon the anticipated scope of emergent repairs
associated with this Project, there is a potential for suspect
hazardous materials and/or potentially hazardous conditions
to be impacted during the work of this contract. In evaluating
the emergent response options (as they may relate to
disturbances to potentially hazardous materials and/or
conditions), the repair approach and thereby corresponding
effect include localized repairs to existing foundation
penetrations, remedial repairs or removal of existing
equipment and or structures and possible abandonment of
exiting utilities.
Potential environmental areas of concern include impacts to
suspect asbestos-containing block and mortars; utility line
gaskets and seals; abandoned electrical and other services
and components; caulks, joints and mastics; water-proofing
membranes; as well as stored or abandoned batteries,
compressor (oils), and possible PCB-containing light fixture
ballasts.
Further investigation and testing is required in order to
provide the design team with an evaluation of how the proposed
emergent repairs may impact suspect materials and/or
exacerbate conditions identified on-site.





     

 

Civil | Site
The site consists of impervious asphalt surface, concrete
sidewalk and curbing, a grated areaway at the building
face, and a hatch door protected by bollards which leads to
the utility room. The asphalt surface is in poor condition
with multiple cracks observed and patching present from
previous repairs. The pitch of the asphalt is positive in
the direction of Broad Street; however, the surface is not
uniform and contains tripping hazards. Painted pavement
markings at the parking area are partially faded and lack
definition.
Chain link fencing and gates are located at the property
line to separate the school perimeter from the public right
of way. The concrete sidewalk leading to the building and
at the property line at Broad Street is in fair condition.
The pitch at the sidewalk visually provides drainage
towards the street where it is captured by the city’s
combined sewer system.
Condition of the underground utilities and sewers could not
be assessed by visual inspection and would require
additional testing such as CCTV video inspection and
specific standard ASTM utility tests.
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Facilities

Condition

The following options have been tentatively identified. These
options will be detailed and illustrated in Task 5.0.

Option 1

Waterproofing Grout

Whereby Special structural grout would be injected to
exterior soil behind the foundation walls through a 5’ x 5’
matrix of holes bored into the foundation walls
An order of magnitude cost for this option would range from
$--- to $--The construction duration of this option would range from 75
days to 120 days

Option 2

Exterior subgrade waterproofing & drainage system

Whereby a trench would be excavated and supported with sheet
piles to expose the outside surfaces of the foundation walls.
The exterior surfaces of the foundation walls would then be
repaired, patched and waterproofed. Foundation drainage
system would be installed along the bottom of the foundation
walls
An order of magnitude cost for this option would range from
$--- to $--The construction duration of this option would range from 75
days to 120 days

Option 3

Reconstruction of Foundation Walls

Whereby the existing subgrade structures would be temporarily
supported while the existing foundation wall is removed and
reconstructed.
An order of magnitude cost for this option would range from
$--- to $--The construction duration of this option would range from 75
days to 120 days





     

Option A

 

Areaway Repairs

Whereby the existing areaway structure and systems are
cleaned, patched, prepped & repaired. Structural chemical
grout would also be injected to the exterior soil through
portal holes in the areaway walls
An order of magnitude cost for this option would range from
$--- to $--The construction of this option is concurrent to options 1
through 3; therefore it has no separate duration

Option B

Areaway Replacement

Whereby the existing areaway structures and systems are
completely
removed
and
reconstructed
with
the
same
configurations and sizes. New ample waterproofing, drainage
and other protective measures would be introduced to minimize
water infiltration
An order of magnitude cost for this option would range from
$--- to $--The construction of this option is concurrent to options 1
through 3; therefore it has no separate duration

Option C

Areaway Enhancement

Whereby the
coat would
additional
system. The
above would

existing areaway would be cleaned, concrete skim
be applied, along with waterproofing membrane,
steel support beams and foundation drainage
structural chemical grout described in Option A
also be installed

An order of magnitude cost for this option would range from
$--- to $--The construction of this option is concurrent to options 1
through 3; therefore it has no separate duration





     

 

Exhibit A
EP-0112
Newark Technology HS
General Photos





     

 

The areaway below grade, masonry cracks& water stains are
visible





     

 

The areaway below grade, masonry cracks& water stains are
visible





     

 

Water streaks on the floor of the boiler room, and existing
trench drains





     

 

Water streaks and effloresce on the floor of the boiler room





     

 

Fire protection service at the southeast corner of the boiler
room





     

 

Extensive wall and floor damage & efflorescence from water
infiltration at the boiler room





     

 

The underside of the areaway concrete slab, exposed rebar are
visible





     

 

Water damage at masonry walls and column enclosures, typical
condition at boiler room





     

 

The underside of the areaway concrete slab, rusted rebar are
visible. Vent louvers are located to the exterior well of the
areaway





     

 

The underside of the areaway concrete slab, rusted rebar are
visible. Vent louvers are located to the exterior well of the
areaway





     

 

Extensive damage to reinforcement bars at the underside of
areaway concrete slab





     

 

Extensive damage to reinforcement bars at the underside of
areaway concrete slab. The areaway drain line is visible in the
middle of the photo





     

 

Water infiltration ponding on the floor of the boiler room.
Water leak source is located at the northeast corner of the
space





     

 

Water infiltration ponding on the floor of the boiler room.
Constant water leaks are located at the northeast corner of the
space





     

 

Abandoned equipment in the boiler room





     

 

Boiler room slab, northwest corner. Fire-proofing spalls are
visible at multiple steel beams





     

 

Exterior of the areaway, grade grating is visible on the top





     

 

Exterior view of the areaway, multiple masonry & plaster cracks
are visible





     

 

Louver & base curb at bottom of the areaway





     

 

Through-wall penetrations and waterproofing at areaway exterior





     

 

Exterior of areaway, multiple wall cracks and water leaks are
visible throughout





     

 

Open unprotected penetrations at the east wall of the areaway,
sources of water leaks, ladder to grade





     

 

Exterior view of the areaway with the east facade of the school
visible behind areaway fence





     

 

Cracked & otherwise damaged pavement surface above the boiler
room (work area)





     

 

Access hatch connecting grade level to the boiler room





     

 

Extensive water leaks are traced to the northwest corner of the
work area at the boiler room





     

 

Infiltration water ponding on the boiler room floor,
deteriorated finishes and wall plaster





     

 

The underside of the boiler room overhead slab along the north
wall





     

 

A view of the work area of the boiler room, looking west





     

 

Existing electric panel on the east wall of the work area,
located at the bottom of ship ladder to hatch





     

 

Extensive chipping, efflorescence and otherwise damaged finishes
in the work area





     

 

The underside of the areaway concrete slab, rusted exposed rebar
are visible





     

 

Flooded floor at the salt storage space along the south side of
the areaway





     

 

Exposed structural steel & rusted rebar at the underside of the
areaway concrete slab





     

 

Exposed structural steel & rusted rebar at the underside of the
areaway concrete slab





     

 

Clogged drain at the northeast corner of areaway floor
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This Hazardous Materials Survey Report has been prepared by Matrix New World Engineering, Land Surveying
and Landscape Architecture, PC. (Matrix), under a sub-consultant agreement with STV Incorporated (STV) for
the New Jersey Schools Development Authority (NJSDA), Urgent Structural Repairs to Boiler Room Vault
(Project) at the Newark Technology High School, located at 187 Broadway, in Newark, New Jersey (the Site).
The limited scope of this survey was to identify suspect asbestos-containing material (ACM), lead based paint
(LBP), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and other potentially hazardous materials and/or conditions present
with potential to be impacted during the proposed replacement or repairs to the existing boiler room slab from
water infiltration.
In accordance with the design elements associated with the urgent repairs, the limits of the hazardous material
inspection and testing was specific to the following areas:
x

Below-Grade Boiler Room; and

x

Exterior Paved Play Area Above Boiler Room.
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2.0

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS SURVEYS

Prior to performing field activities for the Project, Matrix requested access to available documents associated with
previously identified ACM, LBP, PCBs, and other hazardous materials associated with the Site. Matrix reviewed
the Six-Month Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Surveillance Update Report for the Site dated
October 23, 2017. The report detailed materials that were present in the building, quantity of the material, whether
the material was sampled, its condition, any response actions taken, and the date of the response action taken.
Matrix also reviewed the 2016 Potential Emergent Projects Program Step 2 documentations prepared by Lan
Associates, Engineering, Planning, Architecture, Surveying, Inc. and dated September 9, 2106. Matrix used this
information as a guideline during the Project. These previous reports can be found in Appendix E.
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3.0

ASBESTOS SURVEY AND SAMPLING

3.1

General Building and Site Description

Technology High School is located at 187 Broadway in Newark, New Jersey. The building consists of the
originally constructed “A” Wing, built in 1912 as a college, and the “T” Wing or Technology Building, built
around 1971. The two buildings are connected by a pedestrian bridge over a center service courtyard. The “A”
Wing is constructed mainly of stone masonry on the exterior with terra cotta and plaster on the interior. The boiler
room in the Technology Building is constructed of concrete walls and floors with a plaster ceiling over the
concrete and terra cotta in-filled waffle deck. The support columns are made of red brick masonry.
3.2

Survey of Suspect Asbestos Containing Material (ACM)

The asbestos portion of the survey was conducted on December 14, 2018 in accordance with 40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 763. The survey was performed by Mr. Craig Diziki, Mr. Robert Garrison, and Mr.
Michael Bonafede, all United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) AHERA Accredited Asbestos
Inspectors. The asbestos survey and sampling program was conducted in accordance with the USEPA publication,
“Asbestos in Buildings,” survey and sampling protocol, the AHERA asbestos inspection protocol, and those
specific requirements set forth within the provided NJSDA Asbestos Guidance Document dated July 29, 2016.
As part of the survey activities, Matrix also collected information on the physical condition and location of suspect
ACM and other characteristics of the building areas and structural system that may affect the likelihood of ACM
being disturbed during repair/replacement activities. Site photographs are included in Appendix A. Asbestos survey
forms are included in Appendix B.
A description of the survey methodology is contained in Section 3.3, the results of this survey are presented in
Section 3.4, and the analytical results are discussed in Section 3.5.
3.3

Survey Methods and Limitations

The inspection process consisted of the following steps:
x

Inspection of accessible interior and exterior spaces for friable materials and non-friable materials or
products which are likely to contain asbestos.

x

Delineation and quantification of homogeneous areas (HA) and determination of the locations for the
collection of bulk samples.

x

Collection of information on the physical condition and location of all ACM and on other characteristics
of the buildings which may increase the likelihood that ACM may be disturbed and that fibers could be
released and distributed.

x

Preparation of a tabulated inventory of suspect ACM and bulk samples collected from suspect HAs. The
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table includes the location, quantity, condition, determination as to whether the material is friable or nonfriable and the analytical results from bulk samples
Samples were submitted to EMSL Analytical, Inc. (NVLAP Certification No. 101048-9) for analysis of asbestos
content by polarized light microscopy (PLM) (method EPA600/R-93/116). As per the SDA Asbestos Guidance
Document, Representative samples of friable and non-friable organically bound (NOB) samples that were
negative for asbestos by PLM analysis (method PLM EPA NOB gravimetric reduction) were further analyzed by
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) (TEM EPA NOB gravimetric reduction). All samples collected were
properly bagged and sealed, cataloged and chain of custody documentation completed. The analytical results are
summarized on Table 1, a copy of the analytical data report is included as Appendix C.
3.4

Asbestos Survey Findings

The findings are described in this section. The location, quantity, condition, description of whether the material is
friable or non-friable, and specific notes related to suspect ACM identified in the impacted areas are included on
the asbestos survey forms included within Appendix B.

3.4.1

Thermal System Insulation

Thermal System Insulation (TSI) is defined in 29 CFR 1910.1101 (Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), Occupational Exposures to Asbestos) as material “applied to pipes, fittings, boilers,
breeching, tanks, ducts, or other structural components to prevent heat loss or gain.” TSI materials are
characterized by their form or composition.
Pipe fitting insulation (i.e., pipe joints, elbows, valves, tees, etc.) may contain asbestos and is usually hand molded
mud-applied to the fitting and may have a canvas wrapping over the material. The newer non-asbestos pipe fitting
insulation is typically fiberglass covered with a PVC or paper jacket or rubber. The number of samples to be
collected from each friable HA is as follows:
x

3 samples from each HA;

x

1 sample from each HA of patched TSI if < 6 square feet; and

x

In a matter sufficient to determine whether the material is ACM for other TSI (elbows).

No suspect TSI materials were identified within the SOW limits of the proposed Project.
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3.4.2

Surfacing Material

29 CFR 1910.1101 defines surfacing material as "sprayed, troweled-on or otherwise applied to surfaces (such as
plaster on ceilings and walls or other materials on surfaces for acoustical, fireproofing, and other purposes).” The
anticipated number of samples of each friable HA was determined in the field by volume of material, as follows:
x

3 samples from HAs up to 1,000 square feet;

x

5 samples for HAs of 1,000-5,000 square feet; and

x

7 samples for HAs greater than 5,000 square feet.

Suspect surfacing materials identified within the SOW limits of the proposed Project include:
x

Single Layer (grey) Ceiling Plaster (HA-01) – Boiler Room; and

x

Spray-On Fireproofing (HA-02) – Boiler Room.

3.4.3

Miscellaneous Material

40 CFR 763.83 defines miscellaneous material as building material on “structural components, structural
members or fixtures, such as floor and ceiling tiles, and does not include surfacing material or thermal system
insulation.” A minimum of two samples were collected from each miscellaneous HA (as required by AHERA).
Suspect miscellaneous materials identified within the SOW limits of the proposed Project include:
x

Terra Cotta Mortar (HA-03) – Boiler Room;

x

Brick Mortar (HA-04) – Boiler Room;

x

Water Line Flange Material (HA-05) – Boiler Room;

x

(Red) Flange Material (HA-06) – Exterior Utility Lines;

x

Exterior Brick Mortar (HA-07) – Exterior Façade;

x

Flashing Tar Paper and Tar (Layer 1) and Flashing Membrane (Layer 2) (HA-08-L1/L2) – Areaway Lower
Floor/Roof; and

x

Perimeter Caulking (HA-09) – Areaway Lower Floor/Roof at Cap Flashing.

3.5

Analytical Results

This section discusses the analytical results of bulk samples collected as part of this comprehensive survey. The
results of the survey are summarized in Table 1 and the laboratory data package is included as Appendix C.
Lotions of asbestos bulk samples are identified on Figures 2-3.
3.5.1

Thermal System Insulation

No samples of TSI material were collected during the survey.
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3.5.2

Surfacing Material

A total of eight (8) samples of surfacing materials were collected during the survey. No surfacing materials tested
positive for ACM (>1% Asbestos).
3.5.3

Miscellaneous Material

A total of sixteen (16) samples of miscellaneous material were collected during the survey. Miscellaneous
materials tested positive for ACM (>1% Asbestos) include the following:
x

Flashing Tar Paper and Tar (Layer 1) and Flashing Membrane (Layer 2) (HA-08-L1/L2) – Areaway Lower
Floor/Roof; and

x

Perimeter Caulking (HA-09) – Areaway Lower Floor/Roof at Cap Flashing.

3.5.4

Assumed Material

Matrix inspected and documented materials which were observable and accessible within the proposed SOW
limits. It is possible that additional suspect ACM may exist in concealed spaces which were not observable or
accessible at the time of the survey. Therefore, any suspect materials that may be encountered during the
anticipated fire alarm system upgrade activities must be assumed to contain asbestos and treated as ACM, until
supplemental sampling proves otherwise.
During the survey, the following miscellaneous materials were assumed to be ACM:
x

Electrical Panels/Switchboard – 8 units throughout the boiler room (may be outside the SOW limits); and

x

Black Window Glazing – Windows above the boiler room (may be outside the SOW limits).
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4.0

LEAD-BASED PAINT SURVEY

4.1

Introduction

A Site investigation and scope specific LBP testing program was conducted by Matrix December 14, 2018.
Specifically, the survey and testing activity was associated with paint/protective coatings which have the potential
to be impacted/disturbed during proposed restoration and repair activities.
The investigation and LBP testing program was conducted by Mr. Craig Diziki (New Jersey Department of
Health Lead Identification Permit Number 033147) of Matrix. The survey consisted of a visual inspection of the
various areas/structure of the Site that would likely be impacted by the proposed Project, as well as the
performance of X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) testing to detect the presence of lead in the painted surfaces. The
XRF instrument utilized during the survey was an RMD LPA-1 (Serial #2522R). A description of the inspection
methodology is contained in Section 4.2, and the results of the inspection are contained in Section 4.3.
4.2

L B P Survey Methodology and Limitations

The LBP inspection performed by Matrix consisted of the following steps:
x

On December 14, 2018, a visual walk through of the Site was conducted (noting the areas to be tested). XRF
testing was conducted concurrent to the asbestos survey.

x

XRF testing locations were randomly selected in order to facilitate proper testing.

x

A tabulated inventory of the XRF testing locations was prepared.

x

A total of 6 measurements of painted building components/surfaces were taken by XRF.

x

The analytical results are summarized on Table 2.

The results of the lead testing determined the presence or absence of lead in various painted surfaces of the Site.
The results of the XRF testing is summarized in Table 2 and are discussed in Section 4.3 of this report.
4.3

L B P Survey Findings

The findings of the LBP investigation conducted within the SOW limits of the proposed Project are described in
this section. A tabulated inventory of the testing locations is provided as Table 2 (XRF). The table includes the
testing identification number, component, location, condition of painted surface, substrate material and lead
concentration reading of each testing location. The USEPA defines LBP as paint or other surface coating with a
lead content of 1.0 mg/cm2 or greater, or more than 0.5% by weight. There were no concentrations above the
HUD/USEPA guidelines detected in the components tested using the XRF instrument.
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5.0

PCB CAULK SURVEY

5.1

Introduction

Matrix conducted a concurrent survey to identify suspect PCB containing caulking material present within the
SOW limits that has the potential to be impacted during the proposed Project. The PCB caulk survey was
performed by Matrix on December 14, 2018. PCBs were used in a wide range of industrial and commercial
applications from 1929 to 1979 including hydraulic and dielectric fluids, lubricants, and additives to plastics,
paints, and pesticides. Most recently, PCBs have been detected in caulking materials that were manufactured
during that period. PCB manufacturing, processing, distribution, and disposal are currently regulated by the Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA) and EPA regulation 40 CFR Part 761. TSCA classifies PCB-containing materials
into the following categories:
x

PCB Free = <2 parts per million (ppm) or milligrams per kilograms (mg/kg) PCBs

x

PCB Regulated = 2 to <50 ppm or mg/kg PCBs

x

PCB Contaminated = 50 to <500 ppm or mg/kg PCBs

x

PCB Material = >500 ppm or mg/kg PCBs

Disposal of caulking materials that are characterized as PCB Material are an EPA-regulated PCB Bulk Waste
under TSCA.
5.2

PCB Caulk Survey Methodology and Limitations

Matrix collected one sample from each HA of caulking material identified during our inspection with potential to
be impacted by the proposed repairs. The samples from each HA of caulking material were analyzed by EMSL
Analytical, Inc., an independent laboratory certified by NVLAP, and analyzed for PCB content using EPA
Method 3540C 8082A. A copy of the PCB analysis laboratory report is included in Appendix C. Based on the
total PCB concentration of each caulk sample, the material is characterized as PCB Free, PCB Regulated, PCB
Contaminated, or a PCB Material. Suspect PCB containing caulking material identified within the proposed
impacted areas of the Project include the following:
x
5.3

PCB-HA-09 – Perimeter Caulking.
PCB Caulk Survey Findings

The findings of the PCB caulk investigation conducted at the Site are described in this section. The analytical
results for the caulking materials are shown in the following table:
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Matrix Sample No.

Material
Description

Lab ID No.

PCB Concentration
by Weight (mg/Kg)

PCB
Classification

PCB-HA-09

Perimeter Caulking

011811128-0001

22.8 mg/Kg

PCB Regulated

Notes: mg = milligram
Kg = Kilogram
mg/Kg = parts per million (ppm)

According to the PCB caulk analytical results, the caulking material sampled was identified as “PCB Regulated ”
based on the TSCA PCB-containing materials classification criteria.
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6.0

OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND UNIVERSAL WASTE

6.1

Introduction

As part of the Other Hazardous Materials and Universal Waste Survey, Matrix inspected the areas within the
SOW limits of the Project (interior and exterior) to identify hazardous materials with the potential to be impacted
by the urgent repair activities. These materials include fluorescent light bulbs, PCB containing light fixture
ballasts and stored chemicals.
6.2

Other Hazardous Materials Findings

Matrix did observe various interior light fixtures that may be impacted by Boiler room ceiling repairs. In
addition, stored materials including calcium chloride were noted within the Project limits.
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7.0

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The following is a summary of the findings of the ACM, LBP, PCBs and other hazardous materials survey
conducted by Matrix on December 14, 2018.
7.1

Summary of ACM Findings

A summary of ACM identified during the survey, including location and quantity is included in Table 2. ACM
identified at the Site must be properly removed prior to start of construction activities that may disturb them. Any
asbestos removal/disturbance will need to be completed in accordance with applicable Federal, state and local
regulations. Any additional suspect materials that may be encountered during proposed construction activities
must be assumed to contain asbestos and treated as ACM unless further sampling and lab analysis proves
otherwise.
Any impact to ACM materials resulting from proposed repairs and/or replacement activities shall be done in
accordance with applicable state, local and federal regulations, including those established by OSHA and (in this
case) the NJDOL. Assumed ACM identified on Table 2 should be sampled prior to disturbance.
7.2

Summary of LBP Findings

No LBP was detected within the proposed scope of work.
7.3

Summary of PCB Caulk Findings

The PCB caulk survey result is summarized in Section 5.3. A single suspect PCB-containing caulking material
was collected from the limited SOW areas. This PCB sample is classified as “PCB Regulated” according to the
TSCA PCB-containing materials classification criteria and should be managed and disposed of properly prior to
repair and or replacement activity in accordance with TSCA and USEPA regulation 40 CFR Part 761.
7.4

Summary of Hazardous Materials Findings

Universal waste was not included within the limited SOW for the Project. However, Matrix did observe several
suspect for PCB light fixture ballasts within in SOW limits. This equipment/material should be managed in
accordance with 40 CFR Part 273.
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TABLES

Exterior

SubBasemnt

Floor

031834013-0023

09-01

F:\2018\18-672 NJSDA Newark Technology HS\Disciplines\Haz Mat\Report\Tables\Table 1 Asbestos - PLM TEM HDC

031834013-0024

031834013-0022

08-02-L2

09-02

031834013-0021

08-01-L2

031834013-0020

031834013-0019

08-01-L1
08-02-L1

031834013-0018

031834013-0017

07-01
07-02

031834013-0016

031834013-0015

06-01
06-02

031834013-0014

031834013-0013

05-01
05-02

031834013-0012

031834013-0011

04-01
04-02

031834013-0010

031834013-0009

03-01
03-02

031834013-0008

02-03

031834013-0006

02-01
031834013-0007

031834013-0005

01-05

02-02

031834013-0004

01-04

031834013-0002

01-02
031834013-0003

031834013-0001

01-01

01-03

Lab No.

MATRIX Sample No.

NOTES:
NA = Sample Not Analyzed by This Method
NAD = No Asbestos Detected
PLM = Polarized Light Microscopy
TEM = Transmission Electron Microscopy
Results shown in bold type indicate an Asbestos-Containing Material (ACM)

HA-09

HA-08

HA-07

HA-06

HA-05

HA-04

HA-03

HA-02

HA-01

Homogeneous Area

Perimter Caulking

Flashing Membrane

Flashing Tar Paper and Tar

Exterior Brick Mortar

(Red) Flange Material

Water Line Flange Gasket

Brick Mortar

Terra-Cotta Mortar

Spray-On Fireproofing

Single Layer (grey) Ceiling Plaster

Material Description

Areaway Lower Roof at Cap
Flashing

Areaway Lower Roof

Exterior Utility Lines

Boiler Room

Sample Location

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF ASBESTOS ANALYTICAL RESULTS BY PLM AND TEM TESTING
NEWARK TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL
EP-0112-A01
NEWARK, NJ 07104

Miscellaneous

Surfacing

Material Type

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

ND

ND

NA

NA

NA

NA

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

PLM Results

Positive Stop

6.5% Chrysotile

Positive Stop

Positive Stop

Positive Stop

7% Chrysotile

NA

NA

ND

ND

ND

ND

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

PLM NOB Results

1

Positive Stop

Positive Stop

Positive Stop

Positive Stop

Positive Stop

Positive Stop

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

TEM Results

08-01-L1/L2

09-01

--

--

HA-08

HA-09

--

--

Electrical Panels Switchboard

Black Window Glazing

Perimeter Caulking at Flashing (metal)

Flashing Tar Paper, Tar and Membrane

Material Description

Friability

Condition

Non-Friable

Significantly
Damaged
Significantly
Damaged

Boiler Room

Exterior Above Areaway Roof
TBD

Non-Friable
TBD

Good

Materials Assumed to be ACM by Matrix

Areaway Lower Roof

Non-Friable

Materials Found to be ACM by Matrix

Location

Areaway Lower Roof

NOTES:
LF = Linear Feet
SF = Square Feet
TBD = To Be Determined
* Assumed Materials Need To Be Sampled At A Later Date When Destructive Sampling Can Be Performed

MATRIX Sample No.

Homogenous
Area

8 Units

60 LF

48 LF

128 SF

Approximate Quantity

TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF POSITIVE ASBESTOS BULK SAMPLE RESULTS
NEWARK TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL
EP-0112-A01
NEWARK, NJ

Live Electric

Not In Scope

at Metal Cap Flashing

Material Covers Entire Roof

Notes

1

TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF XRF ANALYSIS
NEWARK TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL
EP-1012-A01
NEWARK, NJ 07104
Floor

Location
(Wall & Room #)

Component

Location on
Component

Substrate

Cond.

Color

Lead
2
(mg/cm )

───

───

───

───

Paint

───

───

1.0

───

───

───

───

Paint

───

───

1.0

───

───

───

───

Paint

───

───

0.9

───

───

───

───

Wood

───

───

0.1

───

───

───

───

Wood

───

───

0.1

───

───

───

───

Wood

───

───

0.1

7

Basment

Room 004

Wall at C

Center

Gypsum

P

White

-0.1

8

Basment

Room 004

Wall at C

Center

Gypsum

F

Brown

-0.2

9

Basment

Room 004

Ceiling

Right

Plaster

P

White

0.4

10

Sub-Basement

Boiler Room

Wall at A

Left

Concrete

F

Grey

0.1

11

Sub-Basement

Boiler Room

Ceiling

Right

Plaster

P

Grey

0.1

12

Sub-Basement

Boiler Room

Wall at C

Center

Brick

P

Beige

0.1

───

───

───

───

Paint

───

───

1.1

───

───

───

───

Paint

───

───

1.1

───

───

───

───

Paint

───

───

0.9

───

───

───

───

Wood

───

───

0.2

───

───

───

───

Wood

───

───

0.2

───

───

───

───

Wood

───

───

0.1

XRF Reading
No.

Calibration
1
Calibration
2
Calibration
3
Calibration
4
Calibration
5
Calibration
6

Calibration
13
Calibration
14
Calibration
15
Calibration
16
Calibration
17
Calibration
18

I - Intact = No Damage
F - Fair < or = 10% Damage or < 2 SF for interiors < 10 SF for exteriors
P - Poor = > or = 10% Damage or > 2 SF for interiors > 10 SF for exteriors
Highlighted text indicates a reading over 1.0 mg/cm2
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EMSL Analytical, Inc.
200 Route 130 North, Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Phone: (856) 303-2500

Attn:

Fax: (856) 858-4571

Email: EnvChemistry2@emsl.com

Gavin Gilmore
Matrix New World Engineering
26 Columbia Turnpike
Florham Park, NJ 07932
Phone:
Fax:

1/2/2019

(973) 240-1800
(973) 240-1818

The following analytical report covers the analysis performed on samples submitted to EMSL
Analytical, Inc. on 12/19/2018. The results are tabulated on the attached data pages for the
following client designated project:
NJSDA Technology High School

The reference number for these samples is EMSL Order #011811128. Please use this reference
when calling about these samples. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
me at (856) 303-2500.

Approved By:

Phillip Worby, Environmental Chemistry
Laboratory Director

The test results contained within this report meet the requirements of NELAP and/or
the specific certification program that is applicable, unless otherwise noted.

NELAP Certifications: NJ 03036, NY 10872, PA 68-00367, CA ELAP 1877

The samples associated with this report were received in good condition unless otherwise noted. This report relates only to those items tested
as received by the laboratory. The QC data associated with the sample results meet the recovery and precision requirements established by
the NELAP, unless specifically indicated. All results for soil samples are reported on a dry weight basis, unless otherwise noted. This report
may not be reproduced except in full and without written approval by EMSL Analytical, Inc.
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EMSL Order:
CustomerID:
CustomerPO:
ProjectID:

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
200 Route 130 North, Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Phone/Fax:
(856) 303-2500 / (856) 858-4571
http://www.EMSL.com
EnvChemistry2@emsl.com

Attn:

Phone:
Fax:
Received:

Gavin Gilmore
Matrix New World Engineering
26 Columbia Turnpike
Florham Park, NJ 07932

Project:

011811128
MATX53

(973) 240-1800
(973) 240-1818
12/19/18 9:00 AM

NJSDA Technology High School

Analytical Results
Client Sample Description

PCB-HA-09

Collected:

Perimeter caulking
Method

Parameter

12/14/2018

Lab ID:

011811128-0001

10:03:00 AM
Result

RL Units

Prep
Date

Analyst

Analysis
Date

Analyst

GC-SVOA
3546C/8082A

Aroclor-1016

ND D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

3546C/8082A

Aroclor-1221

ND D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

3546C/8082A

Aroclor-1232

ND D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

3546C/8082A

Aroclor-1242

ND D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

3546C/8082A

Aroclor-1248

ND D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

3546C/8082A

Aroclor-1254

9.8 D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

3546C/8082A

Aroclor-1260

13 D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

3546C/8082A

Aroclor-1262

ND D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

Aroclor-1268

ND D

0.99 mg/Kg

12/19/2018

AC

12/20/2018

EH

3546C/8082A

Definitions:
ND - indicates that the analyte was not detected at the reporting limit
RL - Reporting Limit (Analytical)
D - Dilution

ChemSmplw/RDL/NELAC-7.52.0 Printed: 1/2/2019 2:58:36 PM
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PROJECT REQUIREMENT REVIEW

4.1 Regulatory Review Report
4.1.1 List of All Required Approvals
Approval

Issuing Project
Agency Phase

Demolition Permit Statement

DCA

LSRP Retention Form

DEP

initial receptor evaluation

DEP

remedial action permit

DEP

AST tank registration update

DEP

Permit Readiness Checklist

DEP

Wetland Delineation (LOI)

DEP

Flood Hazard Control Act Applicability Determination
(N.J.A.C. 7:13-5.1)
Environmental Impact Statement

DEP

DEP

Stormwater Management (N.J.A.C. DEP
7:8)

Driveway Access Permit (MT32)

DOT

Application for Utility Opening
(MT17A)

DOT

Application for Drainage (MT39A) DOT

Lane or Shoulder Closer (TO101)

DOT

Soil Erosion & Sediment Control
(N.J.A.C. 2:90)

DOA

Project Review Application

DCA

May 24, 2019

Notes

Construction Can only be submitted upon completion of
all abatement work
FD /
required only If contaminated soil is
Construction detected
FD /
required only If contaminated soil is
Construction detected
FD /
required only If contaminated soil is
Construction detected
Close-out
required only if AST tank is registered
Program
Phase
Program
Phase
Program
Phase

4/25/14 Submitted to Ruth Foster, Div. of
Land Use Regulations
5/5/14 Submitted to DEP Div. of Land Use
Regulations
Submit to Ruth Foster and Valda Opara DEP
Div. of Land Use Regulations

Schematic
Design
Design
Development

Submit to Ruth Foster Div. of Land Use
Regulations
Submit to Div. of Water Quality –
Stormwater Program if total disturbance of
soil exceeds 1 acre or increase of impervious
area is greater than ¼ acre
Design
Submit to NJDOT if project involves new
Development driveway onto the DOT Access Road
Design
Submit to NJDOT if Sanitary Sewer
Development connection is needed to existing Sewer on
DOT Access Road
Design
Submit to NJDOT if Stormwater from Site
Development connects to Stormwater Structures in DOT
Access Road Right of Way
Final Design Submit to NJDOT if Lane or Shoulder needs
to be closed during Construction
Final Design Passaic SCD NJ Dept. of Agriculture if total
disturbance of soil is greater than 5000 sq.ft.
Final Design

2

PROJECT REQUIREMENT REVIEW
NJUCC Construction Permit
Applicatin (F100)
NJUCC Construction Permit
Application (F100-1)

DCA

Permit Phase

DCA

Permit Phase Provide Support for “Building / Site
Characteristics” and Submit to Bureau of
Construction Project Review
Building Subcode Form F110
DCA
Permit Phase
Electric Subcode Form F120
DCA
Permit Phase
Plumbing Subcode Form F130
DCA
Permit Phase
Fire Protection Subcode Form (red) DCA
Permit Phase
PSEG – Permit for Gas Work
PSEG Design Phase Required when performing work on or near
utilities owned by PSEG
City of Newark – Temporary
City N. Construction Required when performing work on City
Construction Permit
property
NJDEP – Permit for Water Main
DEP
Design Phase Required for work at DEP owned water
Construction N.J.A.C. 7:10-11.10
mains and service lines

Utility Providers and Township Contacts






PSE&G: Service Upgrades, Installation, and Construction
Inquiries, Northern Counties 1-800 782 0067
Essex County Newark DOT: 1-973 648 2725
Newark Water & Sewer Utilities: 1-973 733 6303
Newark Public Works: 1-973 733 5485
DEP Project Readiness Checklist: 1-609 292 3600

May 24, 2019
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4.1.2 Identification of the AHJ for each approval
See above table
Anticipated timeframe for securing approvals
Design Phase:
•
Construction Documents at 100% - (45) days
•
Construction Documents SDA review at 100% - (7) days
•
Design Consultant incorporate SDA comments – (7) days
•
DCA Initial Review – (20) days
•
Design Consultant incorporate DCA initial comments – (10) days
•
2nd DCA Review – (10)
•
Design Consultant incorporate DCA comments – (5) days
•
DCA Final Review and Release – (10) days
Bid Process:
•
Bid Package Preparation with Design Consultant – (14) Days
•
Pre-Bid Meeting at Site - (1) day
•
Bidders Prepare (Bids) to NJSDA Receipt of Bids – (20) Days
•
Bid review by NJSDA & the design team – (7) day
•
Interview with the lowest bidder – (1) day
•
Bid award recommendation letter – (3) day
•
Procurement Process – (30) days
Construction Phase:
•
Construction Notice of Award – (10) Days
•
Construction Notice to Proceed – (2) Day
•
Construction Duration – 75 Days to 150 Days
•
Punch List – (20) Days
•
Close-Out – (20) Days

4.1.3 Identification of the parties responsible for securing approvals
All design phase permits & approvals are to be secured by the design team.
Construction phase permits & approvals are the responsibility of the General
Contractor.

May 24, 2019
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4.2 Project requirements review & report
General & Architectural
The primary goals of the project comprise the following:
1. Identifying water leak sources, if possible.
2. Preventing water infiltrations to the work area; along
with any other associated remedial work
3. General cleaning, environmental and otherwise of the work
area; including removal of any abandoned equipment, utility
lines, etc.
4. Identifying any/all problems impacting or
compromising building structures in the work area

otherwise

5. Improving grading and other storm water or ground water
provisions in the work area
6. Repairing and renovating all substrates and finishes in
the work area
7. Identifying potential ancillary M/E/P & FP scope that would
result from the primary structural repair scope; and the
categorization and prioritization of the scope
8. Establishing the functional, operational and other
programmatic requirements of the work area, through district
interviews
9. Utilizing NJSDA and the district materials, systems and
standard preferences where possible.
10. Establishing safety, security and logistical guidelines
to implement the project objectives during the design &
construction phases




The purpose of the project is to verify the structural
stability of the work area, provide any required structural
repairs, prevent water infiltration and provide mitigation
measures.
The scope of the project can be divided into primary scope
& ancillary or dependent scope. The primary scope covers
ACM & other hazardous material abatement, structural
repairs and water infiltration & mitigation measures. The

May 24, 2019
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ancillary / dependent scope covers any/all MEP &FP work
associated with or resulting from the primary scope
The architectural scope of work includes waterproofing of
the work area, mitigation measures of water infiltration
sources where possible, selection of appropriate materials
and finishes, in conformance with NJSDA Materials &
Standards where possible.
Identifying
any/all
additional
probes
and
other
investigative measures that will be required to support
the design options

May 24, 2019
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Structural
The general goal within the work area is to bring any existing
structural deficiencies up to a “state of good repair”. In
some cases, it may be more feasible, cost effective and in
the best interest of the structure to fully replace certain
structural elements. Regardless, the primary intent is to
increase the lifespan of the structure.
Concrete deficiencies were observed in various locations
within the work area. The concrete in those areas would have
to remove any defective or loose concrete and patched with
sound,
new
concrete
material.
Any
damaged
concrete
reinforcement bars will have to be cleaned and/or replaced in
kind.
Minor steel deficiencies are expected to be cleaned of any
corrosion or rust and still have sufficient section
remaining. Elements with moderate steel corrosion can be
repaired with reinforcement plates added to the existing
section.
Any
structural
steel
element
with
severe
deterioration will have to be replaced with a new steel
section.
For areas with water infiltration, the leaks must be
mitigated. There are different waterproofing methods, varying
in degree of difficultness and cost, which could help create
a water tight seal within the work area.

May 24, 2019
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Plumbing & Fire Protection
The scope of Plumbing work would cover the identification of
existing plumbing penetrations in the foundation walls and
the determination if they contribute to water infiltration
into the spaces. Where required, abandoned penetrations may
be sealed and penetrations that have significant leaks will
be repaired. Also in support of the required structural
repairs, existing plumbing equipment, devices and piping
would be identified and possibly relocated/rebuilt to
facilitate the structural work.

May 24, 2019
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Mechanical | HVAC
The source of Combustion and ventilation air into the Boiler
room to serve (3) Existing steam boilers each 8165 MBH gas
input and (1) DWH 165 MBH gas input. are: existing Relief
louver 9.25'x 3.1 '(29 sq. ft. gross area) and existing Makeup air louver 9.25’ x 3.1' (29 sq. ft. gross area) associated
with abandoned fan.
As per our calculations and to comply with 2015 IFGC existing
make up louver is sufficient size and complies with Code.
Existing Ductwork and fan associated with Make-up system
shall be restored or replaced. Existing
Make-up fan located
up against Boiler room ceiling slab and obstructed by other
utilities.
Existing Relief air louver also complies with 2015 IFGC
requirements.

May 24, 2019
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Environmental | Hazardous Material
Based upon the findings presented within the Matrix Hazardous
Materials Inspection Report (dated January 7, 2019); it is
anticipated that this project will entail disturbance and/or
removal
of
asbestos-containing
material
(ACM).
This
construction related remediation includes impacts to the
confirmed asbestos-containing base flashing (multi-layered
composite) and perimeter caulking to the exterior areaway
lower floor to wall joint. The abatement associated with these
materials constitutes an exterior non-friable abatement
operation and falls under the jurisdiction of the New Jersey
Department of Labor (NJDOL)Tile 12, Chapter 120 (N.J.A.C.
12:120), the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(US EPA) National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants
and
the
Occupational
Safety
and
Health
Administration (OSHA) Asbestos in Construction Standard (29
CFR 1926.1101).
In addition, should (1) additional previously un-tested
suspect material be identified; (2) the scope of work limits
change or be expanded to areas not previously investigated;
or (3) existing confirmed asbestos-containing thermal system
insulation (TSI) identified within the previous Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) be disturbed or
impacted
during
construction;
additional
testing
or
remediation may be required.
Limited disturbance to lead-containing paint (i.e. any
detectable concentration of lead in surface coatings) is to
be conducted in accordance with the OSHA Lead in Construction
Standard (29 CFR 1926.62).
Hazardous materials within the SOW limits of the Project,
including but not limited to, materials identified within the
Matrix Hazardous Materials Inspection Report will require
proper segregation and disposal prior to the commencement of
construction activities. All universal and regulated wastes
shall be disposed of in accordance with 40 CFR Part 273 –
Standards for Universal Waste Management and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Laws and Regulations.

May 24, 2019
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Civil | Site
Based on the civil scope of work, the project will not disturb
more than an acre or more than 5000 sq. ft. of land and will
not increase the amount of impervious surface material within
the project limits; therefore, NJDEP storm water management
rule 7:8 and NJAC 2:90 for erosion and sediment control
permits will not be in effect. Construction work permits shall
be obtained from the City and Newark and NJDOT for all utility
repairs that take place on the public right of way.
Any
necessary roadway or sidewalk closures shall be filed with
the DOT.
Altercations and/or repair of utility lines shall comply with
the owner of the utility. Modifications to gas and electric
shall comply with PSEG, modifications to water shall comply
with NJDEP and the City of Newark and modifications to sewer
laterals shall comply with NJDEP and the City of Newark
standards.
All trench repair work at the sidewalk and
with NJDOT standards and specifications.
be designed such that water flows away
with a minimum ground slope of 0.5% and
3.0%.

May 24, 2019

street shall comply
Site grading shall
from the building,
a maximum slope of
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5.1 Confirmation of Evaluative Criteria
General Introduction:
This report is intended to delineate available design options
to address emergent conditions in parts of the boiler in the
rear of the school; both at basement level and at grade level.
The approximate construction area, existing conditions,
structures, building systems, as well as other related
information are covered under separate cover in Task 3.0
Report. The emerging conditions can be summarized as
persistent water infiltration in the areaway and parts of the
boiler room particularly along the north and east foundation
walls and structural slab; including structural deficiencies
in the areaway and foundation walls in the boiler room.
Due to varying configurations of the different parts of the
space, various design options have been identified to suit
specific parts of the work area. Therefore, Options 1 through
3 are identified for the main portion of the work area in the
boiler room and the small ‘L’ shaped storage space south of
it; while Options A through C are identified for the Areaway.
Each set of options is a stand-alone set and must be paired
with an option of the other set. For example, Option 1 is
intended for the boiler room, and must be paired with either
Option A, B or C for the Areaway. All options are described
in detail in section 5.2.
Based on:
x Extensive review of project requirements
x Examination of all available record documents & drawings
x Field survey and condition assessment
x Discussions with the NJ-SDA and the School District
The design
criteria:
x

team

has

developed

the

following

evaluative

5.1.1
Option potential & extent of meeting
programmatic and operational requirements:

the

The final construction work area will be established
once a design option is selected and the exact scope of
work is defined. However, an approximate construction
area in the rear of the school, on Broad Street, is not
expected to interfere with or impact with the district’s
December 9, 2019
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operations, school calendar, academic or educational
activities.
The project scope is intended primarily to address
structural deficiencies and water infiltration in
utility rooms. In this respect, all options meet the
programmatic requirements of the project. The scope
doesn’t include any educational program requirements
Option 1, 2 & 3:
No educational program requirements
are part of the project’s scope of work
Option A, B & C:
No educational program requirements
are part of the project’s scope of work
x

5.1.2
Construction
opportunities:

duration

and

phasing

All options, described in section 5.2, include a minimum
level of hazardous material abatement, protection of
existing utilities & services, removal of abandoned
equipment and utility lines, waterproofing & sealing of
penetrations,
structural
repairs,
restoration
of
finishes and other associated remedial measures.
However, the options differ in the approach intended to
address the two major emergent conditions; namely the
persistent water infiltration and the structural
deficiencies.
Work that involve demolition and reconstruction of
structural or other building elements is subject to the
New Jersey Rehabilitation Sub-code. As such, the design
will probably require certain additional improvements /
enhancement, mandated by the applicable provisions of
the governing Rehabilitation Sub-code. The additional
scope of work will also require additional construction
time, as well as, added time to obtain the required
permits and regulatory approvals.
Option 1: Requires the shortest construction time,
estimated between 75 days to 100 days
Option 2: Requires longer construction time, estimated
between 90 days to 120 days
Option 3: Requires the longest construction time,
estimated between 120 days to 180 days

December 9, 2019
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Option A: Requires a short construction time
Option B: Requires the longest construction time
Option C: Requires longer construction time than Option
A but shorter time than Option B
Note: the work associated with Option A, B or C will be
performed concurrently with the work of the main options
(1 through 3)
x

5.1.3
Impact of construction activities on district
operations and school calendar:
The work area is limited to the back of the school (see
attached illustrations). None of the options will have
an impact on the academic calendar or educational
activities. Options that include substantial amount of
construction work, such as excavation, demolition,
shoring & reconstruction of building elements (Options
2 & 3) will have an impact on the service & utility
rooms. This impact can only be assessed once the scope
is defined. The impact can be minimized if the
construction activities are carried out during the
summer months. Mitigation measures, such as temporary
protection, walls, lighting, etc. and possibly phasing
and/or staging plans will be part of the final contract
documents.
Option 1: Limited to no impact on district operations &
school calendar, if constructed during the summer months
Option 2: Limited to no impact on district operations &
school calendar, if constructed during the summer
months. However a larger construction area at grade
level in the rear of the school will need to be cordoned
off and kept off-limit
Option 3: Limited to no impact on district operations &
school calendar, if constructed during the summer
months. However a larger construction area at grade
level in the rear of the school will need to be cordoned
off and kept off-limit. The temporary support of
existing structures, and subsequent construction of the

December 9, 2019
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foundation walls and associated structural elements will
entail the largest work area size and impact on district
operations
Option A: Impact is limited and similar to Option 1
Option B: Impact is similar to that of Options 2 & 3
Option C: Impact is limited and similar to Option 1
x

5.1.4
Need for temporary facilities, swing spaces or
staging areas
Temporary facilities and swing spaces will likely not be
required. Other than limited active utilities and access
hatch, the work area is vacant. Most of the construction
activities that involves active utilities, services
and/or other functional elements can be implemented
through phasing rather than temporary relocation or
providing swing areas. Temporary protection, walls,
noise & dust mitigation measures and temporary lighting,
signs, etc. will be required. These will be established
once an option is selected and scope is defined. Such
provisions will be part of the demolition / removal &
phasing / staging drawings.
Option 1: temporary facilities will not be required
Option 2: temporary facilities will not be required
Option 3: This option will expose parts of the boiler
room to exterior elements. Temporary protection along
the east & north sides of the boiler room will be
required during construction activities. This is due to
the potential demo & removal of existing foundation
walls & associated structures, and the opening of this
area, exposing it to outside and exterior elements
Option A: temporary facilities will not be required
Option B: temporary protection of adjacent boiler room
area may be required, along with temporary HVAC
provisions. Potential impact similar to Option 3.
Option C: Similar to Option B

December 9, 2019
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x

5.1.5
packages

Potential for expediting or early construction

The work area and the project scope do not include any
utilities that need to be relocated. Some buried utility
lines may be exposed as a result of the excavation and
demolition work associated with options 2 and 3. These
lines shall be protected during construction, or
relocated if necessary
Option 1: Not applicable, nor required
Option 2: Upon completion of schematic or Design
Development documents, the scope of work will be better
defined to such degree that enables identification of
all impacted service & utility line. Active utility
lines in the work area that are impacted by the
construction activities can be relocated in advance
Option 3: Upon completion of schematic or Design
Development documents, the scope of work will be better
defined to such degree that enables identification of
all impacted service & utility line. Active utility
lines in the work area that are impacted by the
construction activities can be relocated in advance.
Option A: Not applicable, nor required
Option B: Upon completion of schematic or Design
Development documents, the scope of work will be better
defined to such degree that enables identification of
all impacted service & utility line. Active utility
lines in the work area that are impacted by the
construction activities can be relocated in advance
Option C: Similar to Option B
x

5.1.6
Construction cost, and other related costs
(such as utilities & services)
Accurate construction cost estimates can only be
developed once the project’s full scope and design
documents are available. However, order-of-magnitude,
rough draft construction cost estimates have been
prepared for all options. These rough drafts are based
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on the detailed scope description covered in section 5.2
of this report, as well as the existing conditions and
other limitations covered in Task 3.0 Report, Section
3.8 and Section 3.9
Option 1: The order-of-magnitude construction
estimate of this option is around $ 350,000.
Approximate breakdown by CSI Divisions:
02
Existing Conditions
$ 080,000
03
Concrete
$ 013,000
04
Masonry
$ 021,000
05
Metals
$ 000,000
07
Thermal & Moisture Protection
$ 028,000
08
Openings
$ 000,000
09
Finishes
$ 035,000
31
Earthwork
$ 145,000
32
Exterior Improvements
$ 020,000
33
Utilities
$ 008,000

cost

Option 2: The order-of-magnitude construction
estimate of this option is around $ 400,000.
Approximate breakdown by CSI Divisions:
02
Existing Conditions
$ 080,000
03
Concrete
$ 013,000
04
Masonry
$ 020,000
05
Metals
$ 000,000
07
Thermal & Moisture Protection
$ 051,000
08
Openings
$ 000,000
09
Finishes
$ 034,000
31
Earthwork
$ 175,000
32
Exterior Improvements
$ 019,000
33
Utilities
$ 008,000

cost

Option 3: The order-of-magnitude construction
estimate of this option is around $ 776,000.
Approximate breakdown by CSI Divisions:
02
Existing Conditions
$ 232,000
03
Concrete
$ 264,000
04
Masonry
$ 000,000
05
Metals
$ 000,000
07
Thermal & Moisture Protection
$ 048,000
08
Openings
$ 000,000
09
Finishes
$ 034,000
31
Earthwork
$ 170,000
32
Exterior Improvements
$ 020,000
33
Utilities
$ 008,000

cost
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Option A: The order-of-magnitude construction
estimate of this option is around $ 104,000.
Approximate breakdown by CSI Divisions:
02
Existing Conditions
$ 004,800
03
Concrete
$ 014,400
04
Masonry
$ 012,000
05
Metals
$ 005,600
07
Thermal & Moisture Protection
$ 004,800
08
Openings
$ 036,000
09
Finishes
$ 010,400
31
Earthwork
$ 000,000
32
Exterior Improvements
$ 000,000
33
Utilities
$ 016,000

cost

Option B: The order-of-magnitude construction
estimate of this option is around $ 412,000.
Approximate breakdown by CSI Divisions:
02
Existing Conditions
$ 052,800
03
Concrete
$ 123,200
04
Masonry
$ 016,000
05
Metals
$ 044,000
07
Thermal & Moisture Protection
$ 019,200
08
Openings
$ 036,800
09
Finishes
$ 006,400
31
Earthwork
$ 088,000
32
Exterior Improvements
$ 009,600
33
Utilities
$ 016,000

cost

Option C: The order-of-magnitude construction
estimate of this option is around $ 115,000.
Approximate breakdown by CSI Divisions:
02
Existing Conditions
$ 004,800
03
Concrete
$ 014,400
04
Masonry
$ 012,600
05
Metals
$ 016,000
07
Thermal & Moisture Protection
$ 004,800
08
Openings
$ 036,000
09
Finishes
$ 010,400
31
Earthwork
$ 000,000
32
Exterior Improvements
$ 000,000
33
Utilities
$ 016,000

cost

Note: For complete scope of work, one of the numerical
options (1 through 3) must be added to one of the
alphabetical options (A through C)
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All estimates are based on the following criteria:
- Local prevailing wage rates
- No provisions for underground gas and vapor mitigation
system
- No provisions for contaminated soils
- Utility & service lines are available at property line
- No long-lead products or system that require
substantial extension to the construction schedule
All estimates exclude the following:
- Overtime & acceleration costs
- Excavation in shale and/or rock
- Construction contingencies
- Work on street and traffic impact fees
- Utility charges
- Mechanical, plumbing & electric work, since such work
is not expected or anticipated
- Geotechnical engineering
- Special seismic requirements
- Work associated with the removal or remediation of
contaminated soils, unsuitable soil, unidentified
underground obstructions
- Testing or inspection services, or sales tax required
by the State
x

5.1.7
Coordination with utility & service providers
and other regulatory / governing agencies, and impact on
project scope, schedule & cost:
Option 1: requires minimal coordination, permits and
approval, and has the least amount of impact on project
scope, schedule & cost
Option 2: Due to trenching & excavation support outside
the property line, it requires additional coordination,
permits and approval, and has added impact on project
scope, schedule & cost
Option 3: Due to additional trenching & excavation
support outside the property line, as well as structural
modification of foundation walls, it requires the most
amount of coordination, permits and approval, and has
the most impact on project scope, schedule & cost
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Option A: minimal areaway repairs and protection
measures, with minimal regulatory coordination, schedule
& cost impact
Option B: maximum extent of areaway reconstruction /
replacement & protective measures, has no added
regulatory coordination, but additional impact on
schedule & cost
Option C: balanced structural reinforcement and other
enhancement of the areaway, with no added regulatory
coordination and reasonable schedule and cost impact
x

5.1.7
Other Criteria - Option potential & extent of
meeting the programmatic and operational requirements:
The purpose of the project is to address emergent
conditions in the school boiler room, which can be
summarized as chronic and persistent water infiltration
and the resulting structural damage and continued
deterioration to structural elements, such as slab,
rebar & steel, and other building systems located in the
project area. Further damage is also caused to all space
finishes, including walls, floor, overhead slab and
other architectural elements and building systems. All
options address these problems.
Once water infiltration sources are identified and
sealed off, the current damages to building structures,
systems and other elements can be repaired and restored.
The scope of all options, as described in section 5.2,
meet the project programmatic and operation requirements
described in Task 4.0 Report, Section 4.2
Option 1:
Meets the programmatic & operational
requirements of the project, provided that all water
infiltration sources are identified, sealed off or
otherwise mitigated
Option 2:
Meets the programmatic & operational
requirements of the project, with added benefits
including –among other things- the restoration of the
exterior surfaces of the foundation walls, installation
of exterior waterproofing and foundation level drainage
system, exposing & removal of abandoned utility lines
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outside the boiler room, but at a larger scope, cost &
construction time
Option 3:
Meets the programmatic & operational
requirements of the project and offers all the benefits
of Option 2 with the added advantage of reconstructing
the deteriorated foundation walls and some structural
elements; but at the largest amount of scope of work,
cost and construction time, as well as impact on the
adjacent boiler room space
Option A:
Meets the programmatic & operational
requirements of the project, provided that all water
infiltration sources are identified sealed off or
otherwise mitigated
Option B:
Meets the programmatic & operational
requirements of the project, but at the largest amount
of scope of work, cost and construction time, as well as
impact on the adjacent boiler room space
Option C:
Meets the programmatic & operational
requirements of the project, but at a larger scope, cost
& construction time
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5.2 Identification of Options
5.2.1

Alternative Options

Option 1 : Vault Repairs and Waterproofing Grout –
Applied Through Existing Walls
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Protect existing water & fire protection services,
electric panel on east wall, ship ladder, overhead hatch,
and any other existing functional utilities & services in
the work area. See Basement Level Floor Plan
Perform all required ACM & other hazardous material
abatement, See Task 3.0 Report
Remove and cap abandoned equipment & utility lines in the
work area. See Task 3.0 Report, page 41 and Basement and
Grade Level Floor Plans
Remove existing drainage system and pipes in the areaway.
The drain is located in the northwest corner of the
areaway and the drain pipes discharge into open trench
drain in the basement level. See Task 3.0 Report, page
26. Replace the existing drainage system in kind.
Remove existing louvers at the areaway, disconnect
existing ducts as required. See Task 3.0 Report, pages
13, 14, 25 & 33. Replace existing louvers in kind, type
and size, reconnect ducts.
Scrape & remove all existing finishes, repair patches,
coatings, fire-proofing, etc. in the work area, down to
sound existing building structures and substrates. These
areas are marked in green, yellow & grey in the attached
Basement Level Plan.
Remove existing pavement, backfill and waterproofing at
grade level, between the property line and building
façade, down to the existing concrete deck. Expose
existing substructure and basement overhead slab to
perform preparation to install new water-proofing system.
The new waterproofing system is to be selected based on
the type, condition and configurations of the exposed
deck. Existing utility lines below grade in this area need
to be protected and maintained during all demolition and
construction activities. Clean existing deck and remove
all loose, flaked, scaled, blistered, unsound or
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8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

otherwise deteriorated parts of the existing deck. This
area is marked in blue in the attached Grade Level Plan.
Structural repairs and restoration (see Task 3.0 Report
pages 25, 26, 27 & 42):
x Restore all concrete surface defects, i.e. spalls or
cracks, in existing walls, slab & floor
x Restore structural steel fire-proofing and/or coatings
x From the interior boiler room side, drill portal hole
through the face of the walls demonstrating leakage and
inject chemical grout or acrylate resin behind the
existing wall, thus creating a waterproofing membrane
behind the existing wall.
x Repeat portal holes & grouting process approximately 6
feet on center for entire face of existing walls
demonstrating leakage.
x See enclosed waterproofing grout system for additional
information
x Perform minor structural repairs and restoration at
existing beams & columns; apply rust-proof & protective
coatings
Areaway structural and waterproofing repairs to be
performed in conjunction with vault repairs, see Task 3.0
Report pages 25, 26 & 27 (see separate options A through
C, pages 23 through 25)
Provide plaza / deck waterproofing system at boiler room
slab in the area between the property line and building
façade. This area is marked in blue in the attached Grade
Level Plan. See step 7 above
Seal all penetrations through the existing and new
structures (walls & slabs) in the work area.
Back-fill, compact and regrade work area at grade level
to provide ample drainage pitch away from building
structures and foundation walls. Restore exterior
pavement where required
Prepare all interior walls, grade & overhead slabs,
beams, columns & other building structures and substrates
in the work areas to receive finishes
Furnish & install industrial-type finishes to match
adjacent surfaces, typical for all parts of the work area.
The term “industrial-type finishes” refers to concrete
floor with sealed finish, or heavy duty epoxy flooring;
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the walls & the underside of the roof slab would be
finished with heavy duty, stain resistant coating. All
finishes shall match existing finishes in adjacent
existing areas.
15. Reconstruction of adjacent sidewalk along the work area
that may be impacted by demolition and/or construction
activities (requires coordination with DOT)

Note:

STV
has
successfully
designed
and
installed
waterproofing grout systems in other similar cases
for public and government agencies, including New
York City Transit Authority. A product example of
chemical waterproofing grout system is described in
the following pages.
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Example of chemical waterproofing grout system
Multiple structural chemical grouts can be used to inject the soil
outside the foundation wall. See the description of Options 1 & A above.
The following product is provided here as an example only.

CHEMICAL GROUT TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Product Name:

NOH2O / SCEM66

Description:
NOH2O was designed for the sealing of water with a high
velocity washout rate as well as very high hydrostatic pressure. NOH2O
is extremely penetrable and once coagulated, extremely flexible. Future
ground movement or shocks from blasting or excavation will not result
in water leaking again. Sealed single leaks with flow rates of 2600 GPM
and inflows with pressures of 2500 P.S.I.
NOH2O is injected through drilled holes into the water strata of the
rock complex.
The intersected water is then pushed back away from the leak and
displaced with emulsion, permanently preventing further ingress.

USES:
x

Pre-Grouting

x

Remedial Grouting

x

Permeation Grouting

x

Reactive Grouting

x

Curtain Grouting

x

Back wall Grouting

x

NOH2O has been successfully used in many different environments
including the following:

x

Geological features – fissures, aquifers, cracks voids

x

Water inflows in deep mines (Up to 2,5 mile vertical)

x

Water ingress into open cut mines

x

TBM and lined tunnels

x

Underground dam sealing
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x

Shaft sealing - ventilation shafts / raised boreholes

x

Methane gas sealing

x

Underground military sites, Silos and bunkers

x

Basement parking garages

x

Bulkhead sealing

x

Underground waste depository sites.

x

Retaining walls

x

Joint and crack repair

x

Ore passes

x

Lift wells

x

Reservoirs and Dams

x

Pipelines

x

Water Plugs

x

Nuclear Power Reactors and depository waste sites

x

Salt mines - briny conditions

x

Hard rock, Soft rock and Sand environments

x

Fresh water, brackish water and Brine.

ADVANTAGES
x

Extremely permeable – forms Hydro colloidal solution in water.
Particle size less than 1 Micron – (0,6 Nanometer)

x

Saves money on drilling costs due to super efficiency of grout
spread.

x

Viscosity: 2.5 cP (1.5 cP while grouting – miscible in water).

x

Does not wash out during grouting – sealed leaks of 50 Gallon
/second successfully.

x

Exceptional performance under high water pressure – successfully
sealed static head of 2900 P.S.I.
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x

Curing can be chemically controlled from as short as 2 seconds to
several days.

x

Chemically selective – will seal water in oil wells but not
hydrocarbons / crude oil.

x

Seals saline and hyper saline water effectively.

x

Performs well when pre-grouting shafts declines and pilot holes due to extreme penetrability.

x

Remains flexible once solidified and will not re-leak with ground
movement – (350% elasticity).

x

Durable – no re-leak occurred during 40 years of grout history.

x

Radiation Tolerant.

x

Reaction is non - exothermic.

x

Environmentally friendly – non Hazardous.

DESCRIPTION
NOH2O grout is an Evolutionary solution which is characterized by a
steady increase in viscosity, as soon as the appropriate reagents are
mixed.
NOH2O grout is also a Dilatant Fluid – having shear thickening
characteristics which is particularly handy to control excessive grout
spread.
The NOH2O/SCEM66 grout system forms a compound, mixed with different
additives to promote flow, adhesion, and coagulation. The substance at
time of injection is a liquid with Specific Gravity (SG) 0.97 with a
viscosity of 1,5cP.
NOH2O is a Non – Newtonian fluid, forming a hydro-colloidal solution in
water and being miscible, will continue to disperse and travel where
water travels.
The characteristics of NOH2O grout can be altered by adding one or more
of the following additives to achieve the desired results – controlling
the curing times from rapid to delayed.
Acticam100 – Atical500 – InhibitorWP – StabiliserPH – StabiliserC4 –
ThickenerKK
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DESIGN PROPERTIES
x

Appearance Grey Liquid

x

Tensile Strength @ 100% Elongation

x

Specific Gravity ~0.97

x

Elasticity Up to 350%

x

Viscosity

x

Particle Size

~1.08 MPA

2.5cP.
~0.6nm.

METHOD OF INJECTION
NOH2O is injected into a water bearing crack or fissure via a hole
drilled intersecting the flow. A multi-port injector is inserted into
the hole through which the NOH2O and/or additives are injected. More
than one may be drilled for injection purposes. Generally, in situations
where the flow velocity is moderately low, NOH2O will be sufficiently
activated by agitation alone - stopping the flow. In high flow
situations, chemical activation may be required.
Whereas the addition of activator results in NOH2O grout becoming
unstable, followed by rapid coagulation, the addition of an inhibitor
increases the stability, thereby reducing its tendency to coagulate when
subjected to agitation. This enables the grout to be transported for
greater distances through the formation before solidifying. The exact
instruction is site specific depending on Lugeon, Water Take, and Dye
connection tests and will be detailed in the site specific Safe Work
Instruction (SWI)

LIMITATION
NOH2O/SCEM66 will degrade under sunlight or severe UV exposure and is
therefore not suitable for surface applications.
Temperature sensitive – to be transported and stored above freezing.

STORAGE
Store in a tightly closed container in a sheltered, cool, dry, and wellventilated area. Keep away from heat and flame.
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Option 2:
Exterior
drainage system

subgrade

waterproofing

&

1.

Protect existing water & fire protection services,
electric panel on east wall, ship ladder, overhead
hatch, and any other existing functional utilities &
services in the work area. See Basement Level Floor Plan
2. Perform all required ACM & other hazardous material
abatement, See Task 3.0 Report
3. Remove and cap abandoned equipment & utility lines in
the work area. See Task 3.0 Report and Basement and Grade
Level Floor Plans
4. Remove existing drainage system and lines in the
areaway. The drain is located in the northwest corner of
the areaway and the drain line empties into open trench
drain in the basement level. See Task 3.0 Report.
5. Remove existing louvers at the areaway. See Task 3.0
Report.
6. Scrape & remove all existing finishes, repair patches,
coatings, fire-proofing, etc. in the work area, down to
sound existing building structures and substrates. These
areas are marked in green, yellow & grey in the attached
Basement Level Plan.
7. Remove existing pavement, backfill and/or waterproofing
at grade level, between the property line and building
façade, down to the existing concrete deck. Existing
utility lines below grade in this area need to be
protected and maintained during all demolition and
construction activities. Clean existing deck and remove
all loose, flaked, scaled, blistered, unsound or
otherwise deteriorated parts of the existing deck. This
area is marked in blue in the attached Grade Level Plan.
8. Install sufficient support of excavation (such as sheet
piling), as required, behind the existing walls
exhibiting leakage or other forms of water infiltration.
9. Expose exterior wall surfaces in the work area. Excavate
5-6 feet wide trench and provide temporary structural
shoring and supports as required and as described above
10. Inspect all exterior walls and structures below grade.
Provide any structural repairs, patching and/or other
remedial work, as and where required
11. Provide foundation level waterproofing and foundation
drainage system (perforated pipes, gravel beds, etc.)
along and parallel to the exterior surfaces of all
foundation walls in the work area.
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12. Restore all concrete surface defects, i.e. spalls or
cracks, in existing walls, slabs and floors. Restore
structural steel fire-proofing and/or coatings
13. Areaway structural repairs (see separate options A
through C)
14. Backfill all excavations in lifts. Adhere to proper
backfill and compaction requirements.
15. Provide plaza / deck waterproofing system at boiler room
slab in the area between the property line and building
façade. This area is marked in blue in the attached Grade
Level Plan.
16. Seal all penetrations through the existing and new
structures (walls & slabs) in the work area
17. Regrade work area at grade level to provide ample
drainage pitch away from building structures and
foundation walls. Restore exterior pavement where
required
18. Prepare all interior walls, grade & overhead slabs,
beams, columns & other building structures and
substrates in the work areas to receive finishes
19. Furnish & install industrial-type finishes to match
adjacent surfaces, typical for all parts of the work
area. See Option 1 for description of Industrial-Type
Finishes
20. Reconstruction of adjacent sidewalk along the work area
that may be impacted by demolition and/or construction
activities (requires coordination with DOT)
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Option 3: Reconstruction of Foundation Walls
1.

Protect existing water & fire protection services,
electric panel on east wall, ship ladder, overhead
hatch, and any other existing functional utilities &
services in the work area. See Basement Level Floor Plan
2. Perform all required ACM & other hazardous material
abatement, See Task 3.0 Report
3. Remove and cap abandoned equipment & utility lines in
the work area. See Task 3.0 Report and Basement and Grade
Level Floor Plans
4. Remove existing drainage system and lines in the
areaway. The drain is located in the northwest corner of
the areaway and the drain line empties into open trench
drain in the basement level. See Task 3.0 Report.
5. Remove existing louvers at the areaway. See Task 3.0
Report
6. Scrape & remove all existing finishes, repair patches,
coatings, fire-proofing, etc. in the work area, down to
sound existing building structures and substrates. These
areas are marked in green, yellow & grey in the attached
Basement Level Plan.
7. Remove existing pavement, backfill and/or waterproofing
at grade level, between the property line and building
façade, down to the existing concrete deck. Existing
utility lines below grade in this area need to be
protected and maintained during all demolition and
construction activities. Clean existing deck and remove
all loose, flaked, scaled, blistered, unsound or
otherwise deteriorated parts of the existing deck. This
area is marked in blue in the attached Grade Level Plan.
8. Install sufficient support of excavation (such as sheet
piling), as required, behind the existing walls
exhibiting leakage or other forms of water infiltration.
9. Expose exterior wall surfaces in the work area. Excavate
5-6 feet wide trench and provide temporary structural
shoring and supports as required and as described above
10. Structural modification and reconstruction:
x Partially demolish existing boiler room roof slab
which is supported by existing wall exhibiting leaks
& water infiltration. Temporarily support of existing
boiler room roof slab may be feasible, however reengaging the existing roof slab with the new concrete
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11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.

19.

20.

wall will be challenging and requiring skilled
precision.
x Partially demolish existing concrete wall, the extent
of demolition is to be established during the design
x Install new exterior concrete wall above the existing
portion of the wall to remain. Provide post-install
vertical dowels to tie wall segments together.
x Install new concrete boiler room roof slab. Create
new watertight utility penetrations.
Provide foundation level waterproofing and foundation
drainage system (perforated pipes, gravel beds, etc.)
along and parallel to the exterior surfaces of all
foundation walls in the work area
Restore concrete surface defects, i.e. spalls or cracks,
in existing walls, slabs and floors to remain. Restore
structural steel fire-proofing and/or coatings
Areaway structural repairs (see separate options A
through C)
Backfill all excavations in lifts. Adhere to proper
backfill and compaction requirements.
Provide plaza / deck waterproofing system at boiler room
slab in the area between the property line and building
façade. This area is marked in blue in the attached Grade
Level Plan.
Seal all penetrations through the existing and new
structures (walls & slabs) in the work area
Regrade work area at grade level to provide ample
drainage pitch away from building structures and
foundation walls. Restore exterior pavement where
required
Prepare all interior walls, grade & overhead slabs,
beams, columns & other building structures and
substrates in the work areas to receive finishes
Furnish & install industrial-type finishes to match
adjacent surfaces, typical for all parts of the work
area. See Option 1 for description of Industrial-Type
Finishes.
Reconstruction of adjacent sidewalk along the work area
that may be impacted by demolition and/or construction
activities (requires coordination with DOT)
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Option A:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Areaway Repairs

Perform steel reinforcement of areaway edge support
beams.
Perform concrete spall defect repairs. Splice in new
reinforcement for bar which experience more than 25%
section loss.
Scarify top of existing areaway slab and install a new
waterproofing membrane. Install a new protective topping
slab, pitched towards existing drains.
Restore all concrete surface defects, i.e. spalls or
cracks, in existing areaway side walls.
From the interior areaway side, drill portal hole
through the face of the wall demonstrating leakage and
inject chemical grout or acrylate resin behind the
existing wall, thus creating a waterproofing membrane
behind the existing wall.
Repeat process #2 approximately 6 feet on center for
entire face of existing wall demonstrating leakage.
Install new drainage system for the areaway.
Install new louvers to minimize the infiltration of wind
driven rain
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Option B:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Areaway Replacement

Demolish exterior pavement around areaway.
Install sufficient support of excavation (such as sheet
piling – to be designed by contractor), as required,
behind the existing areaway walls.
Excavate behind existing areaway.
Demolish existing areaway grating, side walls, slab and
edge steel support beams.
Install new areaway edge support beams connecting back
into existing columns.
Install new areaway concrete slab, with integrated
waterproofing membrane.
Install new areaway concrete side walls. Apply standard
waterproofing membrane to the exterior side of wall.
Install new foundation wall drainage system, including
perforated pipes for drainage parallel to the new
foundation walls
Backfill behind the existing wall in lifts. Adhere to
proper backfill and compaction requirements.
Install new areaway grating.
Restore exterior pavement
Install new drainage system for the areaway
Install new louvers to minimize the infiltration of wind
driven rain
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Option C:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Areaway Enhancement

Clean underside of existing areaway slab. Install a
concrete skim coat to the underside of the existing
areaway slab to receive new waterproofing.
Install waterproofing membrane to the underside of the
existing areaway slab.
Install new continuous steel plate underneath the
existing areaway slab. Provide temporary shoring for the
plate.
Install new edge steel support beams beneath the new
steel plate. Install tight to the plate and shim as
required. Weld steel plate to edge steel support beams.
Restore all concrete surface defects, i.e. spalls or
cracks, in existing areaway side walls.
From the interior areaway side, drill portal hole
through the face of the wall demonstrating leakage and
inject chemical grout or acrylate resin behind the
existing wall, thus creating a waterproofing membrane
behind the existing wall.
Repeat process #2 approximately 6 feet on center for
entire face of existing wall demonstrating leakage.
Install new drainage system for the areaway
Install new louvers to minimize the infiltration of wind
driven rain
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5.2.2

Options Presentation & Workshop

The options’ presentation and workshop was held in New Jersey
School Development Authority on August 12’ 2019
The workshop agenda was as follows:
¾ Introductions: Attendees & Project Team
¾ Work completed by the A/E
x

Task 2.0 IDR

x

A/E team field investigations

x

Site survey

x

ACM & Hazmat investigations

x

Tasks 3.0 & 4.0 Reports

x

Developing Design Options and Task 5.0 Report

¾ EP-0112 Evaluative Criteria
¾ EP-0112 Design Options
¾ Breaking down design options into two groups, one for
the main project area, and another for the Areaway
options
¾ Comparison Of Options
¾ Open Discussion
¾ Proposed Revisions and Additions to Task 5.0 Report
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Workshop notes:
1.

STV presented an overview of the work completed so far,
including the kick-off meeting with the School, the
District
&
NJSDA,
preliminary
site
visit
&
investigations, the Initial Project Report (Task 2.0
IPR), ACM and other Hazmat survey & report, detailed
site survey including existing utilities, comprehensive
field survey conducted by the project team of architects
and engineers, the draft and final reports for Tasks 3.0
and 4.0 which included additional site surveys by Matrix
and structural investigations by STV engineers.

2.

STV explained the criteria used and implemented during
the evaluation process, which was performed and
developed with collaboration with NJSDA staff, as part
of Task 5.0 draft Report

3.

NJSDA staff and STV design team reviewed and discussed
all sections of the evaluative criteria listed in
section 5.1

4.

NJSDA staff and STV design team reviewed, discussed and
analyzed the Construction Cost Estimate (CCE) breakdown
in section 5.1.6, including cost breakdown for all six
options. The construction cost of an option from the
first group must be paired with the construction cost of
an option from the second group, in order to establish
the over all construction cost of the project

5.

STV presented all available options, explained the scope
of work associated with each option and the graphic
illustrations provided for each option. This was
followed by an open discussion to explore the potential,
advantages and disadvantages of both options. The six
options are categorized in two groups, one for the main
project area and another for the Areaway. An option from
each group must be selected in order to cover the
entirety of the scope of work

6.

NJSDA suggested minor revisions and adjustments to the
presented options. These have no major impact on the
scope of work as described in the option narrative and
illustrations. STV is to revise and incorporate these
adjustments in the Task 5.0 Report.
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7.

NJSDA staff and STV design team compared all options and
concluded that Option 1 for the general project area, in
combination with option A for the Areaway are the
preferred options.
x
x

8.

Option 1: Applying waterproofing
existing foundation walls
Option A: Limited Areaway repairs

grout

through

NJSDA Staff and STV reviewed storm water drainage
provisions from the Areaway. A single drain in the
Areaway is connected to the trench drain in the basement
level below. It is unclear how the trench drains in the
basement are discharged, but it is likely that sump
pump(s) are used for that purpose. The scope in all
options A through C calls for maintaining the current
existing configurations in terms of Areaway drain and
the trench drains. Further investigation is required to
confirm areaway drain system & its condition, as well as
the trench drains in the basement

9. STV is to:
x
x
x
x
x

Incorporate NJSDA comments
Update the evaluative criteria as required
Provide a summary comparison of all options in matrix
format
Update the illustrations and add a diagrammatic
section
Investigate the areaway drain and the trench drain,
this work is to be performed under the contingency
fee
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New Jersey Schools Development Authority
Technology High School, Newark, NJ
Boiler Room Water Infiltration
Package # EP-0112-A01

Summary Comparison Of Options

For The General Project Vault Area Repairs
Option 1
Description

Waterproofing Grout
exterior vault
walls and limited
structural repairs

5.1.1
Education
Program
Requirement
5.1.2
Work
Duration
5.1.3
Impact On
School
Operations
5.1.4
Temporary
facility
5.1.5
Potential
for early
package
5.1.6
Estimated
Cost
5.1.7
Other
Criteria:

Option 2

Option 3
Reconstruction
of
Foundation Walls and
vault roof concrete
slab

Not applicable

Exterior subgrade
waterproofing &
drainage systems,
limited structural
repairs
Not applicable

75 - 100 days

90 – 120 days

120 – 180 days

Limited impact on
utility rooms /
BOH operations, no
impact on academic
operations or
school calendar

Additional impact on
utility rooms / BOH
operations,
no
impact on academic
operations or school
calendar

Not required

Potential limited
impact on utility
rooms / BOH
operations, no
impact on academic
operations or
school calendar
Not required

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

$350,000

$400,000

$776,000

Requires minimal
coordination with
utility providers, code
officials & other
regulatory agencies.

Requires additional
coordination with
utility providers, code
officials & other
regulatory agencies.

Requires the most
coordination with
utility providers, code
officials & other
regulatory agencies.

Not applicable

Not required

Recommended Option
Note 1: Options 1 through 3 must be paired with options A through C
Note 2: BOH means “Back Of House”, a term referring to utility services areas
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New Jersey Schools Development Authority
Technology High School, Newark, NJ
Boiler Room Water Infiltration
Package # EP-0112-A01

Summary Comparison Of Options
For The Areaway Repairs

Option A

Option B

Option C

Description

Areaway Limited
Structural Repairs

Areaway Structural
Replacement

Areaway
Structural
Enhancement

5.1.1
Education
Program
Requirement
5.1.2
Work
Duration
5.1.3

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

75 - 100 days

90 – 120 days

120 – 180 days

Limited impact on
utility rooms /
BOH operations, no
impact on academic
operations or
school calendar

Additional impact on
utility rooms / BOH
operations,
no
impact on academic
operations or school
calendar

Not required

Potential limited
impact on utility
rooms / BOH
operations, no
impact on academic
operations or
school calendar
Not required

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

$104,000

$412,000

$115,000

Requires minimal
coordination with
utility providers, code
officials & other
regulatory agencies.

Requires additional
coordination with
utility providers, code
officials & other
regulatory agencies.

Requires the most
coordination with
utility providers, code
officials & other
regulatory agencies.

Impact On
School
Operations
5.1.4
Temporary
facility
5.1.5
Potential
for early
package
5.1.6
Estimated
Cost
5.1.7
Other
Criteria:

Not required

Recommended Option
Note 1: Options 1 through 3 must be paired with options A through C
Note 2: BOH means “Back Of House”, a term referring to utility services areas
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5.2.3
Documentation
of
the
Discussion
and
Decision-Making Process by which the Options are
Identified, Presented and Discussed:
New Jersey Schools Development Authority
Technology High School, Newark, NJ
Boiler Room Water Infiltration
Package # EP-0112-A01

Options Selection Overview

Impact on
School
Operation

Estimated
Cost

Work
Duration

Other
Criteria

Project
Goals

Description

General Project Vault Repairs

Option 1
Recommended for:
Waterproofing Grout:
Remedial measures are
limited to minimal
invasive waterproofing,
limited structural
repairs & sealing
penetrations

Option 2
Not selected due to:
Exterior Waterproofing
& drainage system:
Extensive excavation is
required to expose
exterior surfaces of
foundation walls

Option 3
Not selected due to:
Reconstruction of
foundation walls:
Extensive excavation &
demolition to install
new foundation walls,
waterproofing & drainage
system

The project
objective for
waterproofing and
structural repairs
are met
Utilizing the repair
category in the
rehab code limits
code implications

Added scope to achieve
the same project
objective

Added scope to achieve
the same project
objective

Potential additional
scope due to code
requirements if the
work is classified
other than repair

Potential additional
scope due to code
requirements if the work
is classified other than
repair

Offers the shortest
construction duration &
least impact on
adjacent Utility Rooms
in the school.
75 – 100 Days
Least expensive of
all options
$ 350,000

longest construction
duration & most
impact on school
operation and the
project area
90-120 Days
More expensive than
Option 1
$ 400,000

Longer construction
duration & more
impact on school
operation and the
project area
120-180 Days
Most expensive of all
options
$ 776,000

Limited to no impact

Limited to no impact
Larger construction
area

Limited to no impact
largest construction
area
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New Jersey Schools Development Authority
Technology High School, Newark, NJ
Boiler Room Water Infiltration
Package # EP-0112-A01

Options Selection Overview

Estimated Impact on
Cost
School
Operation

Other
Criteria

Project
Goals

Description

Areaway Repairs

Option A
Recommended for:
Areaway Repairs:
limited repairs to
areaway structural
elements, combined with
waterproofing systems,
and new drains

The project
objective as it
relates to the
Areaway is optimally
achieved
Utilizing the repair
category in the
rehab code limits
code implications
Offers the shortest
construction duration &
least impact on
adjacent Utility Rooms
in the school
Least expensive of
all options

Option B
Not selected due to:
Areaway Structural
Replacement:
Extensive demolition
and other invasive work
is required, including
excavation, removal of
structural elements,
combined with
waterproofing systems,
and new drains
Added scope to achieve
the same project
objective

Option C
Not selected due to:
Areaway Structural
Enhancement:
Installation of
additional structural
supports and steel,
combined with
waterproofing systems,
and new drains

Potential additional
scope due to code
requirements if the
work is classified
other than repair
The longest
construction
duration & most
impact on school
operation and the
project area
Most expensive of
all options

Potential additional
scope due to code
requirements if the work
is classified other than
repair
Longer construction
duration & more
impact on school
operation and the
project area

Added scope to achieve
the same project
objective

More expensive than
Option A

Note: See “General Project Vault Repairs” for work duration and
estimated costs
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A/E Recommendations:
In light of the evaluative criteria described in
sections 5.1.1 through 5.1.7 above, the A/E recommends
Option 1 in combination with Option A for the areaway.
Options B or C could be used in combination with Option
1; but the combination 1/A offers a reasonable
opportunity to meet the project target of preventing
future water infiltration and restoring existing
structures at an optimal cost and construction schedule.
This combination (1/A) also requires minimal excavation
& shoring and has the least impact on adjacent spaces.
This minimally invasive scope also requires the least
amount of coordination with and approval by utility &
service providers as well as regulatory agencies.
A certain amount of work is common to all considered
options. This common scope includes ACM And other hazmat
abatement in work area, removal of abandoned equipment
and utility lines, sealing-off sources of leaks and
other forms of water infiltration, grading of the
exterior surface areas, repairs and restoration of
damaged building structures, architectural elements,
finishes and building systems. This scope of work is
required regardless of the selected option, and is
listed in the description of all 6 options in section
5.2 below. All these basic requirements are included in
Option 1/A.
Options 2 & 3 for the general work area and Options B &
C for the areaway constitute additional scope to improve
affected structures, building elements, systems and
finishes; but at higher cost and longer construction
schedule. There is also further impact on the parts of
the boiler room and utility areas adjacent to the work
area in these options; as well as more extensive
coordination and approval process with utility providers
and regulatory agencies.
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5.3 Conceptual Options Development & Report
5.3.1

Executive Summary

The project purpose is to explore and evaluate available
design options to address emergent conditions in the parts of
the boiler room vault, part storage room and areaway
structures in the rear of the school; both at basement level
and at grade level.
The project area is limited to a small area in the rear of
school, with limited to no impact on the education / academic
areas of the school.
The emerging conditions can be summarized as persistent water
infiltration through the walls & roof structures of the boiler
room and the storage area. The areaway slab and retaining
walls exhibits extensive structural damage both below and
above the areaway level.
The existing conditions, structures, building systems, as
well as other related information are covered in detail under
Task 3.0 Report; while the design options, selection criteria
& preferred option are described in this (Task 5.0) Report.
Three design options have been identified for the main project
area, including the boiler room and storage space. Option 1
can be summed up as the application of structural grout
through the foundation walls; while Option 2 & 3 can be summed
up as the rehabilitation and reconstruction of these walls.
Due to the unique configuration of the areaway, separate
design options have been identified for this area, these are
listed separately as A, B & C.
The design team, in extensive workshop collaboration with
NJSDA staff, have explored and assessed all six options; and
elected Option 1 in combination with Areaway Option A as the
clear favorite. The selection criteria, decision-making
process, evaluation and comparison charts are all covered
above in the report.
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5.3.2

Conceptual Options Report

The design options are described in section 5.2.1 above and
illustrated in Exhibit ‘B’.
The following is summary of each option:

Option 1 : Structural Waterproofing Grout
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Protect existing utilities & other elements to remain
ACM & other hazardous material abatement
Remove and cap abandoned equipment & utility lines
Remove existing pavement, backfill and waterproofing
Apply Structural WP grout
Perform required structural repairs and restoration
Seal all penetrations
Plaza / deck waterproofing, backfill & grading
Restore finishes & sidewalk

Option 2: Exterior waterproofing & drainage system
x
x
x
x
x

Same Protection, demo, ACM & removal as Option 1
Excavate & expose exterior walls, repair as required
Install exterior WP & subgrade drainage system
Seal penetrations, deck waterproofing, backfill & grading
per Option 1
Restore finishes & sidewalk

Option 3: Reconstruction of Foundation Walls
x
x
x
x
x

Same Protection, demo, ACM & removal as Option 1
Excavate & expose exterior walls, repair as required
Partially demo & replace roof slab & foundation walls
Seal penetrations, deck waterproofing, backfill & grading
per Option 1
Restore finishes & sidewalk
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Option A:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Reinforce areaway edge support beams.
Repair concrete spall defects & rebars
Install new WP & protective topping slab
Repair defects & cracks in existing walls
Drill portal holes into the wall demonstrating leakage
and inject chemical grout
Install new drainage system & louvers

Option B:
x
x
x
x
x

x

Areaway Repairs

Demo & remove existing Areaway, including slab & walls
Install new structural system & Areaway slab & walls
Install new waterproofing & foundation drainage system
Install new Areaway drains system & louvers
Restore pavement, sidewalk & grading

Option C:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Areaway Repairs

Areaway Enhancement

Install skim coat & waterproofing at Areaway slab
Install new steel plates & edge beams to reinforce slab
Repair concrete spall defects & rebars
Install new WP & protective topping slab
Repair defects & cracks in existing walls
Drill portal holes into the wall demonstrating leakage
and inject chemical grout
Install new drainage system & louvers
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5.4

Conceptual Options Selection & Report

Introduction:
Six design options were explored, delineated and evaluated to
address emergent conditions in the aging parts of the boiler
room, storage space and Areaway in the rear of the school.
The emerging conditions can be summarized as persistent water
infiltration in parts of the boiler room and associated
structural deficiencies. The same problems are also evident
in the Areaway structure that serve as air intake & discharge
for the boiler room.
Option 1 can be summed up as applying structural waterproofing
grout through the foundation walls; while Options 2 & 3 can
be summed up as major excavation & reconstruction of parts of
the boiler room foundation walls & slab.
For the Areaway, Option A can be summed up water infiltration
mitigation measures & limited structural repairs; while
Options B & C can be summed up as major structural
improvements or total replacement of the Areaway
The design team evaluated and compared all options based on
a wide range of criteria, including:
x

The extent to which an option meets the intent of the
project, functionally, Operationally & programmatically

x

Construction Time and Phasing Requirements

x

Impact on district use and operations of the Facilities

x

Temporary Facilities Requirements

x

Potential for Early Packages

x

Construction Cost

x

Coordination with utility & service providers

The evaluative criteria are fully described in section 5.1
above
The Construction Area
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It is expected that the construction work area will be limited
to the rear of the school. The area is not expected to
interfere with or impact with the district’s operations,
school calendar, academic or educational activities.
Phasing and Early Packages
In general terms, no phasing is required. However, the
relocation of utility lines in the project area is a candidate
for an early package. This work is performed by the utility
provider and can be requested, coordinated and completed in
advance prior to commencement of construction activities.
Impact on School Operations
The construction activities will be limited to a relatively
small area in the rear of the school and away from the main
entrance to the school.
This area is lightly used by the school. Other than utility
equipment, service entry points (gas, water & other utility
lines), or providing hatch access to the boiler room; there
are no major operational or programmatic school activities in
this area. No temporary facilities will be required to replace
the area during construction activities, and the impact of
construction activities will be minimal.
The contractor staging area during construction can be
located within the project area, or immediately adjacent to
it. In either case, this is not expected to add substantially
to the required construction zone.
Construction Cost Estimate:
Order-of-magnitude construction cost estimates have been
prepared for all options. These are listed and broken down in
CSI format in section 5.1.6 above.
Options 1 & A are the most advantageous in terms of cost,
construction period duration, as well as other respects. See
detailed option comparison above.
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Exhibit A: Storm Water Drainage Investigation
Report
Background
STV was tasked to conduct a survey of the existing areaway drain, the trench drain system
and the sewage/sump pumps discharge from the boiler room. A survey was conducted on
9/16/19 by NJSDA, STV and the school.

Facilities’ Survey
There is a drain from the areaway (see photo P-1) which is connected to a drain pipe in the
boiler room (see photo P-2). The drain pipe discharges above the trench drains located
within the boiler room.

PHOTO P-1

PHOTO P-2

The trench drains in the boiler room is a system which also picks up floor spillage and
equipment drain from boiler blow downs and tanks. (See Photos P-3, P-4 and P-5).
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PHOTO P-3

PHOTO P-4

PHOTO P-5

The end of the trench drain has on outlet pipe inside the trench (see photo P-6). The outlet
pipe appears to be connected to either the duplex sump pumps (see photo P-7, equipment
on left) or the single sump pump (see photo P-7, equipment on right).

PHOTO P-6

PHOTO P-7

The duplex sump pumps (see Photo P-8) are vertical mounted pumps with check valves
and gate valves which discharge water from the pit out of the boiler room. The pipes are
labelled “Sanitary Sewer”. There is a control panel associated with the duplex pump.
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PHOTO P-8

The discharge header from the duplex pumps run up (see Photo P-9) to the ceiling of the
boiler room before discharging toward (see Photo P-10) the general direction of
Broadway.

PHOTO P-9

PHOTO P-10

The single sump pump (see photo P-11) is a vertical mounted pump with check valve and
gate valve which discharge water from the pit out of the boiler room.
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PHOTO P-11

The discharge pipe from the pump runs up to the ceiling of the boiler room before
heading toward the direction of Broad Street. The pipe elbows up (see Photo P-12)
toward the paved plaza at the outside of the building. The discharge point cannot be seen
above grade (see photo P-13)

PHOTO P-12

PHOTO P-13
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Facility Condition Assessment
The drain grate at the areaway is in fair condition. The drain pipe and penetration (see
photo P-14) into the boiler room is in poor condition. The drain pipe stops more than 2 feet
above the trench drain (see photo P-15).

PHOTO P-14

PHOTO P-15

The trench drains within the boiler room are in fair condition.
It was reported by the custodian of the school that the areaway drain has to be regularly
cleaned. It could be once every 3 weeks depending on conditions. When it rains, some
water from the drain at the areaway will flow to the drain pipe and spill into the trench
drain. The trench drain system can handle the areaway discharge with no issues.
The trench drains also service boiler blowdowns (done 10 minutes, once a week during
heating season) and tank drain downs (typically end of season or for maintenance
requirements). The trench drain system can handle the areaway discharge with no issues.
It could not be determined from the site inspection if the trench drain system discharges to
the duplex sump pumps or the single sump pump.
The motors to the duplex sump pumps were replaced about 2 years ago (see Photo P-16).
They are 1.5HP motors by different manufacturers WorldWide Electrical Corp. (see Photo
P-17 and Century Motors (see Photo P-18). The motors are in good condition.
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PHOTO P-16

PHOTO P-17

PHOTO P-18

The existing control panel is original (see Photo P-19). It is no longer fully operational. It
was reported that the control panel manufacturer was no longer in business and the pumps
have to be manually turned on and off instead of automatically operating by level controls.

PHOTO P-19
It was pointed out to STV that parts of the pump discharge pipe were sagging (see Photo
P-20) and in bad condition (see Photo P-21).
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PHOTO P-20

PHOTO P-21

The single sump pump is 0.75HP and manufactured by Weil Pump Company Inc. It looks
like the original pump and is more than 6 years old (never been replaced since the
custodian has been there). The pump was continuously running during the time of the
survey.

PHOTO P-22

PHOTO P-23

The pump discharge (labeled storm sewer) is in fair condition
The School Chief Custodian confirmed that the trench drain system is functioning properly
and has never failed or caused any flooding in the basement and/or vault area
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The Trench Drain System investigation confirmed the Conceptual Design Options
recommended by STV, namely Vault Option 1 Repair and Areaway Option A Repair.

Recommendations
1) Replace Areaway drain and piping connections to trench drain. Piping discharge to be
lowered to just below trench drain grate. Modify trench drain grate to accommodate
pipe termination.
2) Boiler floor trench drain system can remain.
The following recommendations are not part of the project scope, but are rather intended
for the District’s maintenance program:
3) Duplex sump pumps control panel to be replaced with new control panel. Control panel
shall have lead-lag and alternating controls.
4) New level controllers to be provided for duplex sump pumps connected with new
control panel.
5) Discharge pipe from duplex sump pumps to be replaced and rerouted to avoid low
points/sagging conditions. New pipe is to be connected to existing pipe leaving the
boiler room.
6) A pipe investigation should be done to determine if the end of the trench drain system
is connected to either the duplex sump pump pit or the single sump pump pit. Either
via camera inspection or by snaking through the pipe and opening the covers of both
the duplex sump pumps and the single sump pumps to determine the end point of snake.
7) The single sump pump was continuously running during the survey. The cover is to be
removed to investigate if there is constantly water in the pit or if the float controls are
improperly working. The pump is currently working but may be considered for
replacement due to age/working conditions.
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5.1 Confirmation of Evaluative Criteria
General Introduction:
This report is intended to delineate available design options
to address emergent conditions in parts of the boiler in the
rear of the school; both at basement level and at grade level.
The approximate construction area, existing conditions,
structures, building systems, as well as other related
information are covered under separate cover in Task 3.0
Report. The emerging conditions can be summarized as
persistent water infiltration in the areaway and parts of the
boiler room particularly along the north and east foundation
walls and structural slab; including structural deficiencies
in the areaway and foundation walls in the boiler room.
Due to varying configurations of the different parts of the
space, various design options have been identified to suit
specific parts of the work area. Therefore, Options 1 through
3 are identified for the main portion of the work area in the
boiler room and the small ‘L’ shaped storage space south of
it; while Options A through C are identified for the Areaway.
Each set of options is a stand-alone set and must be paired
with an option of the other set. For example, Option 1 is
intended for the boiler room vault, and must be paired with
Option A for the Areaway. All options are described in detail
in section 5.2.
Based on:
 Extensive review of project requirements
 Examination of all available record documents & drawings
 Field survey and condition assessment
 Discussions with the NJ-SDA and the School District
The design
criteria:


team

has

developed

the

following

evaluative

5.1.1
Option potential & extent of meeting
programmatic and operational requirements:

the

The final construction work area will be established
once a design option is selected and the exact scope of
work is defined. However, an approximate construction
area in the rear of the school, on Broad Street, is not
expected to interfere with or impact with the district’s
August 31, 2020
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operations, school calendar, academic or educational
activities.
The project scope is intended primarily to address
structural deficiencies and water infiltration in
utility rooms. In this respect, all options meet the
programmatic requirements of the project. The scope
doesn’t include any educational program requirements
Option 1: No educational program requirements are part
of the project’s scope of work
Option A: No educational program requirements are part
of the project’s scope of work


5.1.2
Construction
opportunities:

duration

and

phasing

All options, described in section 5.2, include a minimum
level of hazardous material abatement, protection of
existing utilities & services, removal of abandoned
equipment and utility lines, waterproofing & sealing of
penetrations,
structural
repairs,
restoration
of
finishes and other associated remedial measures.
However, the options differ in the approach intended to
address the two major emergent conditions; namely the
persistent water infiltration and the structural
deficiencies.
Work that involve demolition and reconstruction of
structural or other building elements is subject to the
New Jersey Rehabilitation Sub-code. As such, the design
will probably require certain additional improvements /
enhancement, mandated by the applicable provisions of
the governing Rehabilitation Sub-code. The additional
scope of work will also require additional construction
time, as well as, added time to obtain the required
permits and regulatory approvals.
Option 1: Requires the shortest construction time,
estimated between 75 days to 100 days
Option A: Requires a short construction time
Note: the work associated with Option A will be performed
concurrently with the work of the main option 1
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5.1.3
Impact of construction activities on district
operations and school calendar:
The work area is limited to the back of the school (see
attached illustrations). None of the options will have
an impact on the academic calendar or educational
activities. Options that include substantial amount of
construction work, such as excavation, demolition,
shoring & reconstruction of building elements will have
an impact on the service & utility rooms. This impact
can only be assessed once the scope is defined. The
impact can be minimized if the construction activities
are carried out during the summer months. Mitigation
measures, such as temporary protection, walls, lighting,
etc. and possibly phasing and/or staging plans will be
part of the final contract documents.
Option 1: Limited to no impact on district operations &
school calendar, if constructed during the summer months
Option A: Impact is limited and similar to Option 1



5.1.4
Need for temporary facilities, swing spaces or
staging areas
Temporary facilities and swing spaces will likely not be
required. Other than limited active utilities and access
hatch, the work area is vacant. Most of the construction
activities that involves active utilities, services
and/or other functional elements can be implemented
through phasing rather than temporary relocation or
providing swing areas. Temporary protection, walls,
noise & dust mitigation measures and temporary lighting,
signs, etc. will be required. These will be established
once an option is selected and scope is defined. Such
provisions will be part of the demolition / removal &
phasing / staging drawings.
Option 1: temporary facilities will not be required
Option A: temporary facilities will not be required
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5.1.5
packages

Potential for expediting or early construction

The work area and the project scope do not include any
utilities that need to be relocated. Some buried utility
lines may be exposed as a result of the excavation and
demolition work associated with options 2 and 3. These
lines shall be protected during construction, or
relocated if necessary
Option 1: Not applicable, nor required
Option A: Not applicable, nor required


5.1.6
Construction cost, and other related costs
(such as utilities & services)
Accurate construction cost estimates can only be
developed once the project’s full scope and design
documents are available. However, order-of-magnitude,
rough draft construction cost estimates have been
prepared for all options. These rough drafts are based
on the detailed scope description covered in section 5.2
of this report, as well as the existing conditions and
other limitations covered in Task 3.0 Report, Section
3.8 and Section 3.9
Option 1: The order-of-magnitude construction
estimate of this option is around $ 350,000.
Approximate breakdown by CSI Divisions:
02
Existing Conditions
$ 080,000
03
Concrete
$ 013,000
04
Masonry
$ 021,000
05
Metals
$ 000,000
07
Thermal & Moisture Protection
$ 028,000
08
Openings
$ 000,000
09
Finishes
$ 035,000
31
Earthwork
$ 145,000
32
Exterior Improvements
$ 020,000
33
Utilities
$ 008,000

cost

Option A: The order-of-magnitude construction
estimate of this option is around $ 104,000.
Approximate breakdown by CSI Divisions:

cost
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02
03
04
05
07
08
09
31
32
33

Existing Conditions
Concrete
Masonry
Metals
Thermal & Moisture Protection
Openings
Finishes
Earthwork
Exterior Improvements
Utilities

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

004,800
014,400
012,000
005,600
004,800
036,000
010,400
000,000
000,000
016,000

Note: For complete scope of work, one of the numerical
option 1 must be added to one of the alphabetical option
A
All estimates are based on the following criteria:
- Local prevailing wage rates
- No provisions for underground gas and vapor mitigation
system
- No provisions for contaminated soils
- Utility & service lines are available at property line
- No long-lead products or system that require
substantial extension to the construction schedule
All estimates exclude the following:
- Overtime & acceleration costs
- Excavation in shale and/or rock
- Construction contingencies
- Work on street and traffic impact fees
- Utility charges
- Mechanical, plumbing & electric work, since such work
is not expected or anticipated
- Geotechnical engineering
- Special seismic requirements
- Work associated with the removal or remediation of
contaminated soils, unsuitable soil, unidentified
underground obstructions
- Testing or inspection services, or sales tax required
by the State


5.1.7
Coordination with utility & service providers
and other regulatory / governing agencies, and impact on
project scope, schedule & cost:
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Option 1: requires minimal coordination, permits and
approval, and has the least amount of impact on project
scope, schedule & cost
Option A: minimal areaway repairs and protection
measures, with minimal regulatory coordination, schedule
& cost impact


5.1.7
Other Criteria - Option potential & extent of
meeting the programmatic and operational requirements:
The purpose of the project is to address emergent
conditions in the school boiler room, which can be
summarized as chronic and persistent water infiltration
and the resulting structural damage and continued
deterioration to structural elements, such as slab,
rebar & steel, and other building systems located in the
project area. Further damage is also caused to all space
finishes, including walls, floor, overhead slab and
other architectural elements and building systems. All
options address these problems.
Once water infiltration sources are identified and
sealed off, the current damages to building structures,
systems and other elements can be repaired and restored.
The scope of all options, as described in section 5.2,
meet the project programmatic and operation requirements
described in Task 4.0 Report, Section 4.2
Option
1:
Meets
the
programmatic
&
operational
requirements of the project, provided that all water
infiltration sources are identified, sealed off or
otherwise mitigated
Option
A:
Meets
the
programmatic
&
operational
requirements of the project, provided that all water
infiltration sources are identified sealed off or
otherwise mitigated
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5.2 Identification of Option
Option 1 : Vault Repairs and Waterproofing Grout –
Applied Through Existing Walls
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Protect existing water & fire protection services,
electric panel on east wall, ship ladder, overhead hatch,
and any other existing functional utilities & services in
the work area. See Basement Level Floor Plan
Perform all required ACM & other hazardous material
abatement, See Task 3.0 Report
Remove and cap abandoned equipment & utility lines in the
work area. See Task 3.0 Report, page 41 and Basement and
Grade Level Floor Plans
Remove existing drainage system and pipes in the areaway.
The drain is located in the northwest corner of the
areaway and the drain pipes discharge into open trench
drain in the basement level. See Task 3.0 Report, page
26. Replace the existing drainage system in kind.
Remove existing louvers at the areaway, disconnect
existing ducts as required. See Task 3.0 Report, pages
13, 14, 25 & 33. Replace existing louvers in kind, type
and size, reconnect ducts.
Scrape & remove all existing finishes, repair patches,
coatings, fire-proofing, etc. in the work area, down to
sound existing building structures and substrates. These
areas are marked in green, yellow & grey in the attached
Basement Level Plan.
Remove existing pavement, backfill and waterproofing at
grade level, between the property line and building
façade, down to the existing concrete deck. Expose
existing substructure and basement overhead slab to
perform preparation to install new water-proofing system.
The new waterproofing system is to be selected based on
the type, condition and configurations of the exposed
deck. Existing utility lines below grade in this area need
to be protected and maintained during all demolition and
construction activities. Clean existing deck and remove
all loose, flaked, scaled, blistered, unsound or
otherwise deteriorated parts of the existing deck. This
area is marked in blue in the attached Grade Level Plan.
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8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

Structural repairs and restoration (see Task 3.0 Report
pages 25, 26, 27 & 42):
 Restore all concrete surface defects, i.e. spalls or
cracks, in existing walls, slab & floor
 Restore structural steel fire-proofing and/or coatings
 From the interior boiler room side, drill portal hole
through the face of the walls demonstrating leakage and
inject chemical grout or acrylate resin behind the
existing wall, thus creating a waterproofing membrane
behind the existing wall.
 Repeat portal holes & grouting process approximately 6
feet on center for entire face of existing walls
demonstrating leakage.
 See enclosed waterproofing grout system for additional
information
 Perform minor structural repairs and restoration at
existing beams & columns; apply rust-proof & protective
coatings
Areaway structural and waterproofing repairs to be
performed in conjunction with vault repairs, see Task 3.0
Report pages 25, 26 & 27 (see separate options A through
C, pages 23 through 25)
Provide plaza / deck waterproofing system at boiler room
slab in the area between the property line and building
façade. This area is marked in blue in the attached Grade
Level Plan. See step 7 above
Seal all penetrations through the existing and new
structures (walls & slabs) in the work area.
Back-fill, compact and regrade work area at grade level
to provide ample drainage pitch away from building
structures and foundation walls. Restore exterior
pavement where required
Prepare all interior walls, grade & overhead slabs,
beams, columns & other building structures and substrates
in the work areas to receive finishes
Furnish & install industrial-type finishes to match
adjacent surfaces, typical for all parts of the work area.
The term “industrial-type finishes” refers to concrete
floor with sealed finish, or heavy duty epoxy flooring;
the walls & the underside of the roof slab would be
finished with heavy duty, stain resistant coating. All
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finishes shall match existing finishes in adjacent
existing areas.
15. Reconstruction of adjacent sidewalk along the work area
that may be impacted by demolition and/or construction
activities (requires coordination with DOT)

Note:

STV
has
successfully
designed
and
installed
waterproofing grout systems in other similar cases
for public and government agencies, including New
York City Transit Authority. A product example of
chemical waterproofing grout system is described in
the following pages.
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Example of chemical waterproofing grout system
Multiple structural chemical grouts can be used to inject the soil
outside the foundation wall. See the description of Options 1 & A above.
The following product is provided here as an example only.

CHEMICAL GROUT TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Product Name:

NOH2O / SCEM66

Description:
NOH2O was designed for the sealing of water with a high
velocity washout rate as well as very high hydrostatic pressure. NOH2O
is extremely penetrable and once coagulated, extremely flexible. Future
ground movement or shocks from blasting or excavation will not result
in water leaking again. Sealed single leaks with flow rates of 2600 GPM
and inflows with pressures of 2500 P.S.I.
NOH2O is injected through drilled holes into the water strata of the
rock complex.
The intersected water is then pushed back away from the leak and
displaced with emulsion, permanently preventing further ingress.

USES:


Pre-Grouting



Remedial Grouting



Permeation Grouting



Reactive Grouting



Curtain Grouting



Back wall Grouting



NOH2O has been successfully used in many different environments
including the following:



Geological features – fissures, aquifers, cracks voids



Water inflows in deep mines (Up to 2,5 mile vertical)



Water ingress into open cut mines



TBM and lined tunnels



Underground dam sealing
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Shaft sealing - ventilation shafts / raised boreholes



Methane gas sealing



Underground military sites, Silos and bunkers



Basement parking garages



Bulkhead sealing



Underground waste depository sites.



Retaining walls



Joint and crack repair



Ore passes



Lift wells



Reservoirs and Dams



Pipelines



Water Plugs



Nuclear Power Reactors and depository waste sites



Salt mines - briny conditions



Hard rock, Soft rock and Sand environments



Fresh water, brackish water and Brine.

ADVANTAGES


Extremely permeable – forms Hydro colloidal solution in water.
Particle size less than 1 Micron – (0,6 Nanometer)



Saves money on drilling costs due to super efficiency of grout
spread.



Viscosity: 2.5 cP (1.5 cP while grouting – miscible in water).



Does not wash out during grouting – sealed leaks of 50 Gallon
/second successfully.



Exceptional performance under high water pressure – successfully
sealed static head of 2900 P.S.I.
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Curing can be chemically controlled from as short as 2 seconds to
several days.



Chemically selective – will seal water in oil wells but not
hydrocarbons / crude oil.



Seals saline and hyper saline water effectively.



Performs well when pre-grouting shafts declines and pilot holes due to extreme penetrability.



Remains flexible once solidified and will not re-leak with ground
movement – (350% elasticity).



Durable – no re-leak occurred during 40 years of grout history.



Radiation Tolerant.



Reaction is non - exothermic.



Environmentally friendly – non Hazardous.

DESCRIPTION
NOH2O grout is an Evolutionary solution which is characterized by a
steady increase in viscosity, as soon as the appropriate reagents are
mixed.
NOH2O grout is also a Dilatant Fluid – having shear thickening
characteristics which is particularly handy to control excessive grout
spread.
The NOH2O/SCEM66 grout system forms a compound, mixed with different
additives to promote flow, adhesion, and coagulation. The substance at
time of injection is a liquid with Specific Gravity (SG) 0.97 with a
viscosity of 1,5cP.
NOH2O is a Non – Newtonian fluid, forming a hydro-colloidal solution in
water and being miscible, will continue to disperse and travel where
water travels.
The characteristics of NOH2O grout can be altered by adding one or more
of the following additives to achieve the desired results – controlling
the curing times from rapid to delayed.
Acticam100 – Atical500 – InhibitorWP – StabiliserPH – StabiliserC4 –
ThickenerKK
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DESIGN PROPERTIES


Appearance Grey Liquid



Tensile Strength @ 100% Elongation



Specific Gravity ~0.97



Elasticity Up to 350%



Viscosity



Particle Size

~1.08 MPA

2.5cP.
~0.6nm.

METHOD OF INJECTION
NOH2O is injected into a water bearing crack or fissure via a hole
drilled intersecting the flow. A multi-port injector is inserted into
the hole through which the NOH2O and/or additives are injected. More
than one may be drilled for injection purposes. Generally, in situations
where the flow velocity is moderately low, NOH2O will be sufficiently
activated by agitation alone - stopping the flow. In high flow
situations, chemical activation may be required.
Whereas the addition of activator results in NOH2O grout becoming
unstable, followed by rapid coagulation, the addition of an inhibitor
increases the stability, thereby reducing its tendency to coagulate when
subjected to agitation. This enables the grout to be transported for
greater distances through the formation before solidifying. The exact
instruction is site specific depending on Lugeon, Water Take, and Dye
connection tests and will be detailed in the site specific Safe Work
Instruction (SWI)

LIMITATION
NOH2O/SCEM66 will degrade under sunlight or severe UV exposure and is
therefore not suitable for surface applications.
Temperature sensitive – to be transported and stored above freezing.

STORAGE
Store in a tightly closed container in a sheltered, cool, dry, and wellventilated area. Keep away from heat and flame.
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Option A:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

Areaway Repairs

Perform steel reinforcement of areaway edge support
beams.
Perform concrete spall defect repairs. Splice in new
reinforcement for bar which experience more than 25%
section loss.
Scarify top of existing areaway slab and install a new
waterproofing membrane. Install a new protective topping
slab, pitched towards existing drains.
Restore all concrete surface defects, i.e. spalls or
cracks, in existing areaway side walls.
For the parts of the areaway walls that act as earth
retaining structures:
A. From the interior areaway side, drill portal hole
through the face of the wall demonstrating leakage
and inject chemical grout or acrylate resin behind
the existing wall, thus creating a waterproofing
membrane behind the existing wall.
B. Repeat process #2 approximately 6 feet on center for
entire
face
of
existing
earth-retaining
wall
demonstrating leakage.
For the areaway walls adjoining the boiler room vault:
Repair and/or replace brick as required, restore
finishes
Install new drainage system for the areaway.
Install new louvers to minimize the infiltration of wind
driven rain
Install new areaway grating and fence
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Option Summary
Option 1

Option A

Vault Area Repairs

Areaway Repairs

Description

Waterproofing Grout
exterior vault
walls and limited
structural repairs

Areaway Limited
Structural Repairs

5.1.1
Education
Program
Requirement
5.1.2
Work
Duration
5.1.3

Not applicable

Not applicable

75 - 100 days

75 - 100 days

Limited impact on
utility rooms /
BOH operations, no
impact on academic
operations or
school calendar
Not required

Limited impact on
utility rooms /
BOH operations, no
impact on academic
operations or
school calendar
Not required

Not applicable

Not applicable

$350,000

$104,000

Requires minimal
coordination with
utility providers, code
officials & other
regulatory agencies.

Requires minimal
coordination with
utility providers, code
officials & other
regulatory agencies.

Impact On
School
Operations
5.1.4
Temporary
facility
5.1.5
Potential
for early
package
5.1.6
Estimated
Cost
5.1.7
Other
Criteria:

Recommended Option
Recommended Option
Note 1: Options 1 must be paired with option A
Note 2: BOH means “Back Of House”, a term referring to utility services areas
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Selection Overview
Option 1

Impact on
School
Operation

Estimated
Cost

Work
Duration

Other
Criteria

Project
Goals

Description

Project Vault Repairs
Waterproofing Grout: Remedial
measures are limited to minimal
invasive waterproofing, limited
structural repairs & sealing
penetrations. Option 1 achieves
goals and project objectives in
shorter construction duration
and at lesser cost

Option A
Areaway Repairs
Areaway Repairs:
limited repairs to
areaway structural
elements, combined with
waterproofing systems,
and new drains

The project
objective for
waterproofing and
structural repairs
are met
Utilizing the repair
category in the
rehab code limits
code implications

The project
objective as it
relates to the
Areaway is optimally
achieved
Utilizing the repair
category in the
rehab code limits
code implications

Offers the shortest
construction duration &
least impact on
adjacent Utility Rooms
in the school.
75 – 100 Days
Least expensive of
all options
$ 350,000

Offers the shortest
construction duration &
least impact on
adjacent Utility Rooms
in the school
Least expensive of
all options
$104,000

Limited to no impact
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5.3 Executive Summary
The project purpose is to explore and evaluate available
design options to address emergent conditions in the parts of
the boiler room vault, part storage room and areaway
structures in the rear of the school; both at basement level
and at grade level.
The project area is limited to a small area in the rear of
school, with limited to no impact on the education / academic
areas of the school.
The emerging conditions can be summarized as persistent water
infiltration through the walls & roof structures of the boiler
room and the storage area. The areaway slab and retaining
walls exhibits extensive structural damage both below and
above the areaway level.
The existing conditions, structures, building systems, as
well as other related information are covered in detail under
Task 3.0 Report; while the design options, selection criteria
& preferred option are described in this (Task 5.0) Report.
Three design options have been identified for the main project
area, including the boiler room and storage space. Option 1
can be summed up as the application of structural grout
through the foundation walls, combined with Option A for the
Areaway
The design team, in extensive workshop collaboration with
NJSDA staff, have explored and assessed all six options; and
elected Option 1 in combination with Areaway Option A as the
clear favorite. The selection criteria, decision-making
process, evaluation and comparison charts are all covered
above in the report.
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6.0 A/E Recommendations:
In light of the evaluative criteria described in
sections 5.1.1 through 5.1.7 above, the A/E recommends
Option 1 in combination with Option A for the areaway.
Options B or C could be used in combination with Option
1; but the combination 1/A offers a reasonable
opportunity to meet the project target of preventing
future water infiltration and restoring existing
structures at an optimal cost and construction schedule.
This combination (1/A) also requires minimal excavation
& shoring and has the least impact on adjacent spaces.
This minimally invasive scope also requires the least
amount of coordination with and approval by utility &
service providers as well as regulatory agencies.
A certain amount of work is common to all considered
options. This common scope includes ACM And other hazmat
abatement in work area, removal of abandoned equipment
and utility lines, sealing-off sources of leaks and
other forms of water infiltration, grading of the
exterior surface areas, repairs and restoration of
damaged building structures, architectural elements,
finishes and building systems. This scope of work is
required regardless of the selected option, and is
listed in the description of all 6 options in section
5.2 below. All these basic requirements are included in
Option 1/A.
Options 2 & 3 for the general work area and Options B &
C for the areaway constitute additional scope to improve
affected structures, building elements, systems and
finishes; but at higher cost and longer construction
schedule. There is also further impact on the parts of
the boiler room and utility areas adjacent to the work
area in these options; as well as more extensive
coordination and approval process with utility providers
and regulatory agencies.
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Exhibit A: Storm Water Drainage Investigation
Report
Background
STV was tasked to conduct a survey of the existing areaway drain, the trench drain system
and the sewage/sump pumps discharge from the boiler room. A survey was conducted on
9/16/19 by NJSDA, STV and the school.

Facilities’ Survey
There is a drain from the areaway (see photo P-1) which is connected to a drain pipe in the
boiler room (see photo P-2). The drain pipe discharges above the trench drains located
within the boiler room.

PHOTO P-1

PHOTO P-2

The trench drains in the boiler room is a system which also picks up floor spillage and
equipment drain from boiler blow downs and tanks. (See Photos P-3, P-4 and P-5).
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PHOTO P-3

PHOTO P-4

PHOTO P-5

The end of the trench drain has on outlet pipe inside the trench (see photo P-6). The outlet
pipe appears to be connected to either the duplex sump pumps (see photo P-7, equipment
on left) or the single sump pump (see photo P-7, equipment on right).

PHOTO P-6

PHOTO P-7

The duplex sump pumps (see Photo P-8) are vertical mounted pumps with check valves
and gate valves which discharge water from the pit out of the boiler room. The pipes are
labelled “Sanitary Sewer”. There is a control panel associated with the duplex pump.
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PHOTO P-8

The discharge header from the duplex pumps run up (see Photo P-9) to the ceiling of the
boiler room before discharging toward (see Photo P-10) the general direction of
Broadway.

PHOTO P-9

PHOTO P-10

The single sump pump (see photo P-11) is a vertical mounted pump with check valve and
gate valve which discharge water from the pit out of the boiler room.
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PHOTO P-11

The discharge pipe from the pump runs up to the ceiling of the boiler room before
heading toward the direction of Broad Street. The pipe elbows up (see Photo P-12)
toward the paved plaza at the outside of the building. The discharge point cannot be seen
above grade (see photo P-13)

PHOTO P-12

PHOTO P-13
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Facility Condition Assessment
The drain grate at the areaway is in fair condition. The drain pipe and penetration (see
photo P-14) into the boiler room is in poor condition. The drain pipe stops more than 2 feet
above the trench drain (see photo P-15).

PHOTO P-14

PHOTO P-15

The trench drains within the boiler room are in fair condition.
It was reported by the custodian of the school that the areaway drain has to be regularly
cleaned. It could be once every 3 weeks depending on conditions. When it rains, some
water from the drain at the areaway will flow to the drain pipe and spill into the trench
drain. The trench drain system can handle the areaway discharge with no issues.
The trench drains also service boiler blowdowns (done 10 minutes, once a week during
heating season) and tank drain downs (typically end of season or for maintenance
requirements). The trench drain system can handle the areaway discharge with no issues.
It could not be determined from the site inspection if the trench drain system discharges to
the duplex sump pumps or the single sump pump.
The motors to the duplex sump pumps were replaced about 2 years ago (see Photo P-16).
They are 1.5HP motors by different manufacturers WorldWide Electrical Corp. (see Photo
P-17 and Century Motors (see Photo P-18). The motors are in good condition.
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PHOTO P-16

PHOTO P-17

PHOTO P-18

The existing control panel is original (see Photo P-19). It is no longer fully operational. It
was reported that the control panel manufacturer was no longer in business and the pumps
have to be manually turned on and off instead of automatically operating by level controls.

PHOTO P-19
It was pointed out to STV that parts of the pump discharge pipe were sagging (see Photo
P-20) and in bad condition (see Photo P-21).
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PHOTO P-20

PHOTO P-21

The single sump pump is 0.75HP and manufactured by Weil Pump Company Inc. It looks
like the original pump and is more than 6 years old (never been replaced since the
custodian has been there). The pump was continuously running during the time of the
survey.

PHOTO P-22

PHOTO P-23

The pump discharge (labeled storm sewer) is in fair condition
The School Chief Custodian confirmed that the trench drain system is functioning properly
and has never failed or caused any flooding in the basement and/or vault area
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The Trench Drain System investigation confirmed the Conceptual Design Options
recommended by STV, namely Vault Option 1 Repair and Areaway Option A Repair.

Recommendations
1) Replace Areaway drain and piping connections to trench drain. Piping discharge to be
lowered to just below trench drain grate. Modify trench drain grate to accommodate
pipe termination.
2) Boiler floor trench drain system can remain.
The following recommendations are not part of the project scope, but are rather intended
for the District’s maintenance program:
3) Duplex sump pumps control panel to be replaced with new control panel. Control panel
shall have lead-lag and alternating controls.
4) New level controllers to be provided for duplex sump pumps connected with new
control panel.
5) Discharge pipe from duplex sump pumps to be replaced and rerouted to avoid low
points/sagging conditions. New pipe is to be connected to existing pipe leaving the
boiler room.
6) A pipe investigation should be done to determine if the end of the trench drain system
is connected to either the duplex sump pump pit or the single sump pump pit. Either
via camera inspection or by snaking through the pipe and opening the covers of both
the duplex sump pumps and the single sump pumps to determine the end point of snake.
7) The single sump pump was continuously running during the survey. The cover is to be
removed to investigate if there is constantly water in the pit or if the float controls are
improperly working. The pump is currently working but may be considered for
replacement due to age/working conditions.
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Technology High School/Structural
NJDOE/NJSDA Issued Survey ID: 4901854387

ATTACHMENT #2
BUILDING BACKGROUND INFORMATION

General Building Description:

This school consists of the original 1912 building, originally constructed as a college. ·This building is of
masonry and terra cotta construction and has had almost no upgrades performed to the overall building
structure. Added onto this in approximately 1971 was the Technology Bu ilding also known as the "T"
wing. The original building is called the "A" wing. The two buildings are connected by a bridge over a
center service courtyard.

Structural System Description:

The overall super structure of the building is sound with the exception of reinforced concrete slabs over
the boiler room and over the PE offices which have failed due to moisture infiltration corroding the steel
reinforcing bars. (See Photo Nos. 1 - 16, 22 & 23). These are in need of immediate repairs to prevent
structural collapse and also to properly waterproof the system.

At the newer 1971 building, two cement plastered soffits were found to be pulling loose from their hangers
which will need to be removed and replaced with new adequately-supported soffits. (See Photo Nos. 17

-19, 27).
On the 1971 wing, we also discovered a large wall of overstressed brick which has shifted off the shelf ·
angle. (See Photo Nos. 20, 21, 24-26, 28-30). There is too much vertical height of brick over some large
openings on the first floor. The brick is shifting off the shelf angle, has cracked and is laterally displaced.
New relieving angles will need to be installed to relieve the weight and the shifted brick will have to be
removed and replaced. These are conditions that could fail catastrophically without warning,
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SCHOOL CALENDAR
2020-2021
No. of Days
Students/Teachers
2020
17

20

September

1
2
3
7
8

Organization Day
Staff Development Day #1
Staff Development Day #2
Holiday: Labor Day
First Day of School for Students

October

12
21

Holiday: Columbus Day/Indigenous Peoples’ Day
Staff Development Day #3

20

21

November

5-6
9
10
25
26-27

NJEA Convention
Holiday: Veterans Day (Observance)
Holiday: Puerto Rico Heritage Day (Observance)
Early Dismissal – (1:00 pm for Students and Staff)
Holiday: Thanksgiving

15

15

December

3
23
24
25
28-30
31

Parent/Teacher Conference (1:00 pm dismissal for Students)

17

17

Early Dismissal – (1:00 pm for Students and Staff)
Holiday: Christmas Eve
Holiday: Christmas
Winter Recess
Holiday: New Year’s Eve
2021

January

1
13
18

Holiday: New Year’s Day
Staff Development Day #4
Holiday: Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Birthday

18

19

February

12
15
18

Holiday: Lincoln’s Birthday
Holiday: Presidents’ Day

18

18

March

10

Staff Development Day #5

22

23

April

2
5-9

Holiday: Good Friday
Spring Recess

16

16

May

12
31

Holiday: Eid-al-Fitr
Holiday: Memorial Day

19

19

June

28

Last Day of School for Students and Staff
Early Dismissal (1:00 pm for Students only)

20

20

182

188

Parent/Teacher Conference (1:00 pm dismissal for Students)

Special Notes:
1) Schools are closed for students on Staff Development Days and for the NJEA Convention.
2) In the event that schools must close for inclement weather and it is necessary to make up days,
days will be made up during Spring Recess or added at the end of the school year.
Approved: February 25, 2020
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OFFICE OF SCHOOL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
Valerie V. Wilson, RSBO, QPA • CFO/School Business Administrator

July, 2020

Vendor Protocols for the Newark Board of Education
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, all vendors will be asked to follow and acknowledge the following
protocols when entering NBOE property.
•

NBOE staff members must send an email to external vendors notifying them of our ingress
procedures for NBOE buildings.

•

Vendors must acknowledge the ingress procedures and confirm, in writing, vendors coming to any
NBOE property have been COVID-19 tested using one of the PCR methods.
Upon Arrival, vendors will be asked to comply with the following ingress procedures

•

All vendors must have a face mask on prior to entering the building

•

Vendors will have their temperatures checked prior to entry. Any vendor having a temperature of
100.4 or higher will not be permitted into the building.

•

Vendors will be asked to respond to our symptoms checklist. A positive response to any of the
questions will deny the vendor access to the building.

•

Vendors will then be asked to step into a shoe sanitizing solution to cleanse the soles of their
shoes.

•

Vendors will then be asked to use hand sanitizer to cleanse their hands prior to entering the
building.

•

Once in the building, vendors will be asked to maintain social distance protocols including but not
limited to the following:
o
o
o

Wearing of face coverings/masks
Wearing of gloves and other PPE equipment
Maintaining at least 6 feet apart from NBOE staff

765 Street Broad • Newark, New Jersey 07102 • 973-733-7333 • www.nps.k12.nj.us

Coronavirus COVID‐19
Employee Health Screening

Name_______________________________ Date __________ID______________
1. Do you currently have a fever of 100.4 degrees F or greater?
______Yes _______No
2. In the past 14 days have you had any of the symptoms? (Check all that applies)
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No
______Yes _______No

Cough
Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
Chills
Repeated shaking with chills
Muscle pain
Headache
Sore throat
New loss of taste or smell
Fatigue
Congestion or runny nose
Nausea or vomiting
Diarrhea

3. Have you gotten a positive COVID‐19 test result in the past 14‐days, that
tested saliva or used a nose or throat swab? (not a blood test)
______Yes _______No
4. Are you returning from vacation?
______Yes _______No
If yes, what state/country/territory did you visit?
______________________________________________________
(must be checked against NJ travel restrictions list before entry)
5. Temperature check ______________________________
765 Street Broad • Newark, New Jersey 07102 • 973-733-7333 • www.nps.k12.nj.us

Printed: 7/17/20
ATTENTION SCREENERS:
PLEASE REVIEW THIS LIST IF EMPLOYEE IS RETURNING FROM VACATION
Under the 14-day quarantine travel advisory announced by the Governors of New Jersey, New York
and Connecticut, individuals traveling to or returning to New Jersey from states with increasing rates
of COVID-19 are advised to self-quarantine for 14 days. This includes travel by train, bus, car, plane
and any other method of transportation.
The 14-day quarantine travel advisory applies to travel from certain states identified as those that
have a positive COVID-19 test rate higher than 10 per 100,000 residents or have a 10% or higher
positivity rate over a seven-day rolling average ("impacted states.")
As of Tuesday, July 14, there are currently 22 states that meet the criteria stated above:























Alabama (added 6/24/20)
Arkansas (added 6/24/20)
Arizona (added 6/24/20)
California (added 6/30/20)
Florida (added 6/24/20)
Georgia (added 6/30/20)
Iowa (added 6/30/20)
Idaho (added 6/30/20)
Kansas (added 7/7/20)
Louisiana (added 6/30/20)
Minnesota (added 7/14/20)
Mississippi (added 6/30/20)
North Carolina (added 6/24/20)
Nevada (added 6/30/20)
New Mexico (added 7/14/20)
Ohio (added 7/14/20)
Oklahoma (added 7/7/20)
South Carolina (added 6/24/20)
Tennessee (added 6/30/20)
Texas (added 6/24/20)
Utah (added 6/24/20)
Wisconsin (added 7/14/20)

Note: Delaware was removed from the list on 7/14/20
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